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1 
ABSTRACT 
A hierarchy of data structures, called the hypertree 
hierarchy, is presented which has strings and trees as its 
smallest two elements. A generalized frontiering operation 
is presented. Grammars, automata and regular expressions 
are extended to this hierarchy. These are shown to be 
equivalent and the resulting languages are called regular. 
This leads to a hierarchy of regular languages on the 
hypertree hierarchy. These are projected onto the set of 
strings by the frontier operation resulting in a true 
hierarchy of string languages. This hierarchy is called the 
(10) algebraic language hierarchy. It has regular 
languages, context free languages and macro languages as its 
first three levels. It is contained in the set of context 
sensitive languages but is not equal to it. Other 
characterizations are presented. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
In the area of programming languages, two words are 
used quite extensively and with some variation as to the 
meaning. They are "syntax" and "semantics". In order to be 
certain that there is no confusion in the use of these 
terms, a definition will be given here. 
Definition 1: 
The syntax of a language is the set of all legal 
programs in the language. 
# 
Definition 2: 
The semantics of a language is function which maps 
the syntax of the language to a set of meanings. 
The term "meanings" will remain undefined in this context. 
This paper concerns itself with the specification of a 
syntax a formal language. 
Typically, the syntax of a formal language is specified 
by giving a context free grammar for the language. However, 
this has its drawbacks because some of the aspects of common 
programming languages cannot be specified using a context 
free grammar. For example, in Pascal a variable must be 
declared before it is used, yet this simple fact cannot be 
3 
expressed via a context free grammar. Therefore, in 
addition to the grammar of most programming languages there 
has to be a piece of English prose which describes these 
sets of facts. English, being a natural language, has a 
problem in that it is subject to different interpretations 
by different people. Even more important, the English prose 
is too complex and ill-defined to allow automatic generation 
of a parser given these specifications. Therefore, 
typically a parser is written which recognizes the context 
free language specified, and the errors that are defined by 
the English prose are postponed and allowed to show up in 
the code generation (semantic analysis) phase of a compiler. 
For this reason, they are typically called semantic errors, 
although, in fact, they are not errors in the semantics of 
the program at all but rather are syntax errors. All these 
consideration have led some people to explore other means of 
specifying syntax. 
There are five methods of specifying syntax that are of 
interest at this point. The first four were collected into 
a hierarchy by Chomski in the 1950s, and are therefore known 
as the Chomski hierarchy. They are: regular grammars, 
context free grammars, context sensitive grammars and 
unrestricted grammars. The fifth method, macro grammars, is 
due to Fischer (Fischer 1958). In 1974, it was shown by 
4 
Wand (Wand 1975) and Maibaun (Maibaum 1974) that of these, 
regular grammars, context free grammars and macro grammars 
form a natural hierarchy. This hierarchy will be called the 
algebraic language hierarchy in this paper since Wand and 
Maibaum showed that this hierarchy was algebraic in nature. 
Regular grammars are defined as follows: 
Definition 3: 
A regular grammar is a four-tuple, (Z,N,P,S), where 
1. E is a set called the terminals. 
2. N is a set called the nonterminals. 
3. P is a finite set called the productions. 
4. S is a symbol called the start symbol. 
In addition, S e N and P c N X (Z*N U I*). 
An example of a regular grammar is 
({a,b},{S,B},{(S,aB),(B,bS),(S,a)},S) 
which is typically written as 
S aB 
B ^  bS 
S a 
where each of the lines is called a production. Note that 
A a is a production is exactly equivalent to (A, a) z P. 
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Also, typically, the start symbol is written as the first 
symbol, that is, the left hand side of the first production. 
This notation will be used here. These may be used to 
generate a language as follows: If A -> P is a production, 
then, 
a Aï ~ ^ (% P y 
for all a and Ï. Let this (informally) define =>. Then, 
let *=> be the reflexive and transitive closure of =>, The 
language defined by the grammar above is, therefore. 
{o I S *=> a and o e %*} 
Therefore, the grammar above defines the language 
It is a well-known fact that regular grammars are very 
limited in the languages they can define. They are used for 
defining only very simple languages such as are used in 
lexical analyses. Therefore, more powerful grammars are 
typically used to define real programming languages. The 
most common is context free grammars. Context free grammars 
are defined as follows: 
6 
Definition 4: 
A context free grammar is a four-tuple (Z,N,P,S) 
where 
1. Z is a set called the terminals. 
2. N is a set called the nonterminals. 
3. P is a finite set called the productions. 
4. S is a symbol called the start symbol. 
Further, S e N and P c N X (E U N)*. 
• 
The definition of => and the language generated is exactly 
analogous to the corresponding notation used in regular 
grammars above. An example of a context free grammar is 
S E 
E -4. (E) 
E -» a 
Note, this grammar defines the language 
It is easy to show this language cannot be represented by a 
regular grammar; therefore, it is known that context free 
grammars can define a larger set of languages than regular 
grammars can define. For this reason, context free grammars 
are used to define a number of programming languages as was 
7 
mentioned above. It should be obvious also that any regular 
grammar is also context free. 
The third type of grammar is context sensitive 
grammars. It is defined as follows; 
Definition 5; 
A context sensitive grammar is a four-tuple 
(E,N,P,S) where 
1. E is a set of terminals. 
2. N is a set of nonterminals. 
3. P is a finite set of productions. 
4. S is a symbol called the start symbol. 
Further, S e N and P c (Z U N)*N(Z U N)* X (Z U N)* such 
that if (A,B) e P then the length of A is less than or equal 
to the length of B. 
• 
The definition of => requires now that the A may be a string 
of symbols. An example of a context sensitive grammar is 
S -* aSBc 
S -> abc 
cB -»• Be 
bB bb 
It can be shown that this grammar defines the language 
8 
which cannot be expressed with a context free grammar. 
The fourth type of grammar in the Chomski hierarchy is 
called unrestricted. 
Definition 6: 
An unrestricted grammar is a four-tuples (Z,N,P,S) 
where 
1. X is a set of terminals. 
2. N is a set of nonterminals. 
3. P is a finite set of productions. 
4. S is a symbol called the start symbol. 
In addition, S e N and P c (Z U N)*N(Z U N)* X (X U N)*. 
The language defined by this grammar is analogous to the 
previous definitions. 
The fifth type of grammar was first formally defined by 
Fischer (Fischer 1968). It is called macro grammars and 
will not be formally defined here. In general, macro 
grammars allow productions in which each nonterminal is 
allowed zero or more arguments. For example, 
S -*• T{a,b,c) 
T(X^,X2,X3) H. T(X^a,X2b,X3C) 
T(X^,X2,X3) %X3 
9 
Here, the "(a,b,c)" following the first nonterminal T is a 
listing of the three arguments, "a", "b" and "c". 
Similarly, => must be defined differently. If 
A(X^...X^) -»• B is a production, then 
oA(3^.. => oB'y 
where g' is g with all occurrences of replaced by Xg 
replaced by etc. *=> is the reflexive and transitive 
closure as before. Using these rules, it can easily be seen 
that the grammar given produces the language 
so that macro grammars are more powerful than context free 
grammars. Fischer also showed that macro grammars are not 
as powerful as context sensitive grammars. The same paper 
also shows that there are two types of macro grammars, 10 
and 01. 10 macro grammars insist that in order to apply the 
* 
production given above, must be elements of I . 01, 
on the other hand, insists that the A not be an argument to 
any other nonterminal at the point where the production is 
applied. This gives the same language as is obtained if 
there is no restrictions at all placed on the order of 
evaluation. 
10 
At the same time, some of the grammars that have just 
been described were extended to operate on trees by Rounds 
(Rounds 1959). These included regular grammars and context 
free grammars. An example of a regular grammar over trees 
is given in figure 1 where each nonterminal is required to 
be on the frontier of the tree. This will define the 
language given in figure 2. 
S -»• 1 
I 
E 
E 2 
E 3 
I 
a 
FIGURE 1. Sample Tree Grammar 
Note that an alternative method of representing trees 
is to put parentheses around the subtrees at each node. 
Therefore, the above grammar can be written 
11 
/ 1 \n 
' ,2 \ 
' I j\ ; 
such that n > 0. 
FIGURE 2. Language Defined by the Sample Grammar 
S -4. 1(E) 
E -> 2([E]) 
E -4. 3(a) 
and the language can be represented as 
{l({2([}*3(a){])}*)}n>0 
Note that the frontier of the elements of this language form 
the language 
which is a context free language. In general, this is the 
case. The frontier of any regular tree language is a 
context free string language. 
12 
/i\ 
^ b c c 
/C" /(^° 
FIGURE 3. Illustration of a Context Free Tree Language 
Rounds also talks about context free grammars over 
trees (Rounds 1969). For example, 
S T(abc) 
TCX^X^Xg) T(*(X^a)*(X2b)*(X3C)) 
TfX^XgXg) H. afX^X^Xg) 
Some examples of the trees resulting from this grammar are 
given in figure 3. Note that the frontier of this language 
is the language 
13 
which is a macro language. Rounds showed that in general 
this is the case. Also, for each context free tree grammar, 
there is a macro grammar which describes the frontier 
language. Note that just as there were two distinct classes 
of macro grammars, 10 and 01, there are two classes of 
context free tree grammars on trees -- top-down and 
bottom-up. 
FIGURE 4. Known Language Types 
These last few remarks lead to the figure given in 
figure 4. Here each of the known grammars are represented 
by an asterisk, with an arrow representing the frontier 
function. This is similar to the table given by Maibaum 
(Maibaum 1974), with his hierarchy of algebras replaced by a 
hierarchy (of two) data structures. As Maibaun noted, this 
Regular 
Context 
Free Indexed 
String 
Tree 
14 
suggests a hierarchy of data structures, and it is this 
hierarchy of data structures that is the subject of this 
paper. This hierarchy is called the hypertree hierarchy. 
15 
BASIC DEFINITIONS 
The set of hypertrees over Z has two well-known special 
cases. These are the set of strings over Z and the set of 
trees over Z, which are designated as level 1 hypertrees and 
level 2 hypertrees respectively. 
Historically, there have been a few discrepancies in 
the treatment of strings and trees. For instance, a null 
string is provided, but a null tree is not. Also, any 
element of Z can appear at any location in a string, but 
only a subset can appear at any particular location on a 
tree, such as at the frontier, due to the ranking relation 
(Rounds 1970). In each case, a decision had to be made as 
to which structure to follow; a similar development could be 
made using the other choices. In the above examples, it was 
decided that eliminating the null string and the ranking 
relation would make the smoothest development. Therefore, 
+ * 
Z is used as the set of strings instead of Z . Also, each 
of the ranks Z^'s in the ranked set Z is assumed to be equal 
to Z itself. Normally, only a finite number of the ranks 
may be nonempty so that tree automata may be developed, 
however, it will be shown in chapter 5 that this is not 
needed. 
A recursive definition of the set of strings over Z, 
Z^, is given by 
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Definition 7: 
The set of classical strings over I, denoted , is 
the smallest set such that 
Z* = Z U E Z* 
# 
Similarly, a recursive definition of the set of trees over 
Z, Tg, is given by 
Definition 8: 
The set of classical trees over the ranked set Z, 
denoted T^, is the smallest set such that 
^z = =0 % %iki :i[(Tz)'] 
where Z^ is the i^^ rank of Z. 
Keeping in mind the above discussion, this may be rewritten 
as 
Definition 9: 
The set of modified classical trees over Z, denoted 
MTg, is the smallest set such that 
MTj = Z U Z[(MT^)^] 
• 
since each of the Z^'s is equal to Z. 
In developing the definition of hypertrees, first a 
common notation is needed for the set of strings over Z and 
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the set of trees over E. Since a level number is also 
needed, an entirely new notation was developed rather than 
expand either the notation or the notation. 
Therefore, the set of strings over I, which is the set of 
hypertrees of level 1 over I, is denoted by H^(Z), and the 
hypertrees of level 2 over Z, the set of trees over Z, is 
denoted as HgfZ). In either case, if the hypertrees are 
over Z for the remainder of this paper, the "(Z)" will be 
elided unless confusion would result. Therefore, the set of 
strings over Z is denoted as the set of trees over Z is 
denoted H^, and in general, the set of hypertrees of level n 
over Z will be denoted by 
In order to develop the general definition for 
hypertrees, some additional changes need to be made to the 
definition of strings given in definition 7 and the 
definition of trees given in definition 9. Using the new 
notation, the equation in definition 7 may be written as 
= Z U ZH^ 
At this level, there is no ambiguity about what follows the 
initial element of Z in the string, but in general this is 
not the case. Therefore, the part of the string which 
follows Z is indicated by the use of brackets. 
= Z U Z[ ] 
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In order that these brackets not be confused with brackets 
at other levels of the hierarchy, a subscript is introduced. 
Therefore, the equation becomes 
(1) = Z U l[^ 
Similarly, the equation in definition 9 may be written as 
Hg = Z U l[ (Hg)^ ] 
As above, subscripts need to be added to avoid confusion. 
The equation now becomes 
«2 = ^ " "iki :[2 (^2)' 2I 
= E U Z[2 (H^)" 2I 
A reasonable interpretation for the the set of 
strings over H^, that is the set of strings of trees, which 
is Therefore, the above equation becomes 
(2) Hg = Z U Z[2 H^(H2) 2I 
Note that since is an infinite set, the set of strings 
must be defined over infinite sets. This is also extended 
to all hypertrees. 
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A logical extension of the hypertree hierarchy in the 
downward direction is to the set of elements of E, that is, 
to I itself. This is reasonable if it is noted that trees 
have two dimensions, height and width, whereas strings have 
only one dimension, length. Continuing on down, the 
elements of I have neither height, width nor length and are, 
therefore, zero dimensional objects. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to expect that the set of level 0 hypertrees over 
I is simply S itself. That is 
(3) Hq = I 
Using this fact, equation 1 may be rewritten as 
(4) = Z U l[^ Hq(H^) 
since Hg is the identity function. 
From equations 2 and 4, it should be evident that in 
general 
Bn = : * :[n Hn.l(Hn) n^ 
and indeed this is the case. The one exception has been 
noted above in equation 3. It will be seen later that this 
definition is somewhat restrictive, therefore, in the formal 
definition of hypertrees a lower case h is used in place of 
the upper case H. 
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Definition 10: 
The set of hypertrees over £ of level n, denoted 
h^, is the smallest set such that 
(^) bg = 2 
(b) = Z U h^_,(h^) J 
if n > 0. 
TABLE 1. Some Examples of Hypertrees over {a,b,c} 
line level examples 
1 0 
2 1 
3 1 
4 2 
5 2 
5 2 
7 3 
8 3 
9 3 
If Z = {a,b,c}, then some examples of hypertrees are 
given in table 1, In each case, at level 2 and below, in 
view of the above discussion, the usual parenthesized 
a 
a 
a[ib[^c^]^] 
^^2®^ l^^l^lU^2^ 
^^3^^2^^1°^3^^2^^1°1^2^3^ ^ 2^2^ ^ l^lU^2^3^ 
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notation for the string or tree can be recovered by deleting 
the one level brackets and deleting the subscripts on the 
two level brackets. Therefore, line 6 of table 1 is usually 
written as a[a[ab]bc[a[ab]]]. 
FIGURE 5. A Projection of a Level 3 Hypertree 
Throughout this paper, hypertrees are defined and used 
as sets of strings rather than graphs. The reason for this 
is that strings and trees, being one and two dimensional 
objects, have simple two dimensional projections. However, 
this is not the case in general. A level n hypertree is an 
n dimensional object. For example, the hypertree given in 
line 9 of table 1 is of level 3, and, therefore, is a three 
dimensional object. This object may be represented by a 3 
dimensional graph. A projection of this graph into 2 
dimensions is given in figure 5. Hypertrees of levels 
higher than 3 are not uncommon, so even models cannot be 
built of these. For this reason, no further attempts will 
a 
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be made at using graphs to illustrate hypertrees in this 
paper. 
In definition 10, line b, the expression "h^_^(h^)" 
occurs. This expression occurs so often in the following 
pages that a special notation is given for it 
^n " hk(^k+l( "'• (^n-l(^n)^ ^ 
In the case of trees, this reduces to 
^2 ~ ^ 1(^2) 
which is the set of strings of trees, or in other words the 
set of forests over E. For this reason, h^ is referred to 
as the set of hyperforests of degree k and level n over I. 
In order to reduce the number of special cases in the formal 
definition, the hyperforest h^^^ is taken as being equal to 
Z. Note also that 
In general. 
^n = ^ k(C) 
= C " C'tk ^k-l(^n) kl 
= C " C'tk ^ n"' kl 
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Since it is often useful to prove things about hyperforests 
and then note that a hypertree is a special case of a 
hyperforest, a formal definition of hyperforests is in 
order. 
Definition 11: 
The set of hyperforests of degree k and level n 
over I, denoted h^, is the smallest set such that 
(a) h^""^ = Z 
if n > 0. 
(b) h^ = hk+: u hk+i[^ hk-i 
if n > k > 0. 
if n > 0. 
This definition of hyperforest does not obviously have the 
connection to hypertrees that is mentioned in the above , 
discussion. This connection is proved in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1: 
For all n > k ^  0, 
Proof: 
Define 
• • •  ( & % )  • • •  ) )  
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for all n > k > 0. Also, define 
(5) = I 
for all n>0. If n > k > 0, then 
«5(:| = 
If n = k, then 
«5(:) = hn 
Ir 
By definition 10, therefore, a^^Z) is the smallest set such 
that 
(6) a°(Z) = hQ(a^(Z)) 
= .1(2) 
if n k 0. 
(7) a^{l) = h%(Gn*l(Z)) 
= ^ hk-i(hk(*n*'(:))) kl 
= af'd) u .%+"(:)[k k: 
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if n > k > 0. But equations 5, 6 and 7 are precisely the 
same as equations a, c and b respectively in definition 11 
k k k 
except that replaces h^. Therefore, since h^ is the 
Tr 
smallest set that meets these conditions, and is also 
the smallest set, it must be true that 
hn = =n(:) 
~ ^ k^^k+1^ •'* * )) 
and the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2: 
For all n > 0, 
^n = ^ n 
Proof: 
Substitute n for k in theorem 1. 
A lot of the proofs in this paper depend on the use of 
induction. However, definition 11 does not lend itself 
readily to the use of induction because of the occurrence of 
the "k+1" as well as the "k-1" in equation b. Therefore, a 
new variable is introduced to act as the induction variable. 
Since it corresponds loosely with the height of trees, this 
variable is called the depth of the hypertree. The 
definition corresponds rather closely to the definition of 
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hyperforests, except that "m" is used to keep track of how 
many times the definition has recurred. 
Definition 12: 
The set of hyperforests over Z of level n, degree k 
Tç 
and depth m, denoted h^ is the smallest set such 
that 
CI = ' 
if n > 0 and m > 0. 
(b) hk Q = » 
if n > k > 0. 
^n,m+l = <m " ^n,m " ^ ^k k^ 
if n > k > 0 and m > 0. 
if n > 0 and m > 0. 
The task now is to prove that this definition does in 
fact allow proofs about hyperforests as has been claimed. 
This will be accomplished by showing that 
This, in turn, requires some lemmas. 
Lemma 3: 
For all n > 0 and n+1 > j > k k 0, 
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Proof by induction on k: 
Basis: if j = k then 
Therefore, 
4 = < 
•= '•n 
Induction step: Assume that if k' > k then 
Since k > 0, there are two cases to be considered: 
1. If k > 0, then 
hn = C U C'lk C kl 
and by induction hypothesis. 
(8) c 
2. If k = 0, then 
4' 
by induction hypothesis. Also, 
Therefore, 
(9) 4 . 
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In both 8 and 9, 
so the theorem is proved by induction. 
Lemma 4: 
If n > k > 0 and m ^ 0, then 
" <,0 ° k' 
Proof by induction on m; 
Basis: If m = 0, then 
= kl  
= " ^n.O " <Jilk k' 
by definition 12. 
Induction step: Assume that if m ^ 0 then 
^n,m+l = ^ <0 ^ k^ 
Substituting this equation into the appropriate line in 
definition 12 will allow the expansion 
(10) ^n,m+2 = ^ nlLl " <m ^ <0 
^ kl " t&i+ltk <Ll k) 
= <m.l " <0 ^ <m.lfk <Ll kl 
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since 
and 
, k+1 ^  . k+1 
n,m n,m+l 
.k-1 ,k-l 
n,m n,m+l 
Notice that equation 10 is the same as the induction 
hypothesis except each occurrence of m has been incremented 
by one. Therefore, 
<m+l = " <0 " <J;tk <m kl 
for all m > 0 by induction. 
Lemma 5 : 
For all m > 0, n > 0 and n+1 > k â 0, 
''"m = -ï 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: if m = 0 then there are three cases that need to be 
considered, k = n+1, n k k >0 and k = 0. 
1. If k = n+1, then 
<,m = : 
= 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
3. If k = 0, then 
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By part 1 if n = 0 or part 2 above if n > 0 
But since it must be that 
n n 
Therefore, in all three cases if m = 0 then 
Induction step: Assume that if m' < m then 
There are three cases that need to be considered. 
1. If k = n+1, then 
^ 
Therefore, 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
= CLl U ^ n,0 " dllk <m-l k^ 
by lemma 4. Therefore, since h^ g = * it must be that 
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, k+1 „ . k+1 , . k-1 , 
^n,m ~ *n,m-l " n,m-l^k n,m-l k^ 
By induction hypothesis 
= C' 
<m-l = 
therefore, 
3. If k = 0, then 
h° = h^ 
n,m n,m 
But 
hn.m = 
as a special case of equation 11 or 12 depending on 
the value of n. Therefore, 
So, in this case also 
Therefore, by equations 11, 12 and 13 
= '^ n 
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if m > 0 and the induction hypothesis is assumed. 
Therefore, the lemma is proved by induction. 
Lemma 5: 
If n k 0, n+1 > k > 0 and m > 0, then 
^n,m " ^m>m'>0 ^ n,m' 
Proof by induction on m: 
Define 
"n,m(^) ^m>m'>0 ^ n,m 
Basis: if m = 0 then 
Vo(^) = V=0 
= ^ n,0 
Induction step: Assume that if m > 0 then 
Then by the definition of union. 
Therefore, by induction hypothesis 
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k k Since h „ = h_ _,n, it must be true that 
n,m n,m+l 
if m > 0. Therefore, by induction 
Which is the same as saying 
k k 
^n,m ~ ^ m>m'>0 ^ n,m' 
Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 7 : 
For all n > 0 and n+1 > k > 0, 
"n = "m^O hn,m 
Proof: 
To prove that 
= Vo hn,m 
it will be shown that h_ has all the properties that 
mâu n,m ^ ^ 
define h^. Define 
n 
= Vm'^O 
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By lemma 6 
V»''' = 
Ty 
Therefore, (Z) is the smallest set such that the 
n,m 
following three equations are true: 
1. If n > 0, k = n+1 and m > 0, then 
= : 
2. If n > k > 0 and m > 0, then by lemma 4 
= vi<^> " <o(^) " 
3. If n > 0 and m > 0, then 
Vm<^) = 
By the definition of infinite union 
Therefore, if a^(Z) is defined as 
«n(^> = "mkO 
then a^(Z) is the smallest set such that 
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1. If n > 0 and k = n+1, then 
(14) = Z 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
"%(:) = V hn,o " «n"'(:) 
3. If n Z 0 and k = 0, then 
(15) a°(£) = a^(Z) 
But since h^ g = * the second equation becomes 
(16) aJ^(Z) = ak+l(E) U a%^l(Z)[% *^^^(2) 1,1 
Now since h^ is the smallest set with properties 14, 15 and 
16 it must also be true that 
(17) h^=a^(Z) 
= "m>0 kn,m 
and the theorem is proved. 
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/\ " I 
a b a 
a/\ 
Frontier: abbab 
FIGURE 6. A Tree 
As was stated earlier, the definition of hypertrees 
given in definition 10 is somewhat restrictive. Consider 
the case of the frontier. For a tree, this is simple. All 
that needs to be done is that the leaves of the tree — 
those nodes which don't have any subtrees — are listed in 
the order that they occur. For example, the tree in figure 
5 has the frontier "abbab". However, consider the hypertree 
in figure 5. Since this is a level 3 hypertree, the 
frontier should be a level 2 hypertree, a tree. It is easy 
to see that the frontier starts out as a[ba[bc]a], but the 
bottommost "a" doesn't have any subhypertrees, and, 
therefore, by the logic given above, should be on the 
frontier. But where does the "a" get attached? This 
particular problem leads to the redefinition of hypertree. 
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In this new definition, it has to be explicitly stated where 
the subtrees are to be attached during the frontiering 
operation, as will be seen. 
First, some way of referring to a particular 
subhypertree in a hypertree must be found. This can be done 
by finding a way to refer to the head of the hypertree only 
since once the location of the head is known it is quite 
easy to find a complete hypertree of any given level. In 
the case of level 2 hypertrees (trees), this is trivial, and 
even at level 3 it is not a difficult problem but at higher 
levels it becomes very much more difficult. Therefore, a 
set of "paths" are defined for locating a particular 
subhypertree in a hypertree. A path describes how to follow 
the pointers in a hypertree to get to the head of the 
desired subhypertree. 
Definition 13: 
The set of legal n-paths of degree k, denoted P^, 
is the smallest set such that 
(a) = {X} 
if n i 0. 
(b) pjj = P^^l U kpk-1 
if n > k > 0. 
= Pn 
if n > 0. 
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Having defined n-paths, a new definition for hypertrees 
can be given. Since this definition allows for frontiering, 
these are called frontierable hypertrees. In frontierable 
hypertrees, a new type of symbol is introduced. It is 
called "X" and is used to hold one of the n-paths just 
defined. Since in the definition of frontiering, it is 
important to know a level also, there is a level encoded in 
the X. The use of the X will be obvious when frontiering is 
introduced. 
Definition 14: 
The set of frontierable hypertrees over Z of level 
n, denoted H^, is the smallest set such that 
(a) Hq = 1 
(b) = Z U X^ U Z[^ 
if n > 0 and X^ = {X^ | }• 
# 
The same discussion which lead to the definition of 
hyperforests of degree k, definition 11, leads to the 
definition of frontierable hyperforests of degree k which 
correspond directly to hyperforests. Similarly, 
hyperforests of degree k and depth m have a counterpart 
called frontierable hyperforests of degree k and depth m. 
These are defined as follows: 
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Definition 15: 
The set of frontierable hyperforests over Z of 
Tr 
level n and degree k, denoted is the smallest 
set such that 
(a) = Z 
if n > 0. 
(b) h° = h1 
if n > 0. 
(c) U U 
if n > k > 0 and = {xj | jepj^"^}. 
Definition 16: 
The set of frontierable hyperforests over Z of 
level n, degree k, and depth m, denoted is 
the smallest set such that 
if n > 0 and m ^ 0. 
«lo = 
if n > k > 0 and Xj^ = {xj | jepj^"^}. 
4m+l = Cm " " Cm^k <m k^ 
if n > k > 0 and m > 0. 
if n > 0 and m > 0. 
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There is also a set of theorems corresponding to 
theorems 1 to 7. In each case, the proof follows the 
corresponding proof in the original theorem so closely that 
it need not be given here. 
Theorem 8: 
For all n > k ^  0, 
«n = Sk<Vl< ••• 'V ••• >) 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof of theorem 1, 
mm • ^  
Corollary 9: 
For all n > 0, 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof of corollary 2. 
M 0 
Lemma 10: 
For all n > 0 and n+1 > j > k k 0, 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof for lemma 3. 
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Lemma 11: 
For all n > 0, n+1 > k > 0 and m k 0, 
Hn,m = «n 
Proof : 
This proof is the same as the proof of lemma 5, 
mm • mm 
Lemma 12: 
If n > 0, n+1 > k > 0 and m > 0, then 
TJ^ — TT 
n,m m>m'>0 "n,m' 
Proof : 
This proof is the same as lemma 6 
Lemma 13 : 
For all n > k > 0 and m > 0, 
<,m+l = <m " <0 " <^k <m k^ 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof for lemma 4. 
Theorem 14: 
For all n > 0 and n+1 > k > 0, 
«n = "m>0 Hn.m 
Proof: 
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This proof is the same as the proof for theorem 7. 
Having defined a path as a means of selecting a 
subhypertree, and having defined frontierable hypertrees, 
the selection function can now be defined. This function, 
called the search function, takes as its arguments a path 
and a hyperforest and returns the selected hypertree. The 
method of doing this is to consider the top level of the 
hyperforest — that is the root nodes of all the 
sub-hypertrees — and proceed down the path in the following 
manner. If there is a subhyperforest in the top level 
hyperforest described above with a degree corresponding to 
the first number in the path, then that hyperforest is 
selected and the top number is removed from the path. If 
there is no hyperforest corresponding to that number, then 
the function is not defined. This continues recursively 
until the end of the path is reached at which time the 
subhypertree corresponding to the first node is selected. 
For example, if the hyperforest of level 4 and degree 2 
is the hyperforest given in figure 7 and the path is "21321" 
then, after the first recursion the path becomes "1321" and 
the hyperforest is 
[2^2]^l^l^l^ 
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[2^2^ f1^1^1^2^ 
n-path; 21321 
Selected Hypertree 
FIGURE 7. A Hypertree of level 4 and degree 2 
After recursion 2, the path is "321" and the hyperforest is 
°t3^^2^^1^1^2^3^ ^ 2^2^ ^ 1^1^ 
After the third recursion, the path is "21" and the 
hyperforest is 
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Then, after this pass, the path becomes "1" and the 
hyperforest is 
bliC^l 
And lastly, the path becomes null and the hyperforest is 
so the selected hypertree is "c". Note that although this 
is a level 4 hypertree there are no level four brackets so 
that any selected subhypertrees will be single nodes. If 
the path had been "221", which is illegal, then recursion 2 
would have had path "21" and hyperforest 
^[l^t3®f2^^1^1^2^3^ ^ 2^2^ fl^l^l^ 
which has no subhypertree corresponding to number 2, so the 
select function fails and is not defined for these 
arguments. 
Notice that the level of the hypertree has to be known 
at the time that the hypertree is finally selected so that 
the end of the selected hypertree can be determined. Also, 
it is convenient to know the level of the hyperforest that 
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is being input. Therefore, instead of a single selection 
function there is a family of selection functions, each 
corresponding to hyperforests of a given level and degree. 
Definition 17: 
Search is a family of functions, denoted search^. 
such that 
search^: P* X 
if n > k > 0. The value of the functions are 
defined as follows: 
(a) search^(j,y) = Z 
if n > 0. 
(b) search®(j,y) = search^(j,Y) 
if n > 0. 
(c) = undefined 
if y E and j = ki. 
= undefined 
if y E Xj^. 
search^(j,y) = search^^^(j,y) 
if y E and j E 
V+1 
= search^ (j,a) 
if y = a [ ^  3 and j E 
= search^"^(i,B) 
if y = a[, P . ] and j = ki. 
if n > k > 0. 
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Notice in equation a of definition 17, j must equal X due to 
domain constraints. 
TABLE 2. Equation c of Definition 9 
other 
other 
Tr+1 
search^ (j,*) 
search^^^(j,a) 
ki 
error 
searchj^"^(i, j ) 
if n > k > 0. 
Table 2 gives a diagram to aid in the understanding of 
definition 11. Notice that since n > k > 0 
J s pk+1 U 
by line c of definition 13. Therefore, 
j e P k+1 
n 
or else j is a string that begins with k. Similarly, 
' = U Xk U k] 
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In general, if the n-path j does not start with a number 
corresponding to the level of this search function then the 
next higher level search function is called on that part of 
the hypertree that forms the next higher level. This will 
continue to search the hyperforest until either the level 
which corresponds with the first number in j is called or 
search^ is called. In the latter case, 
: ' ^n 
= {X} 
so that a hypertree is selected via line a of the 
definition. In the former case, the part of the hypertree 
in the brackets that correspond to the level selected is 
searched using the remainder of the path. If nothing is 
bracketed at that level, then the search is undefined. 
Ic 
It has been stated that the codomain of the search 
n 
function is H^. However, there is nothing in the definition 
which guarantees that this is the case. Therefore, a 
theorem is presented which proves that the elements defined 
by the search function are in fact hypertrees, or, in other 
words, that the search function is well-formed. 
Lemma 15; 
If n > k > 0, m > 0, 3f e j s P* and 
search^( j , tf ) is defined, then 
search^(y) e 
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Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: if m = 0 then either n = k, n > k > 0 or k 
1. If n = k, then 
by theorem 14 and corollary 9. Therefore, 
search^(j,f) = Z 
by definition 17. 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
' = <0 
•Jr 
by definition 16. Therefore, search^( j , 2f ) is 
undefined. 
3. If k = 0, then 
search®( j ,3f ) = search^(j, 2f) 
and is undefined if n > 0. If n = 0, then 
search°(j,f) e 
by part 1 of this proof. 
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k In any event, if search^( j, îf ) is defined then 
search^(j,Y) e 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' >0 and Ï s , then 
n,m 
search^(j,3f) e 
if it is defined. If Y e then one of the following 
cases must be true: 
1. If k = n, then 
(18) search^(j,y) = Z 
by theorem 14 and corollary 9. 
2. If n > k > 0, y e . and j e then 
n,m-l n 
search^(j,y) = search^*^(j,%) 
' Hn 
or is not defined by induction hypothesis. 
3. If n > k > 0, y e . and j s kP^"^, then 
n,m-i n 
search^(j,y) is not defined. 
4. If n > k > 0, y E and searchj^( j, y ) is 
defined, then 
searchj^(j,y) z 
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by induction hypothesis. 
5. If n > k > 0, y = o[j^ p j^] and j e , then 
» ^ <m-l 
and 
search^Xj'f) = search^^^(j,a) 
' «n 
6 .  I f n > k > 0 ,  y = a [ j ^ p j ^ ]  a n d  j  =  k i ,  t h e n  
6 = 
and 
search^(j,f) = search|^'^(i, 3 ) 
= «n 
by induction hypothesis. 
7. If k = 0, then 
search|^( j , Jf ) = search^(j,y) 
^ ^n 
as a special case of one of the previous cases of this 
proof. 
In all cases, assuming the induction hypothesis allows a 
proof that 
search^( j ,3f ) s 
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or else it is not defined, so that the lemma is proved by 
induction. 
Theorem 15: 
If n S k > 0, y e j e and searchj^( j,ï) is 
defined, then 
search*(j,y) z 
Proof: 
If y e then there must be an m such that 
» ' 
by theorem 14, Therefore, 
search^(j,y) e 
if it is defined and the theorem is proved. 
Another function which is needed for the definition of 
the frontier function is the apply function. The apply 
function will take a hyperforest and replace all of the X^'s 
with corresponding hypertrees. This is done by searching 
each of the nodes of the input hyperforest for nodes which 
are of the form X^. All other nodes are ignored. At these 
nodes, the appropriate search function is called to locate 
the subhypertree in the hyperforest that is to replace the 
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X^. Like search, apply is a family of functions, denoted 
apply^, each returning a different level or degree of 
hyperforest. 
Definition 18: 
Apply is a family of partial functions, denoted 
apply^/ such that 
apply^: X 
for all n > 0 and n+1 > k > 0. The value of the 
functions are defined as follows: 
(a) apply**l(f,*) = 3f 
if n > 0. 
(b) apply°(y,</») = applyl(y,*) 
if n > 0. 
(c) = y 
if y e Xj^ and n > k. 
apply^Xf,*) = search*"l(],*) 
if y = x£ and n = k. 
n 
k+1 
= apply^ (%,*) 
if y G 
n 
= apply^^^(a,*)[% applyk-l(B,*) 
if y = 3 %]. 
if n S k > 0. 
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Just as was the case with the search function, the 
statement of the codomain of the apply function was made 
with no proof that the definition in fact maps the domain 
into the codomain. This proof will now be supplied in the 
following theorem. 
Lemma 17 : 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then there are four possible cases: 
1. If k = n+1, then by the definition of apply 
If n > 0, n+1 > k > 0, m % 0, % s * s H* and 
n n,m 
applV^f*,*) is defined, then 
applyJ^CÏ^V») e 
applyJ^Cï/*) = y 
2. If k = n and search^"^( j ,^j)) is defined, then 
apply|J(y,</') search^~^(j,^) 
E H 
n 
by theorem 16 and corollary 9 where Z = X^. 
3. If n > k > 0, then 
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(19) applyk(?,f) = y 
since Y e by definition 15. 
4. If k = 0, then 
applV^ff,*) = applyl(f,*) 
as a special case of equation 19. Notice that n # 0. 
Therefore, since 
k k Since apply^(y,*) s in each case, the basis is proved. 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' SO, ï e and 
n, m 
z then 
applyJ^Cï/t/») e 
V 
if it is defined. If ï e then one of the cases given 
below must be true: 
1. If k = n+1, then 
apeiy^ff,*) = y 
due to the domain constraint. 
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2. If n > k > 0, ï s and apply^+lfy,*) is 
defined, then 
V lr+1 
applyn(f,*) = apply^ (%,*) 
n 
k+1 k by induction hypothesis. Also, since c H^, 
applyj^(y,*) e 
3. If n > k > 0, Ï E and apply^f?,*) is 
defined, then 
apply^(Y,V) E 
by induction hypothesis. 
k+1 
4. If n > k > 0 and Z = ap , then a e m-1 
and g e Therefore, if apply^*^(a,#) and 
k-1 
apply^ (&/*) are both defined then 
V k+1 k-1 
apply^rf,*) = apply^ (%,*)[% apply^ (B,*) j^] 
^ C'tk kl 
by induction hypothesis. But since 
C'tk «n"' k] <= «n 
(20) applyk(Y,*) e 
5. If k = 0, then 
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applyj^(y/^) = applyl(f,*) 
if it is defined. This is a special case of equation 
20. But since H° = 
applyj^(y,«;') G H° 
Therefore, since 
apply^(y,^) E 
in each case, the lemma is proved by induction. 
Theorem 18: 
If n > 0, n+1 > k > 0, y E V e and 
apply^(Y/'J') is defined, then 
apply^X?,*) e 
Proof : 
By theorem 14 there exists an m such that 
Therefore, by lemma 17, 
apply^X?,*) e 
if it is defined at that point. 
Using the apply function, the frontier may now be defined 
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Definition 19; 
Frontier is a family of partial functions, denoted 
Tr 
frontier^, such that 
if n > 0. 
frontier-l: 
frontier^: 
if n k k k 0. The values are defined as follows: 
(a) = y if y e 
frontier^(y) = undefined if f e X^. 
= frontier^(P) if % = 
if k = n+1 and n k 0. 
(b) frontier® (2f ) = frontier^ff) 
if n > 0. 
(c) = y 
if y e Xj^ and n â k > 0. 
Tr+l 
= frontier^ (Z) 
if y e and n a k > 0. 
k V+l Tr-1 
frontier^(y) = frontier^ (a)[^ frontier^ (3) 
if y = a[j^ 3 j^] and n > k. 
= apply^(frontier^^^(o), frontier^'^(&)) 
if y = a[^ B a t Z and n = k. 
= «[% frontier*"l(B) 
if y = a[. B .], a e Z and n = k. 
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As has been done previously, a theorem will now be 
proved establishing that the codomain stated in the 
definition of the frontier is correct. 
Lemma 19: 
If m a 0, y E _ and frontier^(Y) is defined, 11** X f in> n 
then 
if n > k & 0. 
frontierj^(y) e 
frontier^(f) e 
if n > 0 and k = n+1. 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: if m = 0 then one of the following cases is true: 
1. If k = n+1, then 
* = Xn+1 
]r 
and frontier_(y) is not defined, 
n ' 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
and 
, s Xk 
frontier^(y) = % 
Tç 
But since H _ = X, it must be true that 
n, 0 k 
and 
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ï c 
3. If k = 0 and n = 0, then 
frontierJ^(3f ) = frontier^CÏ) 
But by case 1 above, frontier^f?) is not defined. 
Therefore, frontier^(y) is not defined. 
4. If k = 0 and n > 0, then 
frontier^(y) = frontier^(Y) 
By case 2 above, 
frontier^ s 
n n 
Since = H^, it follows that 
frontier^(f) e 
Since in each case, either the frontier was not defined or 
was an element of the appropriate codomain, the basis is 
established. 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' i 0 and Y e , 
n+l,m 
Ir 
then frontier^(y) is an element of the appropriate codomain 
Ir 
or else is undefined. If 2f E H , then one of the 
n+i, m 
following conditions is true: 
1. If k = n+1 and Z e ., then Tf s Z and 
n+l,m-1 
frontier^(Y) = 3" 
Since Z c hJJ, 
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2. If k = n+1 and Ï e then 
frontier^(ï) e H* 
or is not defined by the induction hypothesis. 
3. If k = n+1 and * = =[% B %], then 
frontier^(y) = frontier*(B) 
But 3 e and by induction hypothesis 
frontier^(B) e 
if frontier^(3) is defined. Therefore, 
frontier^(y) e 
if frontier^(y) is defined. 
n^ 
k+l 
4. If n > k > 0 and TS c , then 
n+1, m-1 
frontier^(%) = frontier^*^(y) 
1r+l "If+I 
But since frontier^ (Z) s by induction 
Ir+I V 
hypothesis, and c h^, 
frontierjj(y) e hJJ 
if it is defined, 
5. If n > k > 0 and Z e ,, then 
n+1,m-l 
frontier^(f) e 
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by induction hypothesis provided that frontier^(y) is 
defined. 
6. If k = n and Y = a[^ B then 
frontier^(Y) = apply^Xfrontier**^(f),frontier^"^(g)) 
But by theorem 18, if the frontier is defined 
frontier^(y) e H* 
(Note that the arguments to apply are in domain for 
apply by induction hypothesis.) 
7. If n > k > 0 and t = ag , then 
frontier^(y) = frontier**^(a)[.^ frontier^~^(P) 
Notice that since n > k, neither k+1 nor k-1 can equal 
n+1. Therefore, 
frontier^*^(o) 
and 
frontier^"^(P) 
if they are defined, and 
frontier^;,) . 
if it is defined. 
8. If k = 0, then 
s H k+1 
"n 
e H k-1 
"n 
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frontier^(y) = frontier^(îf ) 
Therefore, by a previous step of this proof, 
frontier^(y) s hJ 
and finally, 
frontier®(Ï) e 
In any event, if frontier^(y) is defined it is in the 
appropriate codomain, so the lemma is proved by induction. 
mm • ^  
Theorem 20: 
If Y G and frontier^(f) is defined, then if 
n > k à 0 then 
frontierjj(y) e 
If n S: 0 and k = n+1, then 
frontier^(y) s 
Proof: 
This follows directly from lemma 19. 
•a # M 
For example, the frontier of the tree given on line 5 
of table 1 is given by 
frontier^(a[2a[^b[^c^]^]2] ) = frentier(a[^b[^c^]^] ) 
= a[^frontier°(b[^c^])^] 
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= a[^frontierJ(b[^c^])^] 
= a[^b[^frontierJ(c)^]^] 
= a[^b[^frontier^(c)^]^] 
= a[^b[^frontier^(c)^]^] 
= a[^b[^c^]^] 
which is the string "abc". The tree given may also be 
written a(abc), so the frontier function obtained the 
traditional frontier. If the tree given in line 5 of table 
1 is chosen, then the frontier will be 
frontier^(a[2 a[2a[^b^1^1 
= frontierJ(a[2a[^b^]2][ib[^c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2]i]i]) 
= applyJ|(frontier^(a[2a[^b^l2]), 
frontier°(b[^c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2]i])) 
= applyJ(frontierJ(a[^b^]), 
frontier^ (b[^c[2a[2a[^b^] 212] iD) 
10 
= apply^(a[^frontier^(b)^], 
b[^frontier°(c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2])i]) 
= apply^(a[^frontier^(b)^], 
b[ j^frontier][(c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2] )i] ) 
= apply]^(a[^frontier^(b)^], 
b[^frontier^(c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2])i]) 
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= apply: (a[ibi ,b ^frontier^(afgat^b^]^ ]) 
= apply: ,b ^frontier^fatgaf^b^lg ]) l]) 
= apply (a[ib^ ,b ^frontierJ ( a t ^ ^b^ ] ) ^ 1 ) 
= apply: (aCibi ,b j^a[^frontier®(b)^]^] ) 
= apply: (aljbi /b ^a[^frontier^(b)^]^]) 
= apply (a[^bj ,b ^a[^frontier^(b)^]^]) 
= apply: (aC^b^ ,b ia[ibi]^]) 
= apply^(a,b[^a[^b^]^])[^apply°(b,b[^a[^b^]^])^] 
= a[^apply]|(b,b[^a[^b^]^] )^] 
= a[^apply^(b,b[^a[^b^]^])^] 
= a[^b^] 
Note that the frontier corresponds to the string "ab". If 
the tree a(a(ab)bc(a(ab))) is drawn out as a graph, it can 
be seen that the frontier should be "abbab". This 
discrepancy is caused by the fact that with level 2 
hypertrees it must be indicated how the frontier is hooked 
up using the "X"'s. If a portion of the nodes with no 
subtrees is not referenced by an "X", then those nodes are 
dropped. This is exactly analogous to dropping an argument 
in a macrogrammar. Therefore, the hypertree corresponding 
to a(a(ab)bc(a(ab))) is actually 
The frontier of this hypertree is 
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frontier^(a[2a[2a[^b[^Xj^^]^]2] [j^b[^c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2]i]l]2l) 
= frontierj;(a[2a[^b[3^xJ^]^]2][ib[^c[2a[2a[3^b3^]2]2]i]i]) 
= applyJ(frontier^(a[2a[^b[^xJ^]^]2])/ 
frontierJ(b[^c[2a[2a[^b^]2]2]i])) 
= applyj;(a[ , b[^a[^b^]^]) 
= apply2(a, b[^a[^b^]^]) 
[^apply°(b[^xj^h b[^a[^b3^]^])^l 
= a[^applyj(b[^xjj^], b[^a[^bj^]^] )^] 
= a[^b[^applyj(xj, b[^a[^b^] )^]^] 
= a[^b[ j^search°(X, b[^al^b^]^] )^]^] 
= a[^b[^b[^a[^b^]^]^]^] 
which is the "abbab" that was expected. 
At this point, two definitions can be made which will 
formalize the premise of this paper. 
Definition 20: 
A string is a frontierable hypertree of level 1, 
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Definition 21: 
A tree is a frontierable hypertree of level 2. 
• 
Previously in this paper it has been stated that 
hypertrees over Z, h^, is a restricted case of frontierable 
hypertrees over I, This can now be proven. First, a 
lemma must be proved to establish that hyperforests are a 
restricted case of frontierable hyperforests. This is done 
by induction on the depth of the hyperforest. 
Lemma 21: 
For all n > 0, m k 0 and n+1 > k > 0, 
n,m ^ n,m 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then one of the following is the case 
1. If k = n+1, then 
therefore. 
= <â 
<1 <= Cl 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
3. If k = 0, then 
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''n,0 
= <0 
= <0 
Since in each of these cases. 
y,k „k 
n,0 n,o 
the basis is proved. 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' k 0 then 
h^ c 
n,m n,m 
If m > 0, then there are three cases to consider 
1. if k = n+1 then 
Cm = ^ 
Therefore, 
c = c 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
, k _ ,k+l .. , k .. ,k+l r ^k-1 , 
n,m n,m-l n,m-l n,m-l^k n,m-l k^ 
but since by induction hypothesis 
vk+1 „k+l 
n,m-l n,m-l 
v,k „k 
n,m-l n,m-l 
vk-1 jjk 
n,m-l n,m-l 
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Therefore, the previous equation becomes 
SO that the theorem is true in this case also. 
3. Lastly, if k = 0 then 
h° = h^ 
n,m n,m 
But by equation 21 or 22 depending on the value of n 
Therefore, in this case also 
h^ c 
n,m n,m 
k k Since in each of the above cases, h c H , the lemma is 
n,m n,m 
proved by induction. 
Theorem 22: 
For all n > 0, 
Hn 
Proof: 
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= "m>0 ^ n.m 
- Vo Cm 
by lemmas 2, 7 and 21. Therefore, 
Therefore, 
\ ' «n 
= «n 
\ ^ «n 
for all n â 0 and the theorem is proved. 
M # 
The original justification for studying hypertrees was 
the characterization of the algebraic language hierarchy. 
This requires that each level of the hypertree hierarchy 
have at least a regular grammar defined over it. The 
frontier function will be used then to extract the elements 
of the algebraic language hierarchy from the regular 
hypertree languages. Since a regular language requires that 
nonterminals appear only on the "frontier" of each of the 
right hand sides of the productions in the hypertree 
grammar, a new definition must be given for the hierarchy 
which will allow nonterminals to appear on the "frontier". 
With the definitions given above, requiring the nonterminals 
to be on the frontier can only be done informally since the 
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phrase "on the frontier" has not been defined. This new 
definition of hypertrees, hypertrees with arguments, 
arguments are provided which are only allowed on the 
frontier of the hypertrees. 
Before a formal definition for hypertrees with 
arguments can be given, a formal definition for ranked sets 
must be given since these will be used in the definition of 
hypertrees with arguments. 
Definition 22: 
A ranked set V is an ordered pair (V',r) where V' 
is a set and r is a function such that 
r: V ^  N 
where N is the set of positive integers. 
Definition 23: 
A rank of the ranked set V, denoted V^, is defined 
by 
= r-l(k) 
= {a I r(a) = k} 
Note that since a function is used in defining ranked 
sets the ranks are disjoint. The definition of hypertrees 
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and hyperforests with arguments can now be given. As should 
be expected, these definitions correspond rather closely to 
the definition of hypertrees, hyperforests, frontierable 
hypertrees and frontierable hyperforests already given. 
Definition 24: 
The set of hypertrees over Î of degree n with 
arguments from the ranked set V, denoted H^(Z,V), 
is the smallest set such that 
(a) Hq(Z,V) = I 
(b) H^(Z,V) = E U U U Z[^ H^.l(Hn(^'V),V) 
if n > 0. 
Definition 25: 
The set of hyperforests over Z of level n and 
degree k with arguments from the ranked set V, 
denoted H^(Z,V), is the smallest set such that 
(a) H2^1(Z,V) = Z 
if n > 0. 
(b) H°(z,v) = hJ;(z,v) 
if n > 0, 
(c) hJJ(Z,V) = 
U U U HJ^''^(Z,V)[j^ H^'^(Z,V) %] 
if n 2 k > 0. 
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Definition 26: 
The set of hyperforests over I of level n, degree k 
and depth m with arguments from the ranked set V, 
denoted is the smallest set such that 
= : 
if n > 0 and m 2: 0. 
(b) H* o(:.V) = Vk o %% 
if n > k > 0. 
< = > = 
if n > k > 0 and m & 0. 
Cl) 
if n > 0 and m & 0. 
# 
Notice that throughout these definitions always 
appears beside the X^. From this fact, it is apparent that 
there is a relationship between the and the X^. In each 
case, the argument or the "X" may be replaced with an 
element of H^(Z,V) and a well-formed hypertree will result. 
In the case of the "X"'s, this fact was used to substitute 
the appropriate subhypertree into the frontier. In the case 
of the argument, this will be used to develop a grammar. 
Just as in the case of a hypertree over Z, the V will 
be elided throughout the rest of this paper if no confusion 
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would result. This will result in H^(Z) and Hj^(Z,V) both 
being represented by but in most instances this will not 
cause a confusion because it will be obvious which notation 
is being referenced. 
Theorems 1 to 7 can also be extended to hypertrees with 
arguments. 
Theorem 23 : 
For all n > k > 0, 
Hn = Hk(Bk+l( ••• (Hn(Z,V),V) ... ),V) 
Proof; 
This proof is the same as theorem 1. 
M • M 
Corollary 24: 
For all n > 0, 
H^(Z,V) = H*(2,V) 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as corollary 2. 
Lemma 25: 
For all n 2: 0 and n+1 k j k k k 0, 
H^(Z,V) c hJ^(Z,V) 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof for lemma 3. 
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Lemma 26: 
For all m & 0, n k 0 and n+1 & k k 0, 
Proof: 
This lemma is proved along the same lines as lemma 5. 
i. • _ 
Lemma 27: 
If n > 0, n+1 k k k 0 and m k 0, then 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof for lemma 5. 
Lemma 28: 
For all n > k S 0 and m a 0, 
Bn,m+l(:'V) = ^ ^ ^ m^k <1 k^ 
Proof: 
This proof follows the lines of lemma 4. 
mm • 
Theorem 29 : 
For all n S 0 and n+1 & k & 0, 
"n = "mkO «n.m 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as theorem 7. 
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Without formally stating them, it will be assumed that 
the search, apply and frontier functions may be extended to 
hypertrees with arguments. For the search function, this 
extension will only require the appropriate change in the 
domain and codomain. For the apply function, besides the 
domain change, the line 
appiyj^(y,*) = Ï 
needs to be added to handle the case where ? s Besides 
the domain changes, the frontier function needs the line 
frontier^X?,*) = Z 
added to handle the case where ï e and n > k & 0, and the 
line 
frontierj^(2f, V) = undefined 
needs to be added to handle the n = k > 0 case. Similarly, 
a string with arguments and a tree with arguments will be 
taken as the obvious extension of the definition of trees 
and strings. 
Theorems 21 and 22 will now be extended. 
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Lemma 30: 
For all n ^  0, m ^  0 and n+1 2 k k 0, 
= <m<^> 
Proof: 
This proof is the same as the proof for lemma 21. 
Theorem 31: 
For all n > 0, 
\(Z) c H^{Z) 
c H^(Z,V) 
Proof: 
This is proved in the same fashion as theorem 22. 
This concludes the basic definitions that are needed 
for this development of hypertrees. Subsequent chapters 
will be involved in showing additional relationships between 
trees, strings and hypertrees. Also, grammars, automata and 
regular expressions will be developed to describe regular 
languages on hypertrees, and these languages will be 
characterized. This characterization then will be used to 
characterize the algebraic language hierarchy. 
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REPRESENTATION OF LEVEL N HYPERTREES 
In order to be useful, there must be some reasonable 
way of representing hypertrees in a computer. Perhaps the 
most reasonable representation is obtained by extending the 
concept of binary encoded trees to hypertrees. It will be 
shown that, in fact, linked list representation of strings 
is related to the binary representation of trees. In 
general, it will be shown that a level n hypertree may be 
conveniently represented as an n-ary tree. The two special 
cases presented are that of trees, which may be represented 
as binary trees, and strings, which may be represented as 
unary trees (linked lists). 
In order to establish this relationship, it is first 
necessary to give a formal definition of what is meant by 
n-ary trees. 
Definition 27: 
The set of n-ary trees over Z, denoted T'^(Z), is 
the smallest set such that 
T'n(Z) = {X} U Z[(T'^(Z))^3 
for all n > 0. 
# 
As in the previous sections, the linear representation 
of n-ary trees will be used instead of the graph theoretic 
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representation. Also, the set I will be elided for the 
remainder of this paper unless it is not clear what set the 
trees are over. 
In order to define a simple mapping from hypertrees to 
n-ary trees, a subset of the n-ary trees will be defined 
which exactly matches the image of the hypertrees of level 
n. Then it will be proved that, in fact, this image is a 
subset of the n-ary trees over E. Also, it will be shown 
that a corresponding image can be defined for H^(Z) and 
Definition 28: 
The set of n-ary encoded hyperforests of degree k, 
denoted T^, is defined as 
jk _ tk(E)xmax(k-l,0)j 
if n > 0 and n+1 > k > 0, where t^(Z) is the 
smallest set such that 
(a) t^+^(E) = l[ 
if n S 0. 
(b) t°(Z) = t^(E) 
if n > 0. 
(c) tJj(E) = t^^l(Z)X U t%^l(E)Tk-l 
if n > k > 0. 
• 
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Definition 29: 
The set of n-ary encoded hypertrees over Z, denoted 
T^, is defined as 
if n > 0. 
Definition 30: 
The set of n-ary encoded hypertrees over I of 
degree k and depth m, denoted T^^ is defined as 
mk _ . max(k~l/0)1 
n,m ~ n,m' ' ^ 
if n > 0, n+1 2 k S 0 and m k 0 where t^ (Z) is 
n,m^ 
the smallest set such that 
if n > 0 and m > 0. 
(b) = * 
if n k k> 0. 
if n k k > 0 and m k 0. 
if n ^  0 and m k 0. 
These definitions are so similar to the definitions of 
hypertrees given in the previously in chapter 2 that a set 
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of theorems may be given which correspond to lemma 3 to 
theorem 7 in that chapter. 
Lemma 32; 
For all n > j > k ^  0 
c 
n n 
Proof (patterned after the proof of lemma 3 in chapter 2): 
Define t^\Z) as it is defined in definition 28. Prove the 
lemma by induction on k. 
Basis: If k = j, then 
Therefore, 
ipj _ 
n n 
4 = < 
Induction step: Assume that if j > k' >k>0 then 
Since k > 0 it must be true that either k > 0 or k = 0. 
1. If k > 0, then 
( 1 )  
= t^^l(Z)XXmax(k-l,0)j 
y ^k+1^^ j^k-lj^max(k-l,0) ^ 
n ' ' n 
Now, since k > 0, 
max(k-l,0) = k-1 
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equation 1 becomes 
_ ^k+1^ J jj^max( (k+l)-l,0) J ^ ^k+1^^ j^k-lj^max(k-l,0) ^ 
But by induction hypothesis 
Now, 
jk+1 _ tk+l(z)xmax((k+l)-l,0) 
„k 
= Tn 
therefore. 
4 
2. If n > j > k = 0, then 
T° = t0(E)X***(0-l'0)] 
n 
= tl(Z)Xma*(l-l'0)] 
n 
= 4 
By induction hypothesis 
c 
n n 
therefore, 
4 = < 
and the lemma is proved by induction. 
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Lemma 33: 
For all m & 0, n 2t 0 and n+1 a k & 0 it is true 
that 
g. ^k 
n,ra n 
Proof (patterned after the proof for lemma 5 in chapter 2): 
Define t^(Z) as it is defined in definition 28 and 
Tr 
tn ^ (Z) as it is defined in definition 30. Prove the lemma 
by induction on m. 
Basis: if m = 0 then 
mk _ ^k ,_..max(k-l,0) 
and one of the following is true: 
1. If k = n+1, then 
therefore. 
and 
<0<^) = 
<o<=> = (%(:) 
mk _ .k,_..max(k-l,0) 
^n,0 ~ J 
= ^ n 
2. If n ^  k > 0, then 
therefore. 
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^n.O = • 
and 
iTlk mk 
^n,0 c 
since the null set is a subset of every set. 
3. If k = 0, then 
<.0 = 
by either step 1 or step 2 above. Since T® 
n.O = 
and the basis is proven. 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' à 0 then 
If m > 0, then 
mk _ i.k ,_..max(k-l,0). 
n,m n,m^ ' ^ 
and one of the following conditions must be true 
1. If k = n+1, then 
,^n+l _ j^j^max((n+l)-l,0) J 
n,m 
_ ^n+l^jj^max((n+l)-l,0)J 
n 
= 
n 
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2. If n > k > 0, then 
rpk — .k+1 . _... in&x(k"!/ 0) 1 
Tj ^k+1 .-.,nk~l .msx(k~ 1 /0). 
Note that 
„k+l k+1 
^n,m-l ^n 
by induction hypothesis, so that 
^n^m c ^k+l^ J jj^max(k-l,0) J 
and therefore, 
tnlm-l(:) ^ tk+l(Z) 
Therefore, by this equation and induction hypothesis 
Ti fk+l/y\mk-l ,max(k-l,0), 
" ^ n (t)^n,m-lA ^ 
and the lemma is true in this case also. 
3. If k = 0, then 
mO _ .0 ._». max(0~1,0), 
n,m n,m( ' ^ 
= tJ n^E)Xm**(0-l'0)] 
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= <m 
and by either part 1 or part 2 of this proof depending 
on the value of n 
Therefore, 
in this case also. 
Since the lemma is true for each case, the lemma is proved 
by induction. 
Lemma 34: 
If n & 0, n+1 ^  k ^  0 and m 2 0, then 
rpk _ ». mk 
n,m ~ mkm'^0 n,m' 
Proof (patterned after the proof of lemma 6): 
Define tj^ (X) as it is defined in definition 30. Prove the 
n, m 
theorem by induction on m: 
Define 
•'1» 
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Basis: if m = 0 then 
Vo(^) = V=0 
= ^ n,0 
Induction step: Assume that if m > 0 then 
Vm<^) = 
then by the definition of union, 
by induction hypothesis. Therefore, 
U tj^ J. J)^max(k-1,0) J 
- ,_..max(k-l,0), 
~ n,m+l^^'^ J 
= T* 
n,m+l 
sines Therefore, 
= <m 
if m > 0 by induction. Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
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Theorem 35: 
For all n k 0 and n+1 & k k 0 
= "mao 
Proof: 
To prove that 
= "«ÈO 
a similar result will be shown for t^(Z) and m(^)- If 
t^XZ) is defined as in definition 28 and t^ ^ (Z) is defined 
as in definition 30, then it is sufficient to show that 
tnC) = "nûO 
Since 
(2 )  T^  =  ]  
n n 
and 
*mzO = "mao 
Therefore, it will be shown that t^XZ) has all the 
properties that define t^^Z). Define 
Vm<^> = Vm'ïO 
By lemma 34 
= <m<^> 
due to equations 2 and 3 given above. Therefore, is 
the smallest set such that 
1. If n k 0 and m k 0, then 
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2. If n > 0 and m & 0, then 
= Vm<^' 
3. If n ^  k > 0 and m 2: 0, then 
= 
By the definition of infinite union 
Vm<^) = <m<^) 
Therefore, if o^^Z) is defined as 
°n<^) = "mkO <m<^> 
then it must be true that 
1. If n k 0, then 
(4) = l[ 
2. If n a 0, then 
(5) a°(Z) = al(Z) 
3. If n a k > 0, then 
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(6) alii) = 
= ak+l(Z) U *n*l(Z)Tn"l 
Now, since t^(Z) is the smallest set with properties 4, 5 
and 6 it must be true that 
and the theorem is proved. 
A theorem can now be proved which will show that n-ary 
encoded hypertrees are, in fact, n-ary trees. After this 
theorem is proved, it will be shown that these definitions 
allow a quite natural encoding of level n hypertrees, and 
hyperforests as n-ary trees. 
Lemma 36; 
If n > 0, n+1 k k & 0 and m â 0, then 
= I'n 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: if m = 0 then one of the following three cases is 
true; 
1. If k = n+1, then 
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and 
mk _ _,.max((n+l)-l,0). 
^n,m ~ J 
= Z[X*] 
Since X s T' it must be also true that 
n 
Z[X*] c T'^ 
by definition 27. Therefore, 
<n. = 
2. If n > k > 0, then 
,y^,max(0-l,0), 
^n,0 J 
= $ 
Therefore, 
3. If k = 0, then 
<0 = ^'n 
T^ = 
n,m n,m 
But by either part 1 or part 2 of this proof. 
Therefore, 
T^ c T' 
n,m n 
= T'n 
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Induction step: Assume that if m > m* k 0 then 
If m > 0, then 
mk _ /y\\max(k—1,0), 
n,m ~ n,m^ ' ' 
Therefore, one of the following cases must be true 
1. If k = n+1, then 
mH+l _ . .max((n+l)-l,0). 
^n,m ~ J 
= z[xmax(n,0)j 
= Z[X*] 
Notice that X e T'^, therefore. 
E[X*] c T'^ 
Tn+1 ^  
and 
1 _ _ 
n,m n 
2. If n a k > 0, then 
mk — ^k /y\\(k—1,0). 
n,m ~ n,m( ' ^ 
by definition 30. Also by the definition of tj^ 
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V+1 
and by the definition of T . 
n,m-l 
Notice that since 
<8) = ^'n 
by induction hypothesis, and since 
it must be that 
Also note that 
^ * <m-l 
since (k+l)-l k 0. Therefore, 
(9) = :[(T'n)*l 
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By noting that X e T'^y and matching subtrees it can 
be seen that 
Therefore, 
by induction hypothesis and 
Since X E T' it must be that 
n 
and that 
by equations 7, 8 and 10 therefore, 
3. Finally, if n k k = 0 then 
T° = t° /j.vxmax(0-l,0), 
n,m n,m^ ' ^ 
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~^n 
=T^ 1 
n,m-l 
Since 
t1 c T' 
n,m n 
as a special case of step 1 or step 2 of this proof 
iP c T' 
n,m n 
Therefore, the lemma is true in this case also. 
Since the lemma is true in each of the above cases, the 
lemma is proved by induction. 
a. • » 
Lemma 37: 
If n â 0 and n+1 > k ^  0, then 
Proof: 
This follows immediately from lemma 36 and theorem 35. 
Theorem 38: 
If n k 0, then 
^n - T'n 
Proof : 
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By lemma 37 
Therefore, 
= I'n 
•^n = ^'n 
by definition 29 and the theorem is proved. 
Note that this theorem does not imply that 
T = T' 
n n 
In fact, this is not true, as can be demonstrated by noting 
that 
a[b[X^]c[X^]] 
is a legal n-ary tree, but not a legal n-ary encoded 
hypertree. This is true since this example is a 2-ary tree, 
corresponding to 2-ary encoded hypertrees, but 2-ary encoded 
hypertrees must all have the postfix "X]". This example 
does not. 
The encoding that may be used will now be demonstrated. 
It will be shown recursively that ^(Z) can be easily 
encoded in T_ and once this is shown, it will be assumed 
n,m 
V 
that this encoding can be extended to and H^(Z). 
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Definition 31; 
k Encode is a family of functions, denoted encode 
such that 
encodeJ;^„= 
where 
(a) encode*+l(f) = f[X*] 
if n > 0 and m à 0. 
V (b) encode^ q is a null function 
if n > k > 0. 
(c) = encode y ) 
" » = 
snc°den,m+l(') = *"0036*^;;) 
= V 
if Ï = a[^ B ^]. 
n 
k+1 
where n k k > 0, m > 0 and if encode _(o) = 
n,m^ 1 
then V = V ^ encode^"^(B)X^"^]. 
(d) encode^ ^ (?) = encode^^^(y) 
if n > 0 and m & 0. 
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Since this is the definition of a function, a proof of 
the codomain is in order. 
Theorem 39 : 
If n > 0, n+1 > k ^  0, m à 0 and Y ® m' then 
encode^ ,„(ï) . 
Proof by induction on m; 
Define t^ (Z) as it is defined in definition 30. 
n,m^ 
Basis: If m = 0, then one of the following three cases is 
true: 
1. If k = n+1, then 
encode*+l(Y) = ?[X*] 
Now, y e Z therefore. 
encode^^l(y) e Z[X*] 
2. If n > k > 0, then Ï does not exist since 
E $ 
3. If k = 0, then 
G°code%m(r) = encodeJ_„(I) 
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Now, if n > 0 then 
e 0 
so that y does not exist and this case cannot happen 
If n = 0, then 
G I 
and by case 1 above 
encodej o(ï) «= ^0,0 
But 0 = Tg 0 so that 
encode® o(ï) ^ T° q 
Induction step; Assume that if m > m' SO and ï e h^ 
n, m 
k If y s h_ , then one of the following cases is true: 
n,m 
1. If k = n+1, then 
e Z 
and 
encode^ ^ (2) = l[\^] 
Note that t^ ~ ^ [ so that this becomes 
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encode^_^(lr) s 
Since max((n+l)-l,0) = n, it must be true that 
enco<^(n . 
k+1 
2. If n S: k > 0 and Z s hi then 
n,m 
Gn=°d*n,m(:) = 
But by induction hypothesis 
Therefore, 
encode^ ,„(») s 
Sine* = <.m-
3. If n > k > 0 and ï e h^ ,, then 
n,m-l 
' ^lm-1 
k Ic by induction hypothesis. Since T _ , c T , 
n,m-l n,m 
encode* ^ (I) e 
4. If n > k > 0 and Jf = aB , then 
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where V is defined in definition 30. Now, 
by induction hypothesis. Therefore, 
= VjX"] 
k+1 
where e t^ Therefore, 
Since encode^ ® ^n"m-l induction hypothesis, 
Since if k > 0 then max(k-l,0) = k-1. 
5. If k = 0, then 
and by a previous part of this proof 
Gnc°de%,ml') = ^n,m 
Since T^ ^  = T^^ ^ it must be true that 
Therefore, 
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in all cases and the theorem is proved by induction. 
TABLE 3. Some Examples of n-ary Encoded Hypertrees 
line level hypertree 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
a 
a 
a 
encoding 
a[] 
a[X] 
a[b[c[Xl]] 
a[XX] 
a[a[Xb[Xc[XX]]]X] 
a[a[Xa[XXc[XXX]]X]XX] 
line encodings with n-ary trees represented with pointers. 
1 a[] 
a[X] 
a[ /r^c[X] 
a[XX] 
a['X] a[X/] b[X/] c[XX] 
a[/nj a[x/xT^a[XX/r^[XXX] 
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Some examples of hypertrees and their n-ary 
representations are given in table 3. Note that, as had 
been expected earlier, line 3 corresponds to the linked list 
representation of the string "abc". A detailed look at this 
example will show that any encoded string will result in its 
linked list representation. Similarly, line 5 is the binary 
encoded tree for "a(abc)", and it should be obvious that any 
tree will be encoded as the corresponding binary tree. 
While the n-ary tree encoding of hypertrees is the only 
encoding which will be discussed at length in this paper, it 
might be wise to note a few other encoding schemes. Of 
course, one other scheme has been used rather extensively in 
this paper. This is the "normal" encoding using brackets, 
subscripts and superscripts. It is hoped that this is the 
easiest encoding for the reader to understand. For example 
(11) a[2b[^c[^d^]^]2] 
Another significant encoding scheme is the recusive 
encoding. This encoding follows directly from the 
definition of hypertree given in definition 12 of chapter 2. 
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Definition 32: 
Recursive is a family of functions, denoted 
k 
recursive^, such that 
(a) recursive^*^(Y) = [l,ï] 
if n > 0 and 2f e hJJ'^^(E). 
(b) recursive^(îf) = [2,recursive^{y ) ] 
if n > 0 and y e h°(Z). 
k Tr+I (c) recursive^(3f ) = [3, recursive^ (%)] 
k+1 
if n > k > 0 and y E hJJ -^(Z). 
k+1 k-1 
= [4,recursive^ (a),recursive^ (&)] 
if n > k > 0 and f = a[^ & ^]. 
# 
Notice that although k is not mentioned, its value can 
always be inferred from the structure, n, on the other 
hand, must be stored somewhere independent of this encoding 
as its value cannot be inferred. Since each of the 
alternatives above have at most two possible recursions, 
this can be stored in a binary tree. It could be 
demonstrated that this encoding is directly related to the 
binary encoding of the n-ary tree encoding of hypertrees. 
The example given in equation 11 can be encoded as 
2[4,[l,a],[4,[3,[l,b]],[2,[4,[3,[l,c], 
[2,[3,[l,d]]]]]]]]] 
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At first glance, this encoding scheme seems worse than the 
n-ary tree encoding of hypertrees given earlier, but if the 
level of the hypertrees that are encoded could vary over a 
large range of values, this encoding could result in less 
storage being required, since every node is at most binary. 
In this chapter, three different encodings for 
hypertrees are mentioned. In the next chapter, the concept 
of a hypertree grammar is discussed so that work can begin 
toward characterizing the algebraic language hierarchy, 
which was the original justification for the existence of 
hypertrees. 
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REGULAR HYPERTREE GRAMMARS 
The original justification for hypertrees was that they 
could model the algebraic language hierarchy. This requires 
that at least regular grammars be defined on hypertrees at 
all levels. This chapter attempts to do this. Context free 
grammars are not defined as a separate entity, but rather 
that term is reserved for the frontier of a next higher 
level hypertree grammar. Similarly, macrogrammars are not 
explicitly defined. 
In the case of macrogrammars, there are two different 
methods of deriving a language from a given grammar. These 
are referred to as the inside-out grammars and the 
outside-in grammar by Fischer. This leads to two different 
methods of deriving a language for a given hypertree 
grammar. This paper will concern itself with the inside-out 
(10) approach due to its pleasing properties. The outside 
in (01) approach will be defined but characterization will 
be left for further study. 
Regular grammars are defined in a method that is 
analogous to the definition of regular grammars over 
strings. 
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Definition 33: 
A regular grammar of level n and degree k, denoted 
is a four-tuple (Z,V,P,S)^ where Z is the set 
of terminals, V is a ranked set of nonterminals, P 
is a finite set of productions and S is the start 
symbol. In addition, 
(a) S e 
P = Vn>i>0 (Vi " 
By using a ranked set of nonterminals it will be 
possible to generate all of the set H^(Z). As is commonly 
done, the grammar will commonly be designated by 
specifying the elements of P. These will be written 
vertically with the first production specifying the start 
symbol. For example 
Gg = ({a}, ({S,T},{S-^2,T-^1}), 
{ S->a [ 2T2 ], TH-a [ ], T-^a} , S ) ^ 
will be written as 
S -> a[2 T 2I 
T -»• a[i T 
T -> a 
An additional shorthand will be to combine productions with 
the same left hand side by separating the right hand sides 
with a "I". Thus, the above grammar may be written as 
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S -> a[2 T g] 
T -> a[^ T I a 
In addition to defining what is meant by regular 
grammar, it is also neccessary to define the derivation 
relation so that eventually the language discribed may be 
defined. 
Definition 34; 
The 10 derivation relation over grammar G^, denoted 
G^=>, is defined as 
H^(Z,V) HJJ(Z,V) 
if n > k > 0 such that, if G^ = (E,V,P,S)^ and 
oVe e h|J(I,v) where V e and V-*7S e P then 
o2fp e g|^=>(oV&) 
As has been done previously, a proof will be offered to 
show that the codomain stated is correct. First a lamma 
needs to be established. 
Lemma 40: 
If n > 0, n+1 2 k a 0, m a 0, TS e ï = ovP, 
V e and * e H^, then 
e 
Proof by induction on m: 
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Basis: if m = 0 then 
1. If k = n+1, then 
y e Z 
so that y cannot equal ovg, so this cannot be the 
case. 
2 .  I f n > k > 0 ,  t h e n  
; : v* u x% 
But since ï = av3, it must be that ï e V^, o = X and 
3 = X. Also, k = i since v c V^, v e and the ranks 
must be disjoint. Therefore, 
But * G so that 
E  
3. If k = 0, then 
" ' Hn,0 
Therefore, by part 2 of this proof, 
e 
if y = ov3. 
Therefore, the basis is proven. 
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Induction step: Assume that if m > m' k 0 and 2f = ovB then 
oVP s 
If y ^ m ^ - avB, then 
1. If k = n+1, then 
y E z 
so that this cannot be the case. 
k+1 
2. If n > k > 0 and y E „ T, then 
n,m-l 
by induction hypothesis. But c so 
aVB E 
3. If n k k > 0 and Ï E  ^, then 
n,m-l 
ail>^ e hJJ 
by induction hypothesis. 
4. If n à k > 0, y = y2 and y^ = a^vP^, then 
by induction hypothesis. Also, a = and 
B = P^^k ^2 k^ that 
aVP = *2 k^ 
' C'fk k] 
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^ «n 
5. If n > k > 0, y = and = agVGg/ then 
«2«2 ' f ^ 
by induction hypothesis. Also, « = and 
G = ^2 that 
a^P = =2*92 kl 
' Clk «n"' k] 
5. If k = 0, then 
' : <,m 
and by the previous parts of this induction step 
,1 
But since = H®, 
o»|»& e 
G 
and the lemma is proved by induction. 
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Theorem 41: 
If n > k > 0, e and 3f^ => Z^, then 
'2 = 
Proof: 
If => *2' then 
Y2 = av& 
and 
Y2 ~ 
for some a, 3 and where e P. But, if e P then 
and 
for some i. Therefore, 
V E 
* = K 
'2 ^  < 
by lemma 40 and the theorem is proved. 
As is commonly done in the literature on languages, 
k k 3 E G^(a) will be written in infix notation as a G^=> &. 
k 
Also, if the grammar is obvious, this will be elided so 
k « that o G^=> 3 will be written as o => 3- The transitive and 
k k 
reflexive closure of G => will be written as G *=>, as 
n n 
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defined in the following definition. Also, the will be 
elided whenever the grammar is obvious in this case also. 
Definition 35: 
The 10 derivation relation closure over grammar G^, 
If 
denoted G^*=>, is defined as follows: 
GJ^*=>: hJ^(£,V) H. 
such that if o E h|^(E,V) then 
o G^*=> o 
n 
Also, if o s H^(Z,V) and o C^*=> 3 and g G^=> ï 
then 
a G^*=> y 
n 
As stated above, the G^ will be elided, and the *=> will be 
written in infix notation if no confusion would result. 
Theorem 42 : 
If n > k > 0, 2f^ E and G^*=> then 
'2 : 3% 
Proof: 
This follows directly from theorem 41 by induction. 
k The 10 language of G^ may now be defined 
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Definition 35: 
k le 
The 10 language defined by grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^, 
denoted language(G^), is defined as 
language(cj^) = {Ï | S g|J*=> ï and ï S  H JJ( E) }  
For example, given the hypertree grammar above, then 
s *=> a[2 t g] 
»=> t 
•=> 
Also, since the second production could have been 
substituted for the T instead of the third production in 
step 2 above 
S *=> atgati T liai 
*=> a[2a[^a[^ T J^]2] 
*=> a[2a[^al^a^]^]2] 
From this short example it should be evident that this 
grammar will generate all trees of height one over the one 
element alphabet {a}. 
The above example illustrates that hypertree grammars 
over trees are more powerful than the classical approach 
defined by Brainard (Brainard 1967). In the classical 
approach, it would be impossible to write a grammar giving 
all trees of height one since the root node could only be in 
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a finite number of the ranks of the ranked alphabet that the 
language is over. 
As was stated earlier, there is another method of 
deriving a language for a grammar called the 01 language. 
It will be defined here, but analysis of this approach will 
be left for further research. 
Definition 37: 
If 
The 01 derivation relation over grammar G^ denoted 
g|^*=>', is defined as follows: 
if n > k > 0. 
if n > 0. If o is an element of the domain and 
a => B, then 
frontier^_^(B) z G^=>'(o) 
As in the 10 case, 3 e G^=>'(a) may be written as o =>' B. 
Also, the transitive closure may be written as a *=>' p. 
Notice that this actually defines a language 
language'(gJ^) which is in H^_^(Z) rather than H^(Z) as is 
the case with the 10 derivation. For proper comparison, 
therefore, the frontier language of language(G^) should be 
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compared with language'(gJ^) . Call this language, the 
k k frontier language of language(C^), Frlanguage(G^). The 
k I k basic difference between Frlanguage(G^) and language (G^) is 
Tr 
that Frlanguage(Gj^) first builds up a large level n 
hyperforest then takes the frontier, whereas language' (gJ^) 
takes the frontier after each derivation. The former 
approach guarantees that each given nonterminal always 
develops into the same hypertree, even if more than one copy 
of the result of the derivation of that nonterminal is made 
in the resulting sentence. The latter approach, on the 
other hand, allows each copy of the nonterminal to develop 
independently of the other copies so that different copies 
can have different values. As expected, this is the same as 
the difference that exists between 10 macro languages and 01 
macro 1anguage s. 
If the example given above is expanded using the 01 
derivation method, then an example of the resulting language 
is 
S =>' T 
=>' al^ T 
1 " 1 
l^^l ^ 1^1-
=>' a[^a[^a^]^] 
=>• a[ia[i T 
Notice that since this grammar is of level 2 the derivation 
yields a string which is equal to the frontier of one of the 
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trees generated by the 10 derivation method. The grammar 
generated all trees of height one using the 10 derivation 
method, however, it should be obvious that the set of all 
strings over the alphabet {a} is generated by the 01 
derivations. 
The languages of ultimate interest are string 
languages, therefore, a new function is defined for 
extracting the string language associated with a given 
hypertree language. 
Definition 38: 
Extract is a family of functions, denoted extract^. 
such that 
extract^: H° 
if n > 0 where 
(a) extract^(y) = Z 
if y e H°. 
(b) extract^(y) = o 
if y e , g = frontier^,_^(y) and 
extract^(B) = o. 
This function uses the frontier function to repeatedly 
extract the frontier of a hypertree until the hypertree 
level is reduced to the desired level. Since the only 
requirement for the degree of the domain is that it be zero. 
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any hypsrforest of any higher level can be operated on since 
k 0 
c for any value of k. (See lemma 8 chapter 2.) 
As mentioned above, the special case of the extract 
function which returns strings is important enough to be 
given a special name. 
Definition 39: 
String is another name for the function extract^. 
Also, since the string language associated with a given 
grammar is important, the following definition is made. 
Definition 40: 
If 
The 10 string language defined by grammar G^, 
denoted string(G^), is defined as 
Ic k 
string(G^) = {o | o = string(B) and P e language(G^)} 
# 
Again using the example above, it should be evident 
that the 10 string language defined by the grammar is the 
set of all strings over {a}. 
In order to simplify the proofs involving hypertree 
grammars, a special normal form of the grammar has been 
developed. 
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Definition 41: 
k k 
A grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^ is said to be in m-normal 
form if 
^ <= "n>k>0 - «n.m) 
* 
If a grammar is simply said to be in normal form, then 
it is in 1-normal form. 
Given the grammar above 
s aegtg] 
T -»• a[iTi] I a 
2 
notice that this is a 2-normal grammar. ® ^2 2 
3 1 
since a e Z = H2 ^ and T E  H2 The latter is true since 
T E Hg Q. Similarly, a[^T^] s 2' ^ ® ^2 2" 
Therefore, the grammar is 2-normal. Notice that the 
grammar, by definition, is also 3-normal since, for 
instance, a e Hg 3 in addition to Hg g - By similar 
reasoning, the grammar is 125-normal. In general, any 
grammar which is m-normal is also m'-normal where m' > m. 
It will be shown that to an extent the opposite of this is 
also true, the difference being that some changes to the 
grammar may be needed to decrease the normalcy m. But 
first, a theorem is presented which demonstrates that any 
grammar in m-normal for some m. 
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Theorem 43: 
k k For every grammar = (I,V,P,S)^ there is an m such 
that is m-normal. 
n 
Proof: 
By definition 33, 
P = Unak>0 (Vk -
and P is finite. If v->a e P, then o must be an element of 
Ir 
some H _ since 
n, m 
= Vo 
Since P is finite, each element of P may determine a value 
in this fashion. Let the largest of these numbers be the 
desired m. 
•• • •• 
Lemma 44: 
If = (Z,V,P,S)^ is m-normal and m > 1, then 
there is a grammar = (Z',V',P',S')^ which is 
m-l-normal such that 
k k language(G^) = language(G^') 
Proof ; 
]r 
If grammar G^ is also m-l-normal, then the original grammar 
If 
is the desired grammar. If G^ is not m-l-normal, then there 
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is a finite number of productions, •** Vj^fj 
such that 
^ ^ 4,m 
for some i and 
^r * <m-l 
Therefore, construct = (Z',V',P',S')^ as follows: 
1. 2' = Z. 
2. V^* consists of and elements required for the 
construction of P'. 
3. The construction for P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
1. P-{v^->y^ ... Vj^Yj} c p' . 
2. If Vp^y^ is one of the productions given above, 
v_ e V. and e - where i < n then 
r 1 r n,m-l 
{v^ H. x^, ^ y^} E p' 
where X^ s . Note that it is not possible for 
v^ -+ to be one of the productions given above where 
i + 1 y_ e H T and i = n since in this case y_ s Z and, 
r n,m-l r 
therefore, is in 
3. If v-»^y^ is one of the equations given above, 
y^ = o[^ 3 and n > i > 0 then 
{Vr " ?r[i Zr i^' " «r' 
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where Y e V. ' and ZI s V. , ' . 
r 1+1 r 1-1 
4. If -+ is one of the productions given and 
Ï = o[n e n^' then 
{Vr -+ a[^ Zj, j_]/ Zj. P} c P' 
where s V„ ,'. 
r n-l 
5. If v^ -»• is one of the productions given above 
and y = o[^ B ^], then 
" Tr'l Zr il. \ " "r' " «r» = 
where e V^' and Z^ e V^'. 
6. These are all of the elements of P' and V'. 
G^' is m-l-normal since each of the elements of 
n 
p-{v^-»-y^ ... 
is in U^>]ç>o by definition of the set 
(^1^*1 Also, the production v^ -+ above must 
be in the required set since X^ e ^k'+l' is in 
= <1 
Similarly, X Z is in the set since Z e by 
i» Xi XX / 111 aL 
definition. Similar considerations will show that 
%,], Yp^y^ and are all in the required 
set. 
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If 2f e language(G^), then 
S *=> y 
Form a sequence Ïq, Z... such that Ïq = S, = % and 
for all r > i > 0 
By theorem 42 
To prove that for all i 
*i+l 
'i = =n 
S *=>' 
an induction proof will be presented on i 
Basis: if i = 0 then 
S *=>' S 
and since Ïq = S 
S *=>' Ïq 
Induction step: Assume that if i < r then 
S *=>• 
Then, 
^i *i+l 
Therefore, there is a v\ s Vj such that 
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and 
where 
"i  =  
*1+1 -
v\^5^ e P 
Therefore, one of the following cases must be true: 
1. If 6. e _ T, then 1 n,m-i 
since these productions where copied from P. 
Therefore, 
^ =>' *i+l 
and by definition 
s •=>• ,1+1 
2- " «i ' <m-l 6 t then 
E  P' 
where occurs only in two specified productions in 
P'. Therefore, 
Î. = 
=>' 
also, X^-»-6^ E P' so that 
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=> *1+1 
Therefore, since S *=>' 
S *=>' *1+1 
3. If 6^' = and 6 m-1' then there are 
and such that 
^i'^itk k] ' P' 
Therefore, 
»i = a.v.Si 
kl«l 
Also, the productions to expand the Y^ and are 
included in P'. They are 
Y^^Gi E P' 
Zi-*2 : P' 
Therefore, 
"i?i[k 2i k]*i =>' «i*l[k ^^2 k]*i 
=>' 
=>' fi+i 
Therefore, by the definition of *=>' 
S *=>' fi+i 
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4. If 6 = 6,[„ and 6. è eÇ ., then there is In 2 n 1 f n,m-l 
a production 
Vn ^1 nl 
therefore. 
Also, 
so that 
^ = "i^i^ 
=>' «i*l[n nl^i 
V=2 = 
y. *=>' 62 
*=>' a.6.&. 
*=>' 'i+1 
and by induction hypothesis 
S *=> fi+l 
Therefore, by induction 
S *=> '  
for all i. In particular, 
S *=> '  
Therefore, by the definition of language(G^*) 
k Ic • language(G^) c language(G^') 
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If y e language(G^'), then there is a sequence 
such that 
*0'*1' ' ' *r 
ÏQ = S 
^ ^ 
and for all r > i à 0 
^ =>' *i+l 
Construct a new sequence 
*o''*l' ••• *r' 
such that with all of the new nonterminals 
introduced in step 2 of the construction of replaced by 
the right-hand-sides of the corresponding productions. 
To prove: For all r & i ^ 0 
S *=> Yj, ' 
This will be proved by induction on i. 
Basis; if i = 0 then 
^o' = "o 
= S 
and by definition of *=> 
S *=> S 
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Therefore, 
S *=> ÏQ 
Induction step: Assume that if i < r then 
S *=>  î f ^ '  
And there are two possible cases for the relationship 
between and 
1. If then 
S *=> 
by induction hypothesis. 
2. If y^' = *1 + 1' = and e P, 
then 
Yi' = a.v.p. 
=> «iSiBi 
=> *i+l 
and by the definition of *=> 
S *=> 
These are the only possible cases because suppose 
and 
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where 
V^->-6^ E P' 
and 
Vi-.6. # P 
then either is one of the new nonterminals added due to 
the construction, in which case 
= 'i+l' 
by construction or 6^ contains one or more of the new 
nonterminals. In this latter case, if 6^ = 6 with the new 
nonterminals replaced by the corresponding right hand sides, 
then 
VI^ÔI' E P 
by construction. Therefore, 
y.' = a.'v.p.' 
*=> a.'Ô.'p.' 
*=> *i+l' 
where is with all the occurrences of the new 
nonterminals replaced by the corresponding right hand sides, 
etc. Therefore, for all i 
In particular. 
S *=> 
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S *=> 
Therefore, since 
S *=> y 
and it must be that 
Tr 
y E language(G^) 
Therefore, 
k k # language(G^) = language(G^') 
— e — 
The example that is being dealt with above is 2-normal. 
By this theorem, there should be a 1-normal grammar which 
has the same language. The productions given are 
(a) S ->• a[2 T 
(b) T ^  a[i T 
(c) T -» a 
with S E Vg and T e V^. In this example, production a is 
also already in 1-normal form and is, therefore, carried 
into the new set of productions unchanged. Production b 
will generate three new productions, 
T X[^ y 
X -»• a 
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each of which is 1-normal. Similarly, production c 
generates two new productions. 
T -» Z 
Z a 
Therefore, a new grammar which is 1-normal and has the same 
language as the 2-normal grammar presented is 
S - a[2 T 2] 
T -* X[^Y 
X a 
Y T 
T -» Z 
Z -» a 
where the ranked nonterminals are 
Vg = {S,X,Z} 
= {T,Y} 
Since any grammar has a corresponding grammar at the next 
lower level, and that grammar has another grammar at the 
level below that, and so forth until the grammar has a 
1-normal grammar that has the same language, it seems 
reasonable that any grammar has to have a normal grammar 
with the same language. It could not be continued to a 
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0-normal grammar since lemma 44 requires that m be greater 
than one in order to reduce the level. This fact is stated 
in the following theorem 
Theorem 45 : 
V 
For every grammar there is a corresponding normal 
grammar . 
Proof: 
This follows directly from theorem 43 and lemma 44. 
mm 9 mt 
In this chapter, grammars have been discussed, and a 
normal grammar has been presented. In the following 
chapter, it will be shown that not only is the generative 
approach of grammars available for hypertrees, but the 
recognizing approach of automata is also available. 
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FINITE AUTOMATA 
An alternative method of describing regular languages 
that is used in the literature is called finite automata. 
This is a method of describing a function which takes as an 
argument an element of This function will, then, return 
a value of a state. If this state is one of a predefined 
set of states called the final states, then the original 
element is said to be in the language described by the 
finite automaton. In place of the nonterminals from the 
previous chapter, an automaton has states, and in place of 
productions, an automaton has a finite transition function. 
Definition 42: 
A finite automata, denoted A^, is a four-tuple 
(2,V,6,F)^ where n ^  k > 0 and 
1. Z is a set of terminal symbols. 
2. V is a ranked set of states. 
3. 6 is a set of functions called the transition 
functions 
4: <1 -'^(^i) 
where n à i > 0 and ô^^a) = $ except for a finite 
number of o's. 
4. F is a finite subset of called the set of 
final states. 
• 
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The similarity between the definition of finite 
automata and regular grammars should be noted. As in the 
case of grammars, a finite automaton can be specified by 
giving only the transition functions and the final states. 
A result that will be assumed but not proven is that any 
automaton has a corresponding automaton — one describing 
the same language -- which has finite sets for terminals and 
states. 
An example of a finite automaton is as follows: 
6^(a[2 T g]) = {S} 
«2(X[i Y ^]) = {y,T} 
62(a) = {x,z} 
Ô^(Z) = {Y,T} 
final states = {S} 
It will be possible to show that this finite automaton 
describes the same language as the grammar given in the last 
chapter. 
As in the case of grammars in the last chapter, a 
function needs to be defined which will allow the 
application of this automaton to the selection of the 
elements of a language. 
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Definition 43: 
Given a finite automaton = (Z,V,6,F)^ the 
complete transition function of degree i, denoted 
A^'^, is defined such that 
P(Z) if i = n+1. 
aJ^'^: H^(Z,V) P(V^) if i = 0. 
H- P(V^) if n k i > 0. 
3c i 
where A^' (ï) is the smallest set such that 
(a) Ak'*+1(*) = {?} 
(b) A^'°(f) = Aj^'^(y) 
(c) = 6^{TS) 
if y e X^. 
if Ï E 
= = .]) 
if y = o[. B .]. 
where n > k > 0 and n à i > 0. 
Definition 44: 
The language identified by finite automaton A^, 
denoted language(A^), is defined as 
language(A^^) = {Z \ ïeH^CI) and FnA^'^(y)^»} 
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An example of the complete transition function for the 
automaton given earlier is 
A|'2(a[2alialiailil2l) = 06|(A2'3(a)l(a[^a[) 
But 
A^'^(a) = a 
and 
A2'l(a[^a[^a^]^]) = U6^(A2'2(a)[^A2'°(a[^a^])^]) 
and 
A^'2(a) = U6^(A^'^(a)) 
= Uô^({a}) 
= U{{X,Z}} 
= {X,Z} 
also 
A2'°(a[iai]) = A^'^Cal^a^]) 
A^'^(a[iai]) = U6^(A^'2(a)[^A^'°(a)^]) 
and 
A^'°(a) = A^'^(a) 
= UÔ^(A^'2(a)) 
= U6^({X,Z}) 
= £y,T} 
Therefore, 
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A2'^(a[iai]) = UfiJ({X,Z}[^{Y,T}^]) 
= {Y,T} 
and 
A2'°(a[iai]) = {Y,T} 
and 
A2'^(a[^a[^a^]^]) = U6^({X,Z}[^{Y,T}j^] ) 
= {Y,T} 
and 
= U5^{a[2{Y,T}2]) 
= {S} 
Since S is a final state, a[2a[^a[^a^]^]2] is in the 
language specified by the finite automaton. It was stated 
above that this automaton specified the same language as the 
grammar given in the last chapter, therefore, this result is 
expected. 
It might also be instructive to consider what happens 
when the complete transition function is applied to an 
invalid hypertree. For example, the hypertree a[2a[2a2]2] 
is of depth 2 and is, therefore, not expected to be in the 
language. 
= U6|(A|'^a) [^A^'^3(2321 jjl ) 
= D6|(a[2U5j(A|'2(a[2a2l))2l) 
= US^(a[2UsJ(6|(A^''(a)[2A|'^(a)2l))2l) 
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= U6^(a[2U6^(62(a[2{Y,T}2]))2]) 
= U6^(a[2U6^({S})2]) 
= U6^(a[2U6^(^)2]) 
= * 
Notice that here there are no states corresponding to the 
input tree, therefore, there are no final states. 
Another concept that is helpful in using automatons is 
that of deterministic finite automata. In a deterministic 
finite automaton, each element of the domain of the 
transition function has only one state to go to. This is 
k 
equivalent to saying that the codomain of 6^ is further 
restricted so that each of the sets in the codomain have at 
most one element of in it. That is, the codomain is 
instead of P(V^j. 
Definition 45: 
A finite automaton A^ = (Z,V,6,F)^ is deterministic 
if for all n > k > 0 
«n: 
An example of a deterministic finite automaton is as 
follows: 
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62(a(2T2]) = S 
6^(X[^T^]) = T 
ô2(a) = X 
ggfX) = T 
final state = S 
It should be evident that this automaton recognizes the same 
language as the previous nondeterministic automaton. In 
general, this is the case. 
Theorem 45: 
Given a finite automaton = (Z,V,6,F)^ there exists 
a deterministic finite automaton a|^ ' = 
such that 
Ic k language(A^) = language(A^ ) 
Proof : 
Construct the new finite automaton such that 
1. I' = I. 
2. = P(V^) where n > i > 0. 
3. The construction for the 6^' functions is given 
below. 
4. F' = { V  1 V  C  Vjç' and F " 7 # 
The construction of the 6^' functions is 
n 
1. If y £ Z U + i U X^, U X^ + ^[i , then 
6n'(y) = {ô^(y)} 
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2. If 
ï s V.' U Vi+i' U (P(Z)UVi+iUX.+i)[. (V._^UX._^) .], 
then 
6^ ' (y )  =  {U6^ (y ) }  
If îç 
A^' is deterministic, since the value of 6^^ (Y) is a single 
element of V. ' = P(V. ) in each case. If ï e (E), then iv K n, m 
if m > 0 and n > i i 0, since by induction on i 
Basis: if m = 0 then if i > 0 then 
y = 
Therefore, 
A^'^'(y) = 6i'(ï) 
n ^ ' n 
= {5^^?)} 
= {A^'^(ï)} 
If i = 0, then 
y e 
and 
^k/0, = ^ k,l, 
= {Aj^'^(y)} 
= {A^'^(y)} 
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Induction step: Assume that if m > m' k 0 and Z e then 
n,m 
If ï e then 
n, m 
1. If i = n and ï e then 
= U5*'({?}) 
= fin (ï) 
= là^(r)} 
= {U5*({f})} 
= {A|^'"(y)} 
2. If i = n and ï e , then 
n,m-l 
Ak/n, ( y )  _  
by induction hypothesis. 
3. If i = n and ? = a[^ g then 
A^'^'(Y) = U6^'(A^'^""^'(a)[j^ A^'^"^'(&)^] ) 
= U6jj'({0}[^ {A^'^"^3)}^]) 
= Ufin'({*[n AJ^'''"^(&)j ^ ] } )  
= {U6n(An'**^(")[n 
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= {Ak'*(a)} 
4. If n > i > 0 and y E i/ then 
n,m-l 
aJ^'^'(Ï) = U6^'(ï)) 
= {U6^(aJJ'^'"^(Ï))} 
= {A%"i(y)} 
5. If n > i > 0 and Z s then 
n,m-l 
= £A^'^(y)} 
by induction hypothesis. 
6. If n > i > 0 and Z = a[^ g ^, then 
= U6^'({Aj^'^''^(a))[i 
= 6^;(Ak'i+l(a)[i AJJ'^"^(&).]) 
= {U6^(Ajj'^''^(a)[. Ak'i-l(P)i])} 
= {An'i(*)} 
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7. If i = 0, then 
^ k , 0 , =  ^k , l ,  
= {A^'^(y)} 
= {A^'°(2f)} 
by one of the previous sections of this proof 
(depending on the value of n). 
Therefore, since i = n, n>i>0ori=0, 
Ir 
if Y ^ m' Therefore, the conjecture is proved by 
induction. 
If y E language(A^), then 
A^'^{y) n F f * 
k k 
Therefore, A^' (ï) e F' by point 4 of the construction and 
n F' = {A^^k(y)} 
^ * 
Therefore, by the conjecture, 
A^'^' (2f ) n FW « 
Therefore, ï s language(A^') and 
k k • language(A^) c language(A^') 
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If y e language(A^), then 
n F' f * 
Therefore, by the conjecture, 
{A^'^(y)} n F' / * 
k k Since {A^' (%)} has only one element, it must be true that 
Ajj'^{y) E F* 
But by the construction this implies that 
F n A^'^(y) * $ 
Since this is the same condition that is required of Ï for 
it to be an element of language(A^). Therefore, 
y e language(A^) and 
ki k language(A^ ) c language(A^) 
and aÎ^' is a deterministic finite automaton which describes 
n 
v 
the same language as the original automaton A^, and the 
theorem is proved. 
M # W 
At this point, it might be well to see how this 
definition of finite automata compares to the automata given 
in the literature. Considering the case of string automata 
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first, it will be noted that the transition function 6^ (the 
only one) makes the following mapping 
5j= P(V^) 
But notice that ^ is a very limited case. Therefore, 
hi 1 = z u u u (v^ u x^) 
It can be seen that this automata differs from the automata 
given in the literature, since null transitions can be 
specified. In particular, this happens when a value of 
is mapped by In the definition of the complete 
transition function, 6J is arbitrarily restricted so that 
this doesn't happen so that 
hi 1 = z u xi u z[i (vi u xi) i] 
Since Xi cannot appear in classical strings they can be 
similarly deleted. 
= £ n z[, ,1 
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If a new state is chosen, call it then a new function, 
6, can be defined 
6; Z X V P(V) 
where V = U {q^} and 
6(a,v) = 6j(a[^ v ^ ]) if v # Qg. 
= 6j(a) if V = qQ. 
The function 6 is precisely the transition function needed 
to generate a classical automaton (V,Z,6,qQ,F). 
A similar development would show that classical tree 
automata as defined by Thatcher and Wright (Thatcher 1968) 
is a special limited case of hypertree automata also. The 
method used is similar to that used in chapter 4 for 
grammars over trees. As was the case with grammars, 
hypertree finite automata can describe a larger class of 
tree languages than classical tree automata as the example 
given earlier in this chapter indicates. It has been shown 
that the set of languages accepted by finite automata over 
trees is the same as the set of languages described by 
regular grammars over trees in the classical case, so this 
could be expected. This same property is true in the case 
of hypertrees also, as the following theorem proves. 
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Lemma 47: 
k k For every normal regular grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^ 
there exists a finite automaton a|^  = 
such that if 
V *=> Z 
then 
for all V E V^, nàk>0 and n ^  i > 0. 
Proof: 
Since any production of the form A ->• B where A and B are 
both in for some i can be easily eliminated by forward 
substitution assume no productions of this type occur in G^. 
In a similar fashion, it is possible to alter G^ so that X's 
only appear in productions of the form 
V XJ 
Therefore, assume this is true of G^ also. Construct the 
finite automaton such that 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V' = V. 
3. If v-*Z E P and v E then v E and these 
are the only elements is 
4. F' = {S}. 
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Claim: is the required automaton. This will be proved 
by induction on the number of applications of => used to 
produce Ï. 
Basis: if only one step is required to produce Ï then there 
must be a production 
in P. Therefore, by construction 
V e 6^(îf) 
Therefore, 
1. If y G then 
V e 6j(y) 
2. If y E Z and i. = n, then 
V e U5*({y}) 
E A^'^(ï) 
Note that ï # aB ^], since B must be a state. Therefore, 
y  E H^(Z )  and y  t  U  V .^^ .  
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Induction step: Assume that if v *=> 3f in less than m steps 
then 
V e 
Suppose that v *=> Z in m > 1 steps where v e V^. Then it 
must be true that v => *=> Ï where v->ir^ e P. Therefore, 
V £ by construction. t Z U X^, since this would 
have to be the last production if that were the case and it 
was assumed that there were more than one production. 
1. If e then *=> Y in fewer than m 
steps, so that 
^i e 
by induction hypothesis. Therefore, 
c 
Therefore, 
V E 
2. If ^], then 
: = "In * n] 
where a = and *=> 3 in fewer than m steps. 
Therefore, 
Bi E 
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also 
«"<'1) = «n(°ln » ni) 
= «"({.Mn A^'°-l(6) „1) 
= » n" 
c Ajj'^(y) 
and V E Aj^'^(y). 
3. If and n > i, then 
* = a[i P il 
where *=> o and *=> B with fewer than m steps 
each. Therefore, e e A^'^~^(3) and 
G^/'l) = Sn(«l[i »! il) 
= UÔ^(A^'^'"^(a)[i Ak'i-l(e) .]) 
= Aj^'^(a[i B .]) 
c A^'^(y) 
and V e A^'iff). 
Since v e A^'^(y) in each case the lemma is proved by 
induction. 
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Lemma 48: 
k le 
For all normal grammars = (Z,V,P,S)^ there is a 
]r 
finite automaton such that 
n 
k k language(A^) = language(G^) 
for all n S k > 0. 
Proof: 
Use the automaton constructed for lemma 47. 
language(cj^) = {f|S*=>r and yeH^(£)} 
= {f|SsAk'k(y) and 
= {y |Aj^'^(y)n{S}3'^ and 
= language(A^) 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 49: 
For every regular grammar G^ there exists a finite 
automaton A such that 
n 
k k language(G^) = language(A^) 
for all n 2: k > 0. 
Proof: 
This follows directly from lemma 48. 
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Therefore, any regular grammar has a finite automaton 
that accepts the same language as the grammar generates. It 
is also true that any finite automaton has a grammar which 
produces the same language as the automaton accepts, 
however, before this is proved a third method of describing 
regular languages will be discussed, namely regular 
expressions. 
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REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 
Yet a third method of describing regular sets is called 
regular expressions. In this chapter, it will be shown that 
regular expressions, which have been defined over strings 
and trees, may be extended to hypertrees of any level. 
Again, in the case of trees the hypertree regular 
expressions will be more powerful than those described by 
Thatcher and Wright (Thatcher and Wright 1968). 
Regular expressions describe regular sets by using 
operations on sets. These are put together into an 
expression, called a regular expression, which then 
describes the regular set. Using the ideas presented by 
Thatcher and Wright, rather than concatenating sets as is 
done in regular string expressions, elements or the frontier 
of hypertrees will be replaced to effect concatenation. 
However, in this case the symbols to be replaced will be 
collected together into a ranked set called the set of 
auxiliary symbols. These will correspond roughly to the 
nonterminals used in regular grammars and the states used in 
finite automata. 
Before regular expressions can be defined, two new 
operations need to be defined for hypertrees. 
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Definition 45: 
Concatenation using v over is an operation, 
denoted *v^, such that 
X P(H^) H. P(hJ^) 
where v e n ^  0, n+1 kkkO, n^i>0 and the 
Tr 
value of *v is the smallest set such that 
n 
( a )  =  {A}  
if n ^  0. 
(b) *v° (A,B) = *v^ (A,B) 
if n > 0. 
(c) = *v%^l(A,B) 
if A e 
*vJj(A,B) = {A} 
= B 
if A e U and A # V. 
if A = V. 
= (.,6) (6,B) ^ 1 
if A = o . 
if n k k > 0. 
Even though concatenation has only been defined for 
individual elements of in the first argument, it will be 
extended to subsets of with no formal definition. Also, 
Ic d. if A is a subset of H^, B is a subset if and v is an 
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If 
element of then *v^(A,B) will be written using infix 
notation as 
A B = U*vk(A,B) 
Even though the k, n, £ and V do not appear in this notation 
they will be assumed. 
Notice that concatenation replaces all occurrences of 
the argument symbol v with a string from the set B. For 
example, if 
A = a[2 a[2 v v 
and 
B = {c,d} 
where v e then 
A *v B = a[2*[2 ^  2^[l ^  1^21 *v ® 
= (a BiEgfatg V 2][i v Big] 
= a[2(*[2 ^  2I *v B)[i (V % B) i];] 
= a[2(a B)[2 (V % B) B i],] 
3^2^(2 B 2^ '^1 ® 1^2^ 
= a[2a[2 {c,d} {c,d} 
= {a[2a[2C2] [•j^c^]2]/ a[2a[2C2 ] [ ^^d^ ]2 ] / 
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As has been previously the case, the codomain of the 
concatenation operation has been assumed. This codomain 
will now be proved to be correct. 
Lemma 50: 
I f  n + 1  > k > 0 ,  n k i > 0 ,  m k O ,  v e  V ^ ,  A  e  ^  
and B e P(H^), then 
A *v B c 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then one of the following cases is true: 
1. If k = n+1, then 
A B = {A} 
but A e therefore, {A} c  and 
2. If n > k > 0 and A #v, then A e Xj^ U Vj^. 
A % B = A 
3. If A = V ,  then i = k so that B c  H^. Therefore, 
A 6 = » 
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4. If k = 0, then A B is a special case of one of 
the previous sections of this proof since A e 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' >0 and A e , then 
n,ni 
A 'v B = «S 
If, therefore, A E  then one of the following is true. 
1. If k = n+1, then 
A B = {A} 
c 
2. If n > k > 0 and A e ^ , then A * B c 
n,m-i V n 
k+1 k by induction hypothesis. But c Therefore, 
A % B c 
3. If n 2: k > 0 and A e ^ , then 
n,m-l 
A *v B c 
by induction hypothesis. 
4. If n > k > 0 and A = a[^ & ^], then o B c 
and p B c by induction hypothesis. Since 
A *v B = a *v & *V ® k) 
it must be true that 
A *v B = 
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5. If K = 0, then A e ^ and A *y B c by a 
previous section of this proof. But since 
A *v B c H° 
Since in each of these cases A * B c H the lemma is 
V n 
proved by induction. 
Theorem 51: 
If n+1 > k > 0, n > i > 0, V e A E  and B E  
then 
A 'v B c 
Proof; 
This follows directly from the lemma. 
— $ — 
Just as is the case with strings, concatenation will be 
extended to form the closure of a set. 
Definition 47: 
The closure of a set using v over is an 
operation, denoted such that 
: P(HJJ) -4. P(H^) 
where veV ^ ,  n S O ,  n à k > 0  a n d  ^ ^ ( A )  i s  t h e  
smallest set such that 
•"^(A) = A U +v\A) A 
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In order to simplify the notation, ^^(A) is writtem A^^ in 
this paper. The following theorem establishs the domain of 
the operation. 
Theorem 52 : 
If n > k > 0, V e Vjç and A c then 
Proof: 
Note that the smallest solution to the equation 
A"^"^ = A U A A"^^ 
is the set defined by the following inductive definition 
1. Aq^ = A. 
2. At? = A U A A+Yi-
where 
A" = Y 
Therefore, proof by induction on j; 
Basis: If j = 0, then 
aJ- = A 
Induction step: Assume that if j > 0 then 
4" = < 
Note that 
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= A H A 
but A Aj^ c by theorem 51. Therefore, 
4:1 ' < 
and 
A- c 
for all j > 0 by induction. Since = Uj > ^ At^ and all 
"^V Tf 
of the Aj are subsets of the theorem is proved. 
At this point, the definition for regular expressions 
may be given. 
Definition 48: 
The set of regular expressions over Z of level n 
and degree k with auxiliary symbols V, denoted 
is the smallest set such that 
(a) = I 
if n > 0. 
(b) r° = rJ 
if n > 0. 
(c) = R^^l » " C'k «n'" kl " 
if n 2: k > 0. 
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TABLE 4. Regular Expressions over {a} 
Line Regular expression Language 
1 a {a} 
2 V {V} 
3 X' {X^} 
4 af^a^] 
5 af^ag] + atgatgaglg] 
6 a[jV^)*%{a) Strings over {a} 
Table 4 gives some examples of regular expressions. 
As was the case with hyperforests, proofs using regular 
expressions are difficult because of the expression 
R^"^ . For this reason, a second definition is 
added with an induction variable similar to the depth in 
hypertrees. 
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Definition 49: 
The set of regular expressions over Z of level n, 
degree k and depth m with auxiliary symbol V, 
Ir 
denoted R^(E,V), is the smallest set such that 
(") = : 
if n ^  0 and m k 0. 
<>=> = Xk " Vk 
if n â k > 0. 
< = > k' 
if n > k > 0 and m > 0. 
if n i 0 and m k 0. 
Theorem 53 : 
If n à 0 and n+1 > k > 0, then 
«S.mfZ'V) 
Proof; 
This proof follows the corresponding proof of theorem 7 in 
chapter 2, and will not be given here. 
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Definition 50: 
The language function of level n and degree k, 
denoted language^, is defined such that 
language^: p(hJ^) 
where 
(a) language^^^(A) = {A} 
if A e S and n Z 0. 
(b) language®(A) = language^(A) 
if n ^  0. 
tr+l (c) = language^ (A) 
if A e 
= {A} 
if A s %k * Vk-
languageJ^(A) = language^^^(a)[^ language^"^(B) 
if A = a[^ e ^]. 
k k 
= language^(a) U language^(&) 
if A = 0+3. 
= (language^(a))*^ 
if A = a*^. 
k i 
= languagea) language^(B) 
if A = a P and v e V^. 
if n > k > 0. 
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Definition 51: 
If 
A regular expression, A e R^, is a normal regular 
expression if 
language^(A) c hJ^(Z) 
Ir 
If no confusion will result, the k and n in language^ will 
be elided. 
As has been the case, a proof is now in order to show 
that the codomain described in Definition 50 is in fact 
correct. 
Theorem 54: 
If n > 0, n+1 > k a 0, m à 0 and A e rJ^(Z,V), then 
language(A) c 
Proof by induction on the induction variable m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then 
1. If k = n+1, then A e E and 
language(A) = {A} 
2. If n > k > 0, then A s U so that 
language(A) = {A} 
= Xk " 7% 
3. If k = 0, then 
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language(A) = language^(A) 
but by either case 1 or case 2 ,  
language^{A) = 
since = H®, 
If 
language (A) c 
Therefore, the basis is proved. 
Induction step: Assume that if m > m' >0 and A e then 
Tr 
language(A) c 
]ç 
If A E then one of the following cases holds: 
1. If k = n+1, then A s E and 
language(A) = {A) 
2. If n > k > 0 and A z  R^'^J then 
n,m-l 
k+1 language(A) = language^ (A) 
but 
language(A) c 
by induction hypothesis. Since c 
language(A) c 
3. If n k k > 0 and A e R^ ., then 
n,m-l 
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k language(A) = 
by induction hypothesis. 
4. If n > k > 0 and ^ B ^], then 
k+1 k-1 language(A) = language^ (a)[% language^ (P) 
but both language^^^(o) c and 
language^ ^(P) c by induction hypothesis so 
Ir 
language(A) c 
5. If n > k > 0 and A = o+P, then 
Ic k language(A) = language^(o) + language^(P) 
k k but, by induction hypothesis language^(a) c and 
k k language^(P) c therefore, 
k language(A) c 
6. If n > k > 0 and A = o then 
language(A) = (language^(a))*^ 
k k but since language^(o) c by induction hypothesis, 
language(A) c 
by theorem 52. 
7. If n > k > 0 and A = o P, then 
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le î language(A) = language^(o) language^(3) 
= «S 
induction hypothesis. Therefore, 
k k il 
But language^(o) c and language^(3) c by 
If 
language(A) c 
by theorem 51. 
8. If k = 0, then 
language(A) = language^(A) 
by case 1 if n = 0 or cases 2 to 7 if n > 0, 
language^(A) c 
but 
therefore. 
language(A) c 
and the theorem is proved by induction. 
» # mm 
If n = 1 and k = 1, then the definition of regular 
expressions becomes 
U U U R^[^ R° U RJ+RJ U RJ*^ U Rl*yRl 
notice that R^ = R^ so that 
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u u u u rJ+rJ u rJ;*'^ u rJ^rJ 
2 
also, R^ = 2 so 
rj = z u x^ u v^ u z[^ rj u r^+rl u rj*^ u rj^rj 
If V^ = {X}, then 
rJ; = z u x^ u {x} u z [j^ r]; u  R^+Ri u  r];*^ u Ri*5^r]; 
If it is decided arbitrarily that all elements of R^ are to 
end in X, then (call this set "R^") 
r^ = {X} u z[^ r^ u r^+r^ u r^*^ u r^a^ri 
Notice that Z[^ R^ describes the same set as Z[^X^] R^ 
so the later may be substituted for the former in a new set 
of regular expressions Rg 
R2 = X U Ml X il U R2+R2 " ''2*^ " 
Lastly, if a new set of regular expressions is defined, 
denoted R, with the extraneous X's elided, and the and 
elided, then the equation becomes 
r = x u z u r+r u r* u r*r 
which is exactly the set of regular expression over Z in the 
classical string case. 
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If n = 2 and k = 2 (the case of trees over Z) ,  then the 
definition of regular expressions becomes 
(^2 = 4 ° ° " 4 [2 "2 2l " 4*^ 2 " 
3 
But Rg = % so this becomes 
R| = Ï O X2 U U Z[2 2' ° ^2*4 " 4*"" ° 4*v4 
If a new set of regular expressions are defined with only 
elements of Z on the frontier, and V2 is set equal to Z, 
then the resulting regular set, R^, is 
= £ U E[2 R| 2I " Rl+Rl " Ki*" " RlVl 
where ve Z. If it is assumed that can only take a 
limited form, in particular, any element of Z can only have 
a string of a fixed number of sub-expressions after it, and 
if this number is designated by ranking Z, then the equation 
becomes 
*2 = =0 " "i>0 =1 I2 (K;)" 2I u Ri+Ri U Ri'v U Rj*^R^ 
where v e Zq. The first two terms can be used to build up 
any tree. Both of these first two terms can be described by 
a finite set of trees and concatenation, these may be 
replaced with the set of trees over Z, T^. 
r = tj u r+r u r"^^ u r*^r 
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is the resulting regular expressions, which are the regular 
expressions described by the Thatcher and Wright. 
In order to prove that a normal regular expression 
exists that corresponds to any given automaton, a new type 
of automaton will be defined. 
Definition 52: 
A partial finite automata, denoted P^, is a 
fivetuple ( S, V, V, 6 ,F)J^ where n ^  k > 0 and 
1. I is a set of terminal symbols. 
2. V is a ranked set of argument symbols. 
3. V is a ranked set of states. 
4. 6 is a set of incomplete finite functions called 
the transition functions. 
5^: U V) P(V.) 
where n > i > 0. 
5. F is a finite subset of called the set of 
final states. 
Notice that if V = * this corresponds directly to the 
automata defined in chapter 5. The language of P^, denoted 
k language(P^), is defined as in the standard automata given 
except that elements of V are taken as terminal symbols in 
addition to Z. An interesting theorem is 
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Theorem 55: 
If n > k > G and = (Z,7,V,6,F)^ is a partial finite 
automata, then there exists a finite automata 
= (Z',V',6',F')k such that 
k k language(Aj^) = language(P^) 
Proof: 
Tç 
Construct A as follows 
n 
1. Z' = Z U V. 
2. V^' = U where = { A ^  |  O  E  V}. 
3. The construction of 5^ is given below. 
4. F' = F. 
The construction of the 6^ functions is as follows 
n 
1. If o e H: ^(Z) and 6j^(o) = P, then 
2. If 6^(o[^ & ^]) = P and a E  then 
*2/(«i+l[i * dJ) = P 
3. If B ^]) = P and p s then 
a^/(=[i *i.i il) 
4. If & il) = P, a E  and & E  V^_^, then 
C(°i.l[i Bi-l il) = ^ 
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5. If Ô^(œ) = P and o e 7^+^, then 
5. If 6^(«) = P and o e 7^, then 
6i'(«i) = P 
7. If a e 7^, then 
and 
*%(") = {«n) 
= (°y) 
for all n > j >0. 
8. These are all the elements of 6. 
A simple inductive proof will show that 
k Ic language(A^) = language(P^) 
so that the theorem is proved. 
It is now time to close the loop of equivalences. That 
is, to prove that regular sets, finite automata, and regular 
grammars all describe the same set of languages. The first 
theorem will establish that there is a normal regular 
expression for the language described by any finite 
automata. 
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Theorem 55: 
If n > k > 0 and = (E,V,6,F)j^ is a finite 
automaton, then there exists a normal regular 
expression B e such that 
language(B) = language (A^^) 
Proof : 
Note that if A'^ = (Z,V',6,F)^ then 
k k language(A = language(A^) 
if V' is the set of those elements of V which occur in 6. 
Therefore, there is no loss in generality by assuming the V 
is finite. Since V is finite, the elements of V can be 
ordered. Therefore, V may be represented as the set 
Define the partial finite automata 
q] „ = (Z',V',V',6',F')k where m > i > 1, m à j > 1 and 
J , X n 
T « {v.., ... v_} such that 
1+1 m 
1. 2' = I. 
2. V = T. 
3. V' = V - T. 
4. 5^'(a) = 5^(.a) n {v^ ... V^}. 
5. F' = {Vj}. 
Define „ = language(Q^ „) if i > 0. If i = 0, then 
J / * J / "L 
s9 = {a I V. e fii(o) for some i} J  /  X  J  n 
It can be easily seen that 
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language(A*) = , p 
To prove this theorem a slightly stronger proof will be 
presented. 
Conj ecture: 
For all mSiSO, m>j>l and T c . .. v^}, 
there is a regular expression for 
J / J-
Proof by induction on i: 
Basis: If i = 0, then s9 _ is a finite set for all j and T 
so it has a regular expression. 
Induction step: Assume that if i' < i then there is a 
i • 
regular expression R. _ such that J / •'-
Let 
i ' i ' 
language(Rj 2) ~ ^ j,T 
A = pi"! 
J,T U {V^> 
B = RÎ-L 
i,T U {v\} 
and 
= = 
A, B and C exist by induction hypothesis. It is claimed 
that 
= A B*Vi C 
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This may be established by a simple but lengthy induction on 
the induction variable for each element of „ and again 
for each element of the expression on the right of the equal 
sign. Therefore, in particular, . exists were v. e F. A 
J, ? J 
regular expression for the entire language is 
where 
F = {v. , ... / V. > 
^1 ]p 
Now the last link in the loop of equivalences will be 
proved. 
Theorem 57 : 
If n k k > 0, m a 0 and B e R , then there is a 
n,m 
grammar such that 
V 
language(G^) = language(B) 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then B e U V^. Construct G^ as follows: 
1. I' = {B}. 
2. = {S'}. 
3. P' = {S' -> B}. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
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Induction step: Assume that if m > m' >0 and B e , then 
n,m 
there is a grammar such that 
k k language^(B) = language(G^) 
If B e R then one of the following cases is true: 
n, m 
1. If k = n and B e R^*^ -, then B e E. Construct 
n,m-l 
G^ as follows: 
n 
1. R = {B}. 
2. V' = {S'}. 
3. P' = {S' B}. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
>+i 
2. If n > k > 0 and B e R^ ^  , then there is a 
n,m-l 
grammar such that 
language((Z^,V^,Pg,S^)^*l) = language^'^^(B) 
= language^(B) 
Ir 
Construct the new grammar G^ such that 
1. Z' = 
2- Vi' = Vi, if i f k and V^' = U {S}. 
3. P' = P U {S' S }. 
a a 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
The language is given by 
language(G^) = {2f | S*=>I} 
= {Z 1 S=>s^*=>%} 
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= language((£^,V^,P^,S^)^ ) 
= language(B) 
3. If n > k > 0 and B G ^ , then there is a 
n,m-l 
If 
grammar such that 
k k language^{B) = language(G^) 
by induction hypothesis. 
4. If k = n and B = a, then there is a 
grammar such that 
language((Zg,Vp,Pp,Sg)*"l) = languagej^"^( P ) 
by induction hypothesis. Construct the new grammar G^ 
such that 
1. z' = eg u {o}. 
2. V.' = V.» if i n and V„' = U {S}. 1 ip n np 
3. p- = pp u {s- a[^ sp %]}. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
In this case, the language of G^ is given as 
language(G^^) = {Y | S *=> Z) 
= {Ï I s => Sg ^]) 
>+1 
= language^ I *=> 
= language^*l(o)[^ language^"^(p) 
= languageJ^(o[j^ B %]) 
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= language(B) 
Tr 
Therefore, is the required grammar. 
5. If n > k > 1 and B = & ^], then there are 
grammars such that 
and 
k+1 language((Z ,V^,P^,S ) ) = language(o) 
ct ct u o n 
language( (Zp,Vp,Pp,Sp)j^'^) = language(p) 
where n Construct the new grammar G^ such 
that 
1. I* = Z U Z.. 
o p 
2. V, ' = V, U V, R if i 5^ k and 1 la ip 
V = ^k,. "\,6 " (S')-
3. p' = P. u P; U {S' .  S,[k Sg ^1>. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
k language(G^) is the required language since 
language(G^) = {ï | S*=>Y} 
= <Ï 1 s.>s,[% Sg %]*=>:) 
Since V and V. have no nonterminals in common, the 
a p 
derivation of must be independent of the derivation 
of Sp. Therefore, 
language(G^) = | ^ | Sp*=>y2>]ç] 
k+1 k-1 
= language^ («)[% language^ (3) 
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language^(o[j^ g ) 
= language(B) 
6. If B = o[^ & ^], then there are grammars such 
that 
and 
language((Z^,V^,P^,S^)2) = language(o) 
language((Zg,Vp,Pg,Sg)l) = language(G) 
where V n V. = Construct the new grammar such 
a p n 
that 
1. z' = z u z.. 
o p 
2. V.• = V, U V,a if i # 1 and 
1 xa ip 
Vl' = Vl.. V Vl,s " fs'}. 
3. p' = p, u pg u (s' - sjj s, j)}. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
Iç 
language(G^) is the required language since 
language(G^) = {Y | S*=>Y} 
= a I s=>s,[% Sg %]*=>?) 
Since V and Vq have no nonterminals in common, the 
o p 
derivation of must be independent of the derivation 
of Sp, Therefore, 
language(Gl) = {Z^  | { IS^  I Sg*=>2f2>k] 
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language^(o) [j^ language^(p) 
language^(o[jç G %]) 
= language(B) 
7. If n > k > 0 and B = «+3, then there are two 
grammars such that 
and 
language((E ,V ,P ,S )jj) = language(o) (z a d u XI 
language((Zg,Vg,Pg,Sg)^) = language(B) 
Choose these two grammars such that 
" Vg - * 
Construct the new grammar such that 
1. Z' = Z U Z-. 
a 3 
2. V,' = V, U v.* if i # k and 1 la IP 
3.P' = P U P. U {S' S ,S' -> S.} 
op a p 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
\ r  
The language of is given by 
language(G^) = (f | S *=> ï} 
= I S=>S^*=>y^} U {Yg I S=>Sg*=>f2} 
k k 
= language^(o) U language^(B) 
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= language^(o+B) 
= language(B) 
•k^ 
8. If n > k > 0 and B = o , then there is a grammar 
such that 
language; = language|^(a) 
Xr  
Construct the new grammar such that 
1. Z' = Z . 
a 
2. V. ' = V. if i # k and V. ' = V, U {v} . X XC( JC IV/ CT 
3. P' = P U {v -»• S , S' V}. 
O (X 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
Notice that v s V^, therefore, it must occur in the 
right spots to be legitimately a member of V^'. 
language(cj^) = {ï | S'*=>2f} 
= {y I s'=>v*=>?^*=>y where Y^elanguage^(o)} 
= {%i|v*=>ri} {y2lv*=>Ï2> u {TS^ \ v *=>z^ }  
k k k 
= language^(a) language(G^) U language^(a) 
= language^Xo)*^ 
= language^Xa*^) 
= language(B) 
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9. If n ^  k > 0 and B = a *„ p where B s , then 
V n,m 
there are two grammars such that 
language((%^/Vg,Pg,Sg)k) = language^fa) 
and 
language;(Eg,Vg,Pg,Sg)]) = language^(&) 
by induction hypothesis. Construct these such that 
V* " Vg = * 
ïr 
Construct the new grammar such that 
1. E' = (E^ - {v}) U Eg. 
2. V, ' = V. U V,» for all i. 1 la ip 
3. P' = {y I f'ePg and ?=#' with all v's 
replaced by S^} U P^. 
4. S' = S . 
a 
Now 
language(G^) = {Y | S^*=>y} 
= {y I s^*=>y^*=>y} 
where %^clanguage(a) with all v's replaced by Sg. 
language(G^) = {ï^ | S^=>Jf^} *g | S^*=>Y^} 
= X *g language^(P) 
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where X is the set language^(a) with all occurrences 
of V on the frontier replaced by S^. But in the 
concatenation given above, the resulting language 
would be the same if the were replaced by v so 
Ic le *1 language(G^) = language^(o) language^(B) 
= language^fo &) 
= language(B) 
Since assuming the induction hypothesis in each case allowed 
the proof that there is a G^ such that 
language(G^) = language(B) 
when B e R ^ the lemma is proved by induction. 
n,m 
From the preceding chapters, it can be seen that there 
is a type of language called a regular language, and that 
these language may be described in any one of three ways, 
using grammars, automata or regular expressions. In the 
following chapters, these languages will be characterized, 
and also the related languages of the algebraic language 
hierarchy. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE HIERARCHY 
In this chapter, various characteristics of the 
hypertree hierarchy and their influence on the algebraic 
language hierarchy will be explored. These will include 
some closure properties for the hypertree hierarchy --
closure under union and intersection -- as well as a pumping 
lemma. These will imply closure under union for the 
algebraic language hierarchy, however it will be shown that 
this does not imply closure under intersection. Closure 
under intersection with regular sets is also shown. It will 
also be shown that not all context sensitive languages are 
in the algebraic language hierarchy. Lastly, it will be 
shown that the algebraic language hierarchy does, in fact, 
start out as designed: level 1 is the set of regular 
language, level 2 is the set of context free languages and 
level 3 is the set of macro languages. 
Before this discussion can begin it is necessary to 
give some rather obvious formal definitions. These 
definitions will allow a formal definition of the algebraic 
language hierarchy just as was done for the hypertree 
hierarchy in chapter 2. 
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Definition 53: 
]r 
If is a hypertree grammar, then the extracted 
language of level k', denoted extract^,(G^), is the 
set 
extract^,(G^) = 
{y I Yelanguage(g|^) and Y=extract^,(Y^)} 
also, if is a hypertree automaton the extracted 
language of level k', denoted extractj^i (A^), is the 
set 
extract^,(A^) = 
k {y I ylanguage(A^) and y = extract^^(y^ 
and finally, if is a normal regular hypertree 
expression then the extracted language of level k', 
denoted extract^,(R^), is the set 
extract^,(R*) = 
k {y I ylanguage(R^) and Z = extractj^, (y^ 
Definition 54: 
The string language for a hypertree grammar, 
automata or regular expression, denoted string(A^) 
or string(R^) repectively, is another name for the 
extract^ function. 
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Definition 55: 
k ' If there exists a regular hypertree grammar 
such that 
t  =  ex t r ac t ^ (G^  )  
then y is a member of level n and degree k of the 
algebraic language hierarchy, denoted ALH^. These 
are all the elements of ALH^. 
n 
Corollary 58: 
Z E ALH* 
n 
If and only if there exists a hypertree automata 
k' k' A^ , a normal hypertree regular expressions , as 
k ' 
well as a hypertree grammar such that 
y = extract^(A^ ) 
Z = extract^(R^ ) 
and 
Z = extract^(G^ ) 
Proof: 
This follows directly from the definition. 
mm • ^  
The first set of theorems that will be presented are 
the closure theorems. A pair of closure theorems will be 
offered for level n of the hypertree hierarchy. 
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Theorem 59: 
le k 
If and are regular hypertree languages, then 
there is a regular hypertree language such that 
U 
Proof: 
This follows directly from the definition of regular sets. 
Theorem 60: 
k 3c 
If A^ is a regular hypertree language and B^ is 
another regular hypertree language, then there is a 
Ir 
third regular hypertree language such that 
Proof : 
k k Construct a normal grammar for A^ and B^. Then, in each 
case, eliminate productions of the form A -> B where A s 
by forward substitution. Lastly, for each X^, add a 
production of the form A ^  where A is a new nonterminal, 
and substitute A in for X^ wherever it occurs. Note that 
A E in this case. Call the resulting grammars 
gJJ = (Z,V,P,S)k and G^' = (Z',V',P',S')k respectively. 
Then, construct a new grammar G^" = (2",V",P",S"such that 
1. Z" = Z n Z' 
2. Vk" = Vk X Vk' 
3. The construction for P" is given below. 
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4. S" = (S,S') 
P" is constructed as follows: 
1. If A->a e P and B-+a e P where a e l n then 
(A,B)-»a e P" 
2. If A-+B e P and C-+D s P' where A e B e 
C E V^' and D e then 
(A,C)^(B,D) E P" 
3. If A-»-X^ s P and B->X^ E  P', then 
(A,B)->xJ B P" 
4. If A->a[^B^] E  P and C->-a[^D^] E  P' where 
a E l ni', then 
(A,C)-^a[^(B,D)^] E P" 
5. If A->B[^C^] E  P and D-fE[^F^] E  P', then 
(A,D)-^(B,E)[^(C,F). ] E  P" 
for ail n > i > 0. 
5. These are ail the elements of P". 
If y E language(G^"), then pick any derivation for ï in G^". 
It is easy to show by induction that a derivation for H in 
G^ is obtained if each nonterminal in this derivation is 
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replaced by the corresponding nonterminal from V, that is 
the left hand projection of the nonterminal pair. A similar 
inductive proof using the right hand projection of the pair 
yields a derivation for Y in G^'. Therefore, 
language(G^)" c language(G^) n language(G^^' ) 
In order to prove containment the other way, a slightly 
stronger proof will be presented. Namely, if A e 
B G , A *=> y and B *=> Y then 
(A,B) *=> Y 
This will be proved by induction on the length of the 
derivation. 
Basis: If the length of the derivations is one, then 
(A,B) => Y 
by construction. 
Induction step: Assume that this is true for all derivations 
of length less than m. If either of the derivations is of 
length m, where m > 1, then 
1. If y e then 
A => C *=> Y 
and 
B => D *=> Y 
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Since C *=> TS and D *=> Z are both of length less than 
m, 
(C,D) *=> y 
But by construction (A,B) => (C,D) so that 
(A,B) *=> y 
2. y cannot be an since the derivation is longer 
than one. 
3 .  I f y = a [ ^ P ^ ]  a n d  n  >  i  >  0 ,  t h e n  
and 
A => C[. D .] *=> ot[. 3 .] 
B => E[^ F *=> o[^ G 
where C *=> a, D *=> B, E *=> o and F *=> p. 
Therefore, by induction hypothesis (C,E) *=> a and 
(D,F) *=> B and by construction 
(A,B) => (C,E)[.(D,F).] 
Therefore, 
(A,B) *=> y 
and the hypothesis is true in this case also. 
4. If y = a[^ 3 ^], then 
A => a[^ D •=> S 
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and 
B => a[^ F *=> at^ & 
where D *=> P and F *=> 3. Therefore, by induction 
hypothesis (D,F) *=> g and by construction 
(A,B) => a[^(D,F).] 
Therefore, 
(A,B) *=> Z 
and the hypothesis is true in this case also. 
Therefore, since these are the only possible cases, the 
hypothesis is proved by induction. 
If y E language(G^) and ï s language(', then S *=> Y 
and s' *=> y, therefore, by the conjecture, 
( s , s ' )  * = >  y  
and y e language(", so the theorem is proved. 
A corollary to theorem 59 is 
Corollary 61: 
If and are two languages from ALH^, then 
there is a third language Lg such that e ALH^ 
and 
L3 = U L2 
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Proof: 
Construct the union of the corresponding hypertree grammar. 
This gives as its extracted language. 
A similar corollary to theorem 60 is not given because it is 
not true. Consider the languages 
and 
Both of these are context free and, therefore, in ALH^. 
However, the intersection of these two languages is the 
language 
which is not context free. A proof of closure under 
intersection with regular sets will now be presented. 
Theorem 62: 
If L e ALHj^ and M e ALh]^, then 
L n M e ALH? 
n 
Proof: 
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Construct a normal grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^ for L and another 
grammar G^' = for M. In each case, construct 
the grammar such that Xs only appear in productions of the 
form A -»• and there are no productions of the form A -> B 
where A and B are in for some i. Construct 
G^" = (Z",V",P",S")1 as follows: 
1. Z" = Z n Z'. 
2. X V^' X N X P(7 X V X N) for all 
k > i > 0 where 7 is the set of all the Xs used in G^ 
n 
and N is the set {l...n}. 
Vi" = X Vj^ X N X P(V X V X N) for all n > i > k. 
In addition, S" e V^". 
3. The construction of P" is given below. 
4. S" does not occur elsewhere. 
Construct P" as follows: 
1. If A->a E P and A'-»a e P' where a t  Znz', then 
(A, A' ,n, o)->-a e P" 
for all o c V X V' X N. 
2. If A->X^i e P and A'-*X^, e P' (Note that this 
implies that k' < k.), then 
(A,A',k',o)-^xj, E P" 
for all a c V X V X N. 
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3. If A->X^i e P and k' 2: k, then 
(A,x,l,a)->xj, e P" 
for all X E Vj^i ' and o c V X V' X N such that 
(xj,,x,l) e a. 
4. If A->B G P and A'->B' s P' where A e V^, B e 
A' E and B' E for some k & i > 0, then 
(A,AM,a)->(B,BM,o) E  P" 
for all a <= V X V X N and I E  N. 
5. If A-+B E  P where A E  and B E  for some 
n > i > k, then 
(A,X,I,a)^(B,X,I,a) E  P" 
for all X E  V^', o c V X V' X N and I E  N. 
6. If A-»-a[^ B E P and A'^a[^ B' where 
a E SnZ', B E and B' E V^_^', then 
(A,AM,a)->a[^ (B,B',I,a) J s P" 
for all n > I > 0. Also, 
(A,A',n-l,a)^a[^ (B,B',n,o) e P" 
for all o c  V X V' X N. Note that in this case n = k. 
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7. If A->a[^ B e P and n > k, then 
(A,X,I,a)-»a[^ (B,X,I,o) E  P" 
for all n > I > 1. Also, 
(A,X,n-l,a)^a[^ (B,X,n,a) e P" 
for all X s V^' and o c V X V X N. 
8. If A-^B[j^, C %, ] s P and A'^B' C s P', 
then 
(A,A',I,o)^XB,B',J,a)[%, (C,C',K,o) ] e P" 
for all J e N, K e N and a c V X V' X N such that 
I = min(k',K,J). 
9. If A->-B[^, C E P and n > k' > k, then 
( A , X , I , 0 ^ ) ^ ( B , X , I , 0 g ) [ j ^ ,  E j ^ , _ ^ ( C , p ^ , o ^ )  ]  c  P "  
for all k' > I > 0, X E V^' and Og and are 
subsets of V XV' X N such that 
= («A " ^ k' X V X N) U {(X],,C,I) I (],C,I) G Pg.) 
«C = "A 
Pg c {] I xj E  V} X V X N 
The function E which returns a set is defined below. 
(A,X,k\a)^(B,X,I,a)[^, (C,X,J,a) ] e P" 
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for all o c  V X V X N, n ^  I > k' and n k J > k' . 
(A,X, J,o)-^(B,X,I,a)[^, (C,X,J,a) ^ , ] s P" 
for all a<=VXV' XN/ n k I k k' and k' 2 J > 0. 
10. S"-»-(S,SM,0) e P" for all I e N. 
11. These are all the elements of P". 
E is a set of finite functions such that 
Ej^i, (A,p,o) is the smallest set such that 
1. If C j^„] E P, then 
^k" + l^^'^B'^^^k" ® ) k" ^ ^ Ej^ii(A,P/a) 
for all a c V X V' X N, Pg and p^ such that 
p = Pg U {(k"j,CM) I (j,C,I) e Pç,} 
1r" + 1 
Pg c P? ^ X V X N 
and 
Tr"-! 
Pc c P" ^ X V X N 
such that if (j,C,I) e Pg U p^ then j is a suffix of a 
path in V n X^. 
2. If A->'B e P, then 
Ekit+i(B,p,a) c Ej^„(A,p,a) 
where A E  V^„ and B E  for all p c X V' X N 
such that if (j,C,I) is in p then j is the suffix of a 
path in V n X^. 
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3. If C E V^ii, then 
Ej^„(C,0,o) = {(C,X,I,o) I X E V' and I 6 N} 
and 
Ej^„(C,{(X,CM')},o) = {(C,CM',a)} 
for all C s V^„' if k" < k or C E  V^' if n > k" > k, 
all I' e N and o c V X V X N. 
Note that if (A,A',I,a) e V" and (A,A',I,a) *=> 3 then 
A *=> B in and A' *=> extract^(g') where &' is the same 
as p except that each X^ that references a subhypertree that 
is not contained in g is replaced by C' where (X^,C',I) E a. 
Also, due to the construction if (X^,C',I) E O then during 
the frontiering operation X^ will be replaced with a 
hypertree that was generated from a nonterminal (C,C',I,a) 
for some C and o. Also, the I represents the level of the 
first frontiering operation for 3' that will return a single 
element of Z. Each of these fact can be established by 
simple induction and, therefore, G^" is a grammar for L " M 
and the theorem is proved. 
This last theorem suggests another normal form which 
may be used to simplify some proofs. This normal form is 
called "completed" since no X will ever copy just a piece of 
the subhypertree generated by a given nonterminal. That is, 
each subhypertree remains "complete". 
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Definition 56: 
V 
A grammar is said to be a completed grammar if 
during any extract operation on any element of 
\r 
language(G^) a piece of the structure generated by 
any nonterminal is copied then all of the structure 
generated from that nonterminal is copied. 
$ 
The following theorem proves this to be a useful concept. 
Theorem 63 : 
k k If G^ = (2,V,P,S)^ is a regular grammar, then there is 
a completed grammar = (E',V',P',S')j^ such that 
Ir Tr 
language(G^) = language(G^ ) 
Proof: 
V 
Construct G^ such that it is a normal grammar and there are 
no productions of the form A B where A and B are in for 
Iç 
some i. Also, construct G^ such that all Xs are in 
productions of the form A -> Xj^. Construct G^' as follows: 
(Note that this construction is quite similar to that used 
in theorem 62.) 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V^' = X N X P(7 X N) where 7 is the set of all 
Xs that are used in G^ and N is the set {l...n}. 
Also, S' E V^. 
3. The construction of P' is given below. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
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Construct P' as follows: 
1. If A-»a E  P where a E  Z, then 
(A,n,o)->a E P' 
for all o c V X N. 
2. If A->X^, £ P, then 
(A,I,o)-^xj, E P' 
for all a c V such that (X^ I ,I) E  O .  
3. If A-+B E P, then 
(A,I,o)^(B,I,a) E P' 
for all a c V X N. 
4. If A->a[^ B E P, then 
(A,I,a)-.a[^ (B,I, G )  E  P' 
for all n > I > 0 and o E  V X N. Also, 
(A,n-l,a)-+a[^ (B,n,a) E  P' 
5. If A->B[j^i C E P and n > k' >0, then 
( A / 1 ,  a ^ ) - > ' ( B ,  I ,  O g )  [ E j ^ i  ( C , O q )  c  p  
for all k' > I > 0, a^, Og and c V X N such that 
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«g = («A - ^ k' X N) U {(xj,,I) I (j,I) e p^} 
=C = «A 
Pc c {] I xj, E V} X N 
The function E is defined below. 
(A,k',o)^(B,I,a)[%, (C,J,a) z P' 
for ail acVXN, n>I>k' and n > J > k'. 
(A,J,o)^(B,I,o)[%, (C,J,o) E P' 
for ail acVXN, n>I>k' and k' S J > 0. 
5. S'-»-(S,I,V) E P' for ail I E N. 
7. These are ail the elements of P'. 
E is a set of finite functions {^k"^n>k">0 s^ch that 
Ej^„(A,p,o) is the smallest set such that 
1. If A-+B[j^„ C j^„] E P, then 
®]çii + l ' Pb'® ) I k" ^ k" —1 ^ ^ k"] ^  Ej^ii(A,p,a) 
for all a, Pg and p^ such that 
p = Pg U {(k"j,I) I (j,I) e pg} 
PB = X N 
and 
k"-l 
Pc = Pi X N 
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such that if (j,I) e Pg U then j is the suffix of a 
path in V n X^. 
2. If A->B e P, then 
Gk"+l(B'P'*) = Ejç«(A,p,a) 
k" + l 
where A e V^„ and B e for all p c X N such 
that if (j,I) e p then j is the suffix of a path in 
V n x^ and o c V X N. 
3. If C e V^ii, then 
Ej^„(C,p,o) = {(C,I,o)} 
for all a c V X N and B = ({X} U {j | j e P^", 
j t P^ and j is the suffix of a path in 
V n X^}) X {I}. 
Notice that if G = * then the corresponding structure is 
dropped when the i^^ level frontier is taken. If g = {X}, 
then the structure is copied when the i^^ level frontier is 
taken. If p # * and g # {X}, then the i^^ frontier is 
possibly not defined since this corresponds to possibly 
having an X which doesn't reference anything. As in the 
proof for theorem 52, note that (A,I,o) *=> g if and only if 
A *=> g and the set of Xs which reference anything outside 
of g is a subset of a. The number associated with the X is 
the level of frontier which first produces a singleton. 
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Also, the number associated with the nonterminal is the 
level of frontier that first transforms the resulting 
structure into a singleton. These facts can be established 
by induction on the length of the production. Therefore, 
S *=> B if and only if (S,I,V) *=> B for some I so that 
k Ic language(G^) = language(G^') 
It could also be established that Gj^' is complete since the 
E functions force nonterminals to be expanded until all the 
paths that are possible are included in one production. 
Therefore, the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 54: 
If L E ALH^, then there is a grammar 
0^'' = (Z',V',P',S')k' for L such that if 
k' 
a e language(G^ ) then extract^(a) exists. 
Proof: 
Construct the completed grammar for L as in theorem 53 
except replace step 3 of the construction of the E function 
with 
3. If C e Vj^i, and k > k" >0, then 
Ejçii(C,P,a) = 0 
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for all o c 7 X N and B c  ({\} U {j | j e P^", 
j e and j is the suffix of a path in 
V n X^}) X {1} where B # ^ and B * {X} X N. 
4. If C e V^„ and n ^ k" k k, then 
E%H(C,*,a) = {(C,I,o) I I e N> 
and 
E%»(C,({X},I),o) = {(C,I,o)} 
The meaning of the ordered triples is exactly the same as in 
the theorem. If an X were generated in the original grammar 
which would force the desired extract operation to be 
k' 
undefined, then the element could not be generated by 
since ultimately a call to E^^(C,B,a) would be made in the 
construction of to generate the required productions, 
but this is equal to * so the needed productions would not 
be generated. 
— # «m 
Theorem 65: 
If 
For any language, L e ALH^, there is a grammar 
' = (Z',V',P',S') such that = 0 for all 
n > i > k and 
L = extract^fG^ ') 
Proof : 
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\r ^ 
Construct a completed grammar = (E,V,P,S)^ for L. 
k ' Construct G_ ' as follows: 
n 
1. Z' = Z U {*}. 
2. V^' =  v . ,  V i '  = $ if n > i > k and 
V^' = if k > i > 0. 
3. The construction for P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
Construct P' as follows: 
1. If V-+0 e P and v e where k > i > 0 or i = n, 
then 
V-+a c P ' 
2. If v-+a e P and v e where n > i > k, then 
v^*[n *^n-l*••*fi+l ° i+l^'-'n-l^ 
A simple inductive proof would show that 
G P' 
L = extract^(G^ ') 
Corollary 65: 
If L E ALH^, then there is a grammar 
°n' ~ (2,V,P,S)k' such that = $ if i f n and 
L = extract^(G^ ) 
Proof: 
Substitute 1 into theorem 65. 
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Corollary 57: 
If l e alhJ^ and = (Z,V,P,S)^ is a grammar for 
L where k' > k, then there is a grammar 
gJJ = (Z',V',P',S')* such that 
L = extractj^(G^) 
Proof: 
This follows directly from the theorem. 
a # M 
Theorem 68: 
If L e ALH^ and = (Z,V/P,S)^ is a grammar for L, 
then there is a grammar = (Z',V',P',S')^ such that 
^ k' = extract^tG") 
where k'+l > k" > 1. 
Proof: 
Construct G^' as follows: 
n 
1. £' = Z U {*}. 
2. V^' = if n > i > 0. V^' = U {S'}. 
3. p' = p u {s' -> *[%... *[k"skm ]...%]}. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
A simple induction over k will prove the theorem. 
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Note that these theorem and corollaries allow L to be 
II k treated as though there were a grammar for it if L e ALH^ 
in most cases. 
The following theorem will show that in fact it is not 
necessary to consider all the possible Xs which might occur 
in a grammar. But first it is necessary to define a subset 
of the Xs that will be proved to be sufficient in most 
cases. 
Definition 57: 
The set of linear paths of level n, denoted is 
defined as 
LP^ = {(n-1)}* 
Definition 58: 
The set of linear Xs of level n, denoted LX^, is 
defined as 
LX^ = (X^ I j . LP„} 
Definition 59: 
k "i 
A grammar is said to be linear to level i if Xf, 
k "i 
appears in G^ and i' > i implies that X^, e LX^. 
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Definition 60: 
Ir 
A grammar is said to be linear if it is linear 
to level 1. 
• 
Theorem 69: 
If L e ALH^, then there is a linear grammar to level 
k+1, gJJ' = (E,V,P,S)k', such that 
L = extract^(G^ ) 
Proof: 
k' k' Construct a completed grammar G^ = (Z*,V',P',S')^ for L as 
k ' 
was done in theorem 63. Construct G„ as follows: 
n 
1. Z = E' U {*}. 
2. V = V'. 
3. The construction for P is given below. 
4. S = S'. 
Order the Xs at each level greater than k. Call the first 
Xj^,i(0), the second X^„( 1 ), and so forth for each n > k" > k. 
Construct P as follows: 
1. If A-»-B e P' where B e V' U Z, then 
A->B E P 
2. If A->a[^ ° s P' where a e Z, then 
A-aIn « nl ' f 
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3. If A-+B[^ a e P' and n à i > k where B e 
B = (X,1,3) and i > I > 0, then 
A-»-B[i •'i-l^ i-1^ i] e P 
where CL = * if (%-(]),I) is not in 3 for any I, and 
if (X^(j),I) is in B then = the nonterminal from o 
that is lead to by the path inX^(j). If n & I > i, 
then 
A-^*[i o E  P 
4. If A-»-B[^ ° i^ G P' and k à i > 0, then 
A->B[j^ o e P 
5. If A->Xt E F', then 
A.x(i-1)* E P 
where X^ = X^(m). 
Simple induction would show that these two grammars define 
the same language. 
m, • mm 
Corollary 70: 
There is a linear grammar for all string languages 
in the algebraic language hierarchy. 
Proof : 
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Substitute 1 for k' in theorem 69. Note that is linear 
and the only X that can appear in strings. 
m» • wm 
Corollary 71: 
There is a linear grammar for all tree languages in 
the algebraic language hierarchy. 
Proof: 
Substitute 2 for k in theorem 69. Note that only X^ and 
elements of X2 can appear on trees. Both of these types of 
Xs must be linear. 
Corollary 72: 
3 0 
If L s ALH^ and frontiergfL) exists for each 
element of the language L, then there is a linear 
grammar for L. 
Proof : 
Substitute 3 for k' in theorem 69. Note that if X^ is in 
o e L then frontier^(L) is not defined since ultimately this 
3 i 
will require that frontiergfX^) be evaluated and this 
frontier is not defined. 
Previously it was mentioned that context free languages 
where in ALH^. So far, this has not been established 
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formally, so this will be shown in one of the next three 
theorems. This correspondence is not direct, though, in 
that the hypertree languages have some extraneous symbols — 
the Xs and the brackets. It will be assumed, therefore, 
that the brackets and level 1 Xs will be deleted from the 
sentences to arrive at the resulting language. Note that no 
level 2 or higher Xs can occur. 
Theorem 73: 
Subject to the above constraints, L e ALH^ if and only 
if there is a regular grammar for L. 
Proof; 
Construct a normal regular hypertree grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^ 
for L. Then, construct the regular grammar 
G' = (%',V',P',S') such that 
1. Z' = 2. 
2. V' = V^. 
3. P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
Construct P' as follows: 
1. If A-+a E P where A e and a e E, then 
A-+a e P' 
2. If A-»B E P, then 
A->B E P' 
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3. If t P, then 
A-^aB E P' 
4. If A->a[^ e P, then 
A-»a e P' 
The correspondence is easy to show via induction on the 
length of the derivation. The proof of containment in the 
other direction is similar. 
» # mm 
Theorem 74: 
Subject to the above constraints, L s ALH^ if and only 
if there is a context free grammar for L. 
Proof: 
If L is a context free language, construct a grammar 
G = (E,V,P,S) for language with productions of the form 
A -»• EC 
A -+ a 
where A, B and C are nonterminals and "a" is a terminal. 
Construct G^' = (Z',V',P',S')2 such that 
1. Z' = Z U {*}. 
2. vg' = v, v^' = 
3. P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
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P' is constructed as follows; 
1. If A->BC E P, then 
£ P' 
2. If A->a E P, then 
A->'a e P' 
A simple, though involved, induction will show these two 
grammars generate the same language. 
If L E ALHg, then construct a normal grammar 
2 2 Gg = (Z,V,P,S)2 for language subject to the constraints that 
Xs only appear in production of the form A -> and there 
are no productions of the form A -»• B where A and B are 
either both from or both from Vg. Construct 
G' = (Z',V',P',S') as follows: 
1. E' = I. 
2. V = (V^ U V^) X {1,2,3} U S' 
3. P' is given below. 
4. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
Construct P' as follows; 
1. If A->-a s P, then 
(A,l)->a E P' 
2. If A-»a[2B2 ] E P, then 
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(A,3)^(B,1) e P' 
(A,2)^(B,2) e P' 
(A,3)^(B,3) e P' 
3. If A-^B E P, then 
(A,1)->(B,1) e P' 
(A,2)^(B,2) e P' 
(A,3)->(B,3) E P' 
4. If A->X^ E P, then 
(A,2)->X E P' 
5. If A-»-B[^C^] E P, then 
(A,3)->(B,1)(C, 1) E  P' 
(A,2)->(B,1)(C, 2) E  P' 
(A,3)->(B,1)(C, 3) E  P' 
(A,3)H .(B,2)(C, 1) E  P' 
(A,2)->(B,2)(C, 2) E  P' 
(A,3)^(B,2)(C, 3) E  P' 
(A,3)^(B, 3) E  P' 
5. {S'-»-(S,l), S'->(S,2), S'-^(S,3)} c p'. 
7. These are all the elements of P'. 
Note that productions of the form A -> are dropped since 
if an appears in the resulting hypertree the frontier is 
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not defined. It can be easily seen that the two grammars 
define the same language if it is noted that (A,1) *=> 'ï if 
and only if A *=> Y and Ï is one symbol only. (A,2) *=> ï 
if and only if A *=> and frontier^(f^) = ÏX^. Also, 
(A, 3) *=> Z if and only of A *=> îf^ and frontier°(3f^) = Y 
(with no trailing X^). A simple inductive proof shows the 
two languages are the same. 
Theorem 75: 
Subject to the above constraints, L e ALH^ if and only 
if there is an 10 macrogrammar for L. 
Proof : 
If L is an 10 macrolanguage, then construct an 10 
macrogrammar G = (I,F,V,p,S,P) where language(G) = L, Z is 
the set of terminals, F is the set of nonterminals, V is the 
set of arguments, p is the ranking function for F, S is the 
start symbol and P is the set of productions. Construct a 
3 3 hypertree grammar = (E',V',P',S'>2 as follows: 
1. Z' = Z U {*} 
2. V^' = 4, Vg' = * and Vg' = F. 
3. P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
For each production, a ^ 6 in P, there is one production in 
P' constructed as follows: 
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1. The nonterminal in o is the nonterminal on the 
left hand side of the production. 
2. For each occurrence of an argument on the right 
side of the production, substitute an X such that, if 
it were the first argument, then substitute X^/ the 
second argument, X^, the third argument X^^, etc. 
3. Bracket each right hand side with an "*[3" on the 
left and an ]" on the right. 
4. Change each (to an [g and each ) to an g]-
5. Bracket each argument on the right hand side with 
an *[2 on the left and an on the right. 
5. Add [^ and ^] as needed to make the strings in 
the production legal. Add X^ wherever it can legally 
be added. 
For example, the grammar 
S -> A(l) 
A(a) -> A(aa) 
A(a) -+ a 
yields the grammar 
A . X^ Il X^[i X^ 4 1I2I3I 
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It can be seen by induction that these two grammars give the 
same language. Notice in the latter case that if the same 
argument is copied in twice that it must be copied in as the 
same thing since the hypertree is completely built before 
the frontier is taken. 
If L s ALHg, then construct a completed grammar 
3 3 
Gg = (ZyVyPyS)^ for L as was done in theorem 63. Construct 
an 10 macrogrammar G' = (Z',F',V',p,S',P') as follows: 
1. Z' = I. 
2. F' = {S',D} U V X {1,2} X {1,2,3} X {0,1,2,3}*. 
3. V' = {a^,a2, ... a^} where each a^ does not 
appear elsewhere, and m is the maximum number of ones 
in a single path in the grammar. 
4. p' maps all of V to m, and S' to zero. 
5. S' does not occur elsewhere. 
5, P' is constructed as shown below. 
Notice that for each nonterminal in this grammar there are 
two projections associated with the nonterminal and one 
projection for each possible X^ that might exist in the 
grammar. The meaning of these projections are 
1. The first projection; 
1. This nonterminal produces a singleton. 
2. This nonterminal does not produce a 
singleton. 
2. The second projection: 
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1. This nonterminal produces a singleton after 
the first frontier operation. 
2. This nonterminal produces a string which 
ends in an after the first frontier 
operation. 
3. This nonterminal produces a string which 
does not end in X^. 
3. Each projection associated with a path: For each 
argument, 1, 2 and 3 mean the same as above except 
that the associated argument produces the string, etc. 
A zero means the associated argument is not to be 
used. 
Therefore, 
1. If A->a e P where A e and a e Z, then 
(A, 1,1, X^. . . X^) ( a^, . • . a^) a s P 
for all X^...X^. i m 
2. If A-»a[^B^ ] e P, then 
(a,2,2,x^, . . .xj^)(a^. . .ajj^)-^(b,2,2,x^. . .x^)(a^. . e p' 
(a,2,l,xi,...x^^(ai...a^)^(b,l,l,xi...x^)(ai...a^) e p' 
(a,2,1,x^, . . .x^)(a^. . .ajj^)h.(b,2,l,x^. . .xjj^)(a^. . .a^^) e p' 
(a,2,3,x^, . . .xjj^)(a^. . .ajj^)->(b,2,3,x^. . .xjjj)(a^. . .a^jj) e p' 
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for all XT,..X^. 1 m 
3. If A-»B e P where A e Vg and B e V^, then 
(A, 1,1,X^. . .X^)(&2' • • a.j^)~*'(B/1/1,X^• • • X^) (a^• • • a^) E P' 
(A,2,l,X^...Xjj^)(a^...ajj^)-»{B,2,l,X^...Xj^)(a^...aj^) e P' 
(A,2,2,X^. . .Xj^)(a^. . .aj^)-^(B,2,2,X^. . .Xjj^)(a^. . .a^^) s P' 
(A, 2,3,X^. . .X^) ( a^. . . a^)-*(B/2,3,X^^» X^) ( a^. .. a^) s P 
for all X-...X . 
1 m 
4. If A-+X^ E P and | j | = i, then 
{h,2,X^,X^. . .X^)ia^.. e P' 
for all X^...X^ except X^ = 0. If X^ = 0, no 
production is generated. Note that the second 
projection must equal X^. 
5 .  I f  A - + B [ ]  e  P  a n d  
C = ... 1^*"1^1^ 
where each Cj e Vg except which is an element of 
and m+1 > i > 0, then 
(A,2,3,X^••.X^)(a^•••,X^..,X^)(a^•••a^)... 
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(cj,zj,3,xi...xm) e p' 
if i > j > 0. 
(A,2,2/X^• • • X^) (,X^. . .X^) (a^• • • 
if B *=> a where a e Z. 
(A,2,2,X^. . .X^)(a^. . .aj^)-»-(B,2,l,y^. . .Y^,0. . .0)( 
(^2/^2 yY2/X^..•X^)(a...a^)•.. 
(C^,Z^,Yj^,X2. . .Xj^Xa^. . .ajj^),D, . . .D)) e P' 
(A,2,2,X2. . .X^)(a^. . .a^)->-iB,2,2.Y^. . .Y^,0. . .0)( 
(C^ / ^ 2^1 ' ^ • " • ) ^  F 
(A,2,3,Xi. '.am)^iB,2,3,Yi. . .Y^,0. . .0)( 
(C2,ZiY2,X2...X^)(a2...a^) e P' 
for all X-...X^, Y,...Y^ and Z,...Z^. Note that if 1 m 1 m 1 m 
i = m or m+1 the sequence of zeros and D's above is 
null. 
6. If A-+B E P where A s and B e Vg, then 
(A, 1,1,X^. . .X^) (a^ • • • 1,1/X^• • • X^) (a^. . . a^) 
(A, 2,1,X^. . .X^) (a^. . . a^)->'(B,2,1,X^ • • • X^) (a^ . . . a^) 
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( A / 2 / 2 / • • • X^) ( • • • 8^^ )'^ ( B, 2,2, X^ • • • X^) ( a^ • • • a^ ) s P 
(A,2,3,X^...Xj^)(a^...ajjj)->(B,2,3,Xj^...Xj^)(a^...a^) e P' 
for all possible combinations of X^...X . 1 m 
7. If A-^X^ E P, then 
(A,2,2,X^.. .X^) (a^^.. .a^)-^X e P' 
for all X-...X„. 1 m 
8. If A->B[^C^] E P, then 
(A,2,2,X^• • • X^) (a^. • • 1,1,X^. . .X^) (a^• • • 
(C,2,2,X^...Xj^)(a^.. .a^^) s P' 
(A,2,2,X^• • • X^) (a^...a^)^(B,2,1,X^. • .X^) (a^• • • 
(C,2,2,Xi...X^)(ai...a^) e P' 
(A,2,2,X^.. .Xj^)(a3^.. .ajjj)^(B,2,2,X^. . .X^)(a]^.. .a^^) 
(C,2,2,X^. . .Xj^)(a^. . .a^j^) e P' 
(A,2,3,X^ X^) (a^ « 3^|)^(B, 1,1,X^• • • X^) (a^• • • 
(C,l,l,Xi...Xm)(ai...a^) s P' 
(A,2,3,X^• • • X^) (a^...(B, 1,1,X^ X^) (a^• • • 
(C,2,3,X^...Xj^)(a^...a^) e P' 
(A,2,3,X^• • • X^) (a^. . . aj^)->'(B,2,1,X^. . .X^) (a^. . . a^) 
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(C, 1,1,E P* 
(a,2,3,x^• . .x^) (a^• . .)"*(bf 1/1/x^. . .x^) (a^• • • 
(C,2,l,X^...Xj^)(a^...ajj^) e P' 
(A/2,3,X^• . .X^) ( a^• . . 2,1,X^. . .X^) (a^. . . a^^) 
(C,2,1,X^.. .Xjj^)(a^. . .a^j^) 6 P' 
(A,2,3,X^• • • X^) (a^• • . 2,1,X^^. . .X^) (a^. . • 
(C,2,3,X^. . .Xj^)(a^. . .ajjj) e P' 
(A,2,3,X^. . .Xjj^)(a^. . .ajj^)-^(B,2,3,X^. . .Xjj^)(a^. . .aj^) e P' 
for all Xt...X„. 1 m 
9. These are all the elements of P'. 
It can be shown by induction that these two grammars 
define the same language. 
M # 
At this point, a pumping lemma will be introduced. 
This will be used eventually to prove that the algebraic 
language hierarchy is a true hierarchy, that is, it has an 
infinite number of distinct levels. 
Before this is proven, the count function will be 
formally introduced as a means of determining the "length" 
of a hypertree. 
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Definition 51: 
Count is a family of functions, denoted County, 
such that 
Count^:H^(E,V) -»• N 
where N is the set of positive integers. The 
values for the count function are given by 
(a) Count**l(f) = 1 
if n ^  0. 
(b) Count°(y) = Count^(y) 
if n > 0. 
(c) = Count^^l(f) 
if f e 
n 
CountJ^(y) = 1 
if 2f e U Vj^. 
* ) +Count; 
if y = 
= Count ^ ( a nt^" ^ ( p ) 
if n k k > 0. 
Notice that count function returns the sum of the number of 
nodes in a hypertree, the number of Xs in the hypertree plus 
the number of variables in the given hypertree. 
Notationally, County will refer to Country count will refer 
to Country where n' is larger than any level under 
consideration. In each case, a simple proof will show that 
the domain and codomain given is correct. 
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At this point, a pumping lemma will be given. 
Theorem 76: 
If L is a regular hypertree language of level n and 
degree k and j is a positive integer, then there 
exists an N such that if Y s L and Count(ï) > N then 
V 
there exists P-P^...P. such that P, e H and 1  2  J  I n  
k ' 
Pg.-.Pj e such that nonterminal T occurs exactly 
once in P^...Pj_^ and not all in P^. Also, T is the 
only nonterminal appearing, %j>i>i(Count(P^)) < N and 
if L* is the language with productions 
S' -> P^ 
T' p^ 
for all j > i > 1 then L' c L and 
s '  — >  y ^  >  y 2 '  •  •  
where Ï. = Y and Ï. . => Jf. uses the i^^ production 
J 1-1 1 ^ 
above. 
Proof: 
k k Assume = (Z,V,P,S)^ is a normal grammar for P. Proceed 
as in the standard proof for a context sensitive except 
choose N large enough that one of the nonterminals have to 
occur j-1 times. 
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Note that if j is taken as one or two the result is 
trivial (in fact, N could be taken as zero). If three is 
chosen for j, then in the string case this becomes the 
standard pumping lemma for regular sets. Also, in the tree 
case, this suggests the pumping lemma for context free sets. 
To prove that the algebraic language hierarchy is a 
true hierarchy a language will be presented at each level 
which cannot belong to the next lower level. A few lemmas 
must be proven first. 
Lemma 77 : 
If A e then 
Count(frontierJ^_^(A)) < 2Count(A) 
Proof by induction on the induction variable: 
Basis: If m = 0, then Count(A) = 1, and in any event 
A = frontier^_^(A) 
The lemma then becomes 1 < 2^ which is obviously true. 
Induction step: Assume that the lemma is true for all 
m' < m. Let A e . Then, one of the following is true: 
n,m 
1. If k = n+1, then the lemma is true as above. 
2. If k = n and A = then 
frontier^_^(A) = frontier^]^(B) 
and by the induction hypothesis 
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Count(frontier|J_^(A) ) = Count(frontier|^"^(3 ) ) 
< gCountfg) 
Also, notice that Count(A) = Count(P)+l, so that 
Count(frontier*_^(A)) < 2Count(A) 
3. If k = 0, then 
frontier? .(f) = frontier^ ,(ï) 
n-1 n-1 
Therefore, 
count(frontier°_^(y)) < 2Count(f) 
by induction hypothesis. 
4. If n > k > 0 and Ï e X^, then 
frontier^ _(%) = y 
n-1 
so 
count(frontier^_^(y)) < 2Count(f) 
since both count(frontier^_^(%)) and count(y) are one. 
5. If n > k > 0 and A e -, then 
n,m-i 
frontier^ ^ (A) = frontier^^"^(A) 
n-1 n-1^ ' 
and by the induction hypothesis 
Count(frontierk_^(A)) < 2Count(A) 
6. If n-1 > k > 0 and A = then 
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frontierJ^_^(A) = frontier^^l(o)[% frontierk]l(B)^] 
and by the induction hypothesis 
Count(£rontier^.^(A)) < 2Count(.)^2Count(e) 
^ gCountfai^gCountfb) 
^ gCountfA) 
7. If k = n-1, A = a[^_^ g n-1^ and a $ Z, then 
frontier|^_^(A) = applyJJ||J(frontierJJ_^(a),frontierJJ^^(B) ) 
But by induction hypothesis 
Count(frontier"_^(o)) < 2^0*0^(0) 
Count(frontier*]2(&)) < 
The worst possible case is if every symbol in a copies 
all of p. In this case, the count of the result is 
the product of the counts of the frontiers. That is 
Count(frontier^_^(A)) 
S Count(frontier^_^(a))*Count(frontier^~^(e)) 
^ gCountfoiagCountfG) 
^ 2Count(a)+Count(G) 
But Count(A) = Count(o)+Count(p) by definition, so 
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Count(frontierJ^_^(A)) < 2C°unt(A) 
8. If k = n-1, A = & n-l' and a e E, then 
frontierk_i(A) = frontier*]2(&) 
and by induction hypothesis 
Count(frontier*]2(G)) < 2^0**^(9) 
which means that 
Count(frontier^_^(A)) = Count(frontier^]^(G))+l 
< 2Count(9)+i 
But since it is known that Count(&) â 1 it must be 
true that 
Count(frontierj^_^(A) ) < 2Count(B)+2Count(G) 
^ 2Count(B)+l 
^ gCountfA) 
Thereforey since in every case above 
Count(frontier^_^(A)) < 2^°^"^^^^ 
the lemma is true by induction. 
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This last lemma in connection with the pumping lemma 
will be used in a proof that there exists at least one 
language at each level of the hierarchy that is not in that 
hierarchy. In order to describe this language, a special 
function needs to defined. 
Definition 52: 
E is a function such that 
E : N X N -> N 
where N is the set of positive integers. The 
values are given by the recursive definition 
(a) E(0,m) = m 
(b) E(n+l,m) = 
Note that E(0,m) = m, E(l,m) = 2"" etc. This will be used to 
define the language described above. 
Lemma 78: 
Y 
The language L = {a | Y = E(n,m) for all m} where 
n is fixed cannot be in ALH^ where k < n+1. 
Proof : 
Assume that L e ALH^ where k 5 n+1. Then, there must be a 
grammar = (Z,V,P,S)^ such that 
L = extract^(G^) 
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Let L' = language(cj^). Without loss of generality, assume 
that extract^ff) exists for all Y e L'. Let N be chosen as 
described in the the pumping lemma for j = 4. Let ï be the 
smallest hypertree such that extract^(ï) = gEfn^m) 
gE(n,m) not the frontier of any hypertree with fewer than 
N nodes. Note that Count(y) > N. Therefore, there exist 
P^, P^, Pg, and P^ such that there is a sublanguage L' with 
productions 
S' -> P^ 
T P2 
T P3 
T -»• P^ 
and S' => => => *3 => * using the productions in 
order. Note that neither P^ nor P^ can be dropped by the 
frontier operation since if they were S' => P^ => => 
where the dropped substructure is not used would result in a 
shorter element of L' for _ Therefore, consider the 
sequence of elements of L' generated by 
S' => P^ *=> *2" => *3" => ï" 
such that the first production is used the first time, 
followed by i applications of the second rule, followed by 
the third and fourth rule. Clearly this is a subset of L'. 
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Since does not drop P^, this will yield an increasing 
sequence from L such that the elements of the second 
sequence are arrived at by taking extractg's of the first 
sequence. Let the first sequence be represented by 
^0' ^1' *2"' 
where = K and the second sequence be represented by 
'o'' 'i'- *2' 
where = extractgt*^) for all i. Then, form a third 
sequence 
* " * " * " 
0 ' 1 ' 2 
such that = frontier^('). Also, clearly 
Count(y^") > E(n,m+i-l) 
if i > 1 since this must be an increasing sequence in L. 
Also, 
Count(y^) = Count(P^)+i*Count(P2)+Count(P2)+Count(P^) 
or in other words Count(Y^) = K^+K2*i where and are 
constants. To perform the extractg requires k-2 frontier 
operations, so an obvious induction using lemma 77 would 
show that 
Count(y^') < E(k-1,K^+K2*i) 
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The final tree frontier can only drop nodes -- that is, it 
cannot duplicate nodes -- so 
Count(y^") £ Count(y^') 
So it must be true that 
E(n,m+i-l) < E(k-1,K^+K2*i) 
or, by another short induction 
E(n-K+l,m+i-l) < E(0,K^+K2*i) 
< Ki+K^.i 
But this last statement is clearly false since the left side 
of this inequality is exponential whereas the right side is 
linear. Therefore, the lemma must be true since assuming it 
is not true leads to a contradiction. 
At this point, it will be shown that the language given 
in lemma 78 is in - This will be done by inductively 
showing a grammar for the language. 
Lemma 79: 
The language given in lemma 78 is in ALH^+g-
Proof by induction on n: 
Basis: If n = 0, then 
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S -* k 
A H. A ilg] I a 
is a grammar for the language. 
Induction step: Assume that a grammar exists for the 
language at level n-1. Then, rotate this grammar 90 
degrees. That is, increment every number in the grammar by 
1 to form a new grammar for a "linear" tree. For example, 
the above grammar would give 
A *[38^2 A 213] I a 
Next, for each a substitute 
The used to hold the structure 
"*[3*[2^21iX^[1X^1]^]2]" together until the frontier^ 
phase of the extract. During the frontier® phase, each 
will pull in the entire structure following it which will 
create a full binary tree. All of this copying will result 
in a frontier of length 2*^ where q is the length of the 
corresponding element of the original grammar. Each element 
of the resulting string frontier would be X^ if it were 
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legal. Therefore, another alternation must be made to 
substitute an "a" for the in each case. This is to add a 
new start symbol, S', and the production 
S' -+ *ln*^n-l* •'*^3^3^ f2^2^3^ • • "n^ 
Frontiering will keep this structure together until the 
frontier^, when the "a" will be substituted for the 
mentioned above. Each of the facts stated above could be 
established by an induction proof, and therefore, this 
altered grammar is the required grammar. 
The previous two lemmas then make the proof of hierarchy 
easy. 
Theorem 80: 
and 
ALHI c 
for all n > 0. 
Proof: 
Clearly this is true for n = 1 (regular and context free 
language). At all other levels, containment is obvious, and 
the previous two lemmas give an example of language in each 
level that is not in the previous level. 
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Corollary 81; 
ALH* c 
and 
ALH^ ' 
for all n k k > 1. 
Proof: 
Containment is obvious. Suppose that 
ALi^ = 
for some n and k. Then, it would be easy to show by 
induction that 
alhJ = ALHJ^  ^
which contradicts the theorem. 
mm 9 MB 
The proof that all members of ALH^ are context 
sensitive will be deferred until chapter 8 due to the length 
of the proof. It will be shown here, however, that 
is not equal to the set of context sensitive language. This 
will be done by diagonalization of the above hierarchy of 
language. That is, 
{aj M = E(n,l))n>o 
is context sensitive, but not any level of the hierarchy. 
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Lemma 82 : 
The language 
L = {ay 1 y = E(m,l) for m > 0} 
is not in ALH^ for any n. 
Proof: 
This proof parallels exactly the proof of lemma 78. 
a # w 
Lemma 83 : 
The language given above is context sensitive. 
Proof: 
This proof consists of demonstrating a linearly bounded 
grammar for the above language. Let G be the grammar 
S -+ <(>A<)> 
A<)> -> RD<)> 
AR -» RD 
<(>R -+ <(>A 
AD ->• DAA 
<(>D -»• <(> 
A<)> -> a 
Aa -+ aa 
<(>a -> a 
It is easy to show by induction that the above grammar 
generates the desired language. It can also easily be 
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that if y e language(G) then there is a derivation bounded 
by I y I+3. Note that the grammar works by generating each 
successive element of the language as a string of As with 
<(> and <)> around it. At each point, A<)> goes to RD<)> 
will go to the next element whereas "A<)>" goes to "a" will 
force the production to stop with a string of "a"'s. Note, 
the three extra symbols are the <(>, <)> and the D. 
— e » 
Theorem 84: 
The set of languages U^^gALH^ is not equal to the set 
of context sensitive languages. 
Proof; 
This follows directly from the last two lemmas. 
This concludes the chapter on miscellaneous theorems 
about the hierarchies. Chapter 8 will be dedicated to 
showing that the algebraic language hierarchy is contained 
in the set of context sensitive languages. 
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CONTAINMENT IN CONTEXT SENSITIVE 
This chapter will show that any language in the 
algebraic language hierarchy is, in fact, contained in the 
set of context sensitive languages. This will be done by 
"programming" a frontier taking algorithm using unrestricted 
grammars. It will be shown that this is a linearly bounded 
operation — that is, it is linearly bounded in both its 
input and its output. After that, it will be shown that for 
any grammar, an equivalent grammar can be found which yields 
the same string language such that the intermediate 
frontiers are linearly bounded. This, then, will be a 
linearly bounded grammar for the resulting language, and, 
therefore, the language must be context sensitive. 
Rather than treat the general case of hypertree 
grammars, only grammars which meet the following three 
restrictions will be handled: 
1. The set of nonterminals contains only those 
nonterminals which appear in the productions. 
2. The set of terminals contains only those 
terminals which appear in the productions. 
3. If B is a nonterminal from Vj^, then there is a V 
such that B *=> jp and ^ s That is, all 
nonterminals derive something. 
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It should be rather obvious that these "restrictions" are 
not restrictions at all, since a simple algorithm would 
generate a grammar following these restrictions from any 
grammar. 
Throughout this chapter a special set, which is denoted 
V, is used. This is a finite set containing all the symbols 
from the initial hypertree grammar which are viewed as 
terminals in resulting grammar. This will include elements 
of I, brackets and X's that occur in the initial hypertree 
grammar. It is finite since each production is of finite 
length and there are only a finite number of production. 
Also, throughout this development the symbols n, k and k' 
will be used. It assumed that these are integers such that 
n' >n>0, n > k > 0 and n+1 > k' à 0 unless otherwise 
stated, where n' is the level of the original grammars. 
That is, if the production 
<A1^> o <)>-•• o 
where o e {A,B> is given, and the grammar given is of level 
2, this corresponds to saying that 
<Al2> A <)> -> A 
<Al2> B <)>-»• B 
<Al2> A <)> -H- A 
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<Al2> B <)> -» B 
<Ali> A <)> ^ A 
<Alj|> B <)> -f B 
are all productions in the grammar. 
Similarly in the "search" function, the symbol "j" 
appears. "j" is used to stand for any postfix of a path 
which occurs in V. It is assumed that any nonterminal or 
terminal which is presented in this grammar does not occur 
in the original grammar unless specifically stated. 
k" 
Therefore, given a grammar (Z,V,P,S)^i the additional 
productions needed to make this an unrestricted grammar are 
given according to the function which is to be performed by 
the productions. Each of these "functions" will be 
discussed in the following paragraphs. Note that this 
corresponds to writing a program in a particular applicative 
language. 
The miscellaneous functions given in table 5 are 
self-evident and will not be discussed separately. 
Table 6 gives an implementation of the "over" function. 
This function is called by placing the nonterminal <over^> 
on the left side of a string of characters with the <over^> 
preceded by a nonterminal from the set V'. The effect of 
the routine is to place that nonterminal on the right hand 
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TABLE 5. Miscellaneous Routines 
Dup; 
<Dup><)> -+ <)><)> 
Blitz : 
<Blitz>a -+ <Blitz> 
if o e V U V U {<)>,</>}-{<end>} 
<Blitz><end>< ) > -»• X 
Switch: 
<Switch%>%]<)> -»• <)>%] 
where n* > k > 0 
Die: 
<Die><)> -> <)> 
where <Dup>, <End>, <Switch^> and <Die> are 
elements of V' (see the over routine) 
side of a hypertree of level n and degree k. This is done 
k* by use of the terminal <post^ > where the k and n are 
always equal to the level and degree of hypertrees that the 
nonterminal and <over^> have passed over. If at any point. 
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TABLE 5. The Over Routine 
a. P<over^>o -> og<over^><past„ > 
n n n 
if a e £ 
k 1 k 0 b. 3<over^><past^> -* B<over^><past^> 
c. g<over^><past^ > -* 3<over^><past^ > 
k k k ' 
P<over^>o -> a3<over^><past^ > 
if o E Xj^i n V 
B<over^><past^ -»• 6<over^><Pl* > 
&<over^><past^ ^^]g<over^><past^ > 
k ' k ' 
<Pl" >a -> a<Pl" > 
n n 
if o e V U V U {<)>,<frontier^">> 
(frontier) 
&<over^><frontier^ > -+ <frontier^ >B<over|^,, ><P2^ > 
n n n n+i n 
&<over^+^><past^+^><P2^ ><)>-»• <)>P<overJ^><past|^ > 
P<over^^^><past^^^><P2^^^><)> -+ <)>B<over^><past^> 
<P2^'>a -> a<P2^'> 
n n 
k" if o e V U {<frentier^ >,<)>} 
(finish) 
k k 3 <over^><past^> -»• g 
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TABLE 7. The Search Routine 
k k 
<search^j> -*• <mark><setup^j> 
k k 
<setup^j>a -+ a<setup^j> 
if o E V U {<frontier^ >,<)>} 
<setup^j><,> <, ><Sl^j><Dup><over^"^> 
a. <Sl^j> -+ <move><S5><over^> 
<move>a -> a<return>a<move> 
k' 
where a e V U {<frentier^ >,<)>} 
Pa<return> -»• a<return>& 
where 3 e V U {<frontier>,<)>,<,>} 
<mark>a<return> -+ a<mark> 
<mark> -*• X 
<move><S5><)> ->• X 
b. <Sl°j> ^ <Sl^i> 
c. <S1^]> -»• <S2^]><overk+l> 
if j = ki 
[k<Sl^^lj><switch%><overk"l> 
<SlN> -4. <Slk+lj><S3k><overk+l> 
n-' n n n 
if j c 
<S3!f><)> -»• <)> 
n ' 
<S3n>tk - <)>lk<S4%><over%-l> 
<S4*>^1<)> -
where <S2^j>, <S3^>, <S4^^> and <S5> are elements of V'. 
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Ir 
the terminal <past^>, indicating that a hypertree of level n 
and degree k has been passed over, an alternative production 
k k B<over^><past^> -»• P allows the routine to end with the g 
deposited on the right end of a hypertree. Notice that the 
over function will work even if a frontier function, 
k ' indicated by <frontier^ >, is included in the string without 
requiring the function to be evaluated. It is the 
responsibility of the calling routine to insure that the 
proper hypertree is chosen. For example, "B<over|^>a[^ a ^ ]" 
could place the B after either the "a" to yield "aB[^ a ^]" 
or after the " to yield "a[^ a ^]B" since both "a" and 
"a[n a ^]" are legal hypertrees of level n. Quite often if 
the wrong hypertree is chosen the B gets stranded and can 
never be eliminated from the resulting structure so that no 
output element is generated. 
The search routine is given in table 7. It works on a 
string structure of the form 
<search^j> <)> <)> 
where is an unknown string of elements of V and 
nonterminals, and is the argument to the search. The 
reason for this arrangement is that the argument may have to 
be used by other search routine calls and, therefore, must 
be held independently of the calls. If the argument were 
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TABLE 8. The Apply Routine 
<apply^> -+ <A2 ><Al^><A4><over^> 
n n n n 
<A2_>o -+ a<A2„> 
n n 
if o e V. 
<A2^><,> -+ <Blitz><end><over^"^> 
<A4><, > <)><,> 
a. <Al^*^>a<)> -*• a 
n 
if a G 2. 
b. <A1°> -»• <Ali> 
n n 
c. <Al^>o<)> ->• o 
n 
if o E Xj^ n 7. 
<Al^>a<)> -> <search^ ^j> 
n n 
if y = where ï e V 
n 
<hl^> -» <Al*^l><A3*><overk+l> 
n n n n 
<A3^><)> -»•<)> 
<A3k>[% -> <)>[j^<AlJ^"^><switchjç><overJ^"^> 
where <A4> and <A3_> are in V'. 
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ly 
copied to be held adjacent to the <search^j>, then the 
resulting grammar would not be linearly bounded. Beyond 
this the implementation is straightforward. The nonterminal 
<setup^j> is used to change the string structure to 
<mark> <,> <Sl^j> Yg <)> <)> 
k 
Then, the <Sl^j> nonterminal is used to do the search that 
is requested. When the "j" is exhausted and <S1^X> is 
encountered, the search ends and the nonterminal <move> is 
used to send the characters selected back to the <mark>. 
<mark> can disappear, but if not all the characters are 
moved yet a nonterminal <return> will get stranded. Note 
]r 
that <frontier^> and <)> are included in the characters that 
can be moved so that the frontier functions do not have to 
be evaluated before the search function is used. 
The apply function is given in table 8. It works on 
the structure 
<apply^> <,> ^2 
The initial productions transforms this into 
<A2^><AlJ^> <)><,> Ï2 <)> 
which should look something like the string required for the 
Ir 
search routine. The nonterminal <A1 > is used to do the 
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TABLE 9. The Frontier Routine 
a. <frontier**^>a<)> -*• a 
if a E £. 
<frontier^*^>a[^._ -* <frontierJ}><Fl„><over^^. ^ > 
n n+i n n n+l 
if a e I. 
b. <frontier^> -> <frontier^> 
n n 
Tr 
c. <frentier >o<)> -*• a 
n ' 
if a e n V. 
<frontier^> <frontier^*^><F2^><over^*i> 
n n n n+i 
if k < n. 
<F2^><)> ^ <)> 
<F2^>[^ ->• <)>[j^<frontierJ^~^><switchj^><over|^^^> 
<frontier^> -+ <frontier"^^><Die><over^*T> 
n n n+i 
<frontier^>a[^+^ -> 
<applya><frontier^^l><F3^><over*+l>a[^+l 
if o e Z, 
<F3 >[ -* <)><,><frontier^"^><F4 ><over^"^> 
n n n n n 
<F4n>n]<)> <)><)> 
<frontier^>a[_ -* a[_<frontier^^^><switch. ><over^"^> 
n ^n n n n n 
if a 8 Z. 
where <F1_>, <F2^>, <F3_> and <F4, > are in V' . 
n n n n 
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actual work of the apply function, where the second argument 
is always separated as per the discussion of the search 
routine. The actual implementation is very simple. 
Table 9 gives the productions for the frontier routine. 
This in an extremely straightforward implementation of this 
function, and need not be discussed here. 
TABLE 10. The String Routine 
S' -+• <string^, >S<)> 
<string > -»• <string -xfrontier^ T><Dup><over2> 
n n-i n-i n 
<string^> -»• <Sl><over^> 
<S1><)> X 
k" 
where the original grammar is (Z,V,P,S)^i and 
S' is the new start symbol. 
String is a routine which is used to call the frontier 
function the required number of times to get the string 
frontier. The implementation of the string routine is given 
in table 10. At this point, the start symbol of the initial 
grammar is referenced so that the initial hypertree can be 
generated. 
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The proofs involving these routines require the use of 
the following data structure which is based on hypertrees. 
Definition 53: 
EL _ is the smallest set such that 
n, m 
if n à 0 and m ^ 0. 
if n k k > 0. 
< = > " Cm'k k' 
U <frontierk>Fk+i_m<)> 
if n > k > 0 and m a 0. 
n<n _ ^n+1 «T TT 1 r pk" 1 1 
n,m+l n,m n,m n,m^k n,m k^ 
U <frontier*>F*^i _<)> U <frontier**l>F**l _<)> 
n n+l/in n n+l,m ' 
if n > 0 and m ^ 0. 
<•»> = 
if n > 0 and m k 0. 
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Notice that if the frontier function works properly, and 
y e „ then ï *=> Y' where Y' e H^. The purpose of this 
n,m n 
data structure is to allow the definition of hypertrees 
where not all of the frontier functions have been evaluated. 
In view of this definition, the following lemmas 
summarize the use of these functions. 
Lemma 85: 
If Y e n (V U {<frontier|^>, <)>} )* and g e V', 
then 
3<overj^>y *=> ï p <over^><past|^ > 
and there is a derivation of width less than or 
equal to 2|Y|+3. 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then 
^n!o = 
and the derivation is given in table 11. 
Induction step: Assume that if m' < m then 
B<over^>Y *=> Y6<over^><past^ > 
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le ' 
TABLE 11. Over Derivation for ï e F _ 
n,0 
Line Width 
1 B<over^>y 
4 
2 yB<over^><past^ > 
1. If k' = n+1, then Z e I and the derivation is 
given in table 12. 
TABLE 12. Over Derivation for Y e Z 
Line Width 
1. &<over^>y 
4 
2. y3<over^><past^^^> 
2. If n > k' >0 and 3f e then the derivation 
n,m-l 
is given in table 13. Notice that in going from line 
1 to line 2 the induction hypothesis had to be used. 
3 .  I f n S k > 0  a n d  Ï  e  F ^ ^  ^  ,  t h e n  t h e  l e m m a  i s  
n, m-1 
true by induction hypothesis. 
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TABLE 13. Over Derivation for ï e 
n,m-l 
Line Width 
1. B<over^>Y 
k k'+l 
2. yB<over_><past_ > 
n n 
3. y6<over^^<past^ > 
n n 
21*1+3 
If 1+3 
4. If n > k > 0 and , : then the 
derivation is given in table 14. Notice in this table 
If I = 1*11 + 1*2 I+2 therfore 2|*|+3 = 21*^1+21*21+7. 
5. If n > k > 0 and * e <frontier^>F^.. ^ ^ <)>, then 
n n+i,m-i 
the derivation is given in table 15. Here, 
2 I*I+3 = 21*^1+7. 
5. If k = n and * e <frontier^^^>F^*i _<)>, then 
n n+i,m-i 
the derivation would be similar to that given in table 
15. 
7. If k = 0, then the derivation is given in table 
15. Notice that between lines 1 and 2 is a use of the 
derivation given for one of the previous parts of this 
induction step. 
Note that in each case the maximum width is less than 2|*|+3 
so that the lemma is proved. 
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TABLE 14. Over for I e , 
Line Width 
1. 6<over%>;i[% k' 
2. fi&<over^><pastk'+l>[^, ] 
3. G<overk^<Plk'>f_ , , ] 
4. 6<overk>,2<Pl%'> 
21*11+1*21+5 
1*^1+1*21+5 
1*^1+1*21+5 
1*11+21*21+6 
5. ri[k,?2e<overk><pastk'-l><Plk'>%,] 
6. *i[%, *2 %,]B<over^><pastk > 
1*11+ 1*2 I+6 
Corollary 85: 
If * G pk ^  n (VU {<frontier^>,<)>})* and B e V', 
then 
P<over^>* *=> *B 
and there is a derivation of width less than or 
equal to 2 1 *|+3. 
Proof: 
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TABLE 15. Over for ï g <frontier^>F^.i ^ .<)> 
n n+l,m-l 
Line Width 
1. G<over^><frontier^ >1S^<)> 
iy^l+5 
2. <frontier^ >g<over^ ^ ><22^ >%,<)> 
n n+i n i 
Ifil+5 
3. <frontier^ >B<over^^^>Y^<P2^ ><)> 
2\Z^\+6 
4. <frontier^ >y^G<over^^^><past^+^><P2^ ><)> 
1*11+6 
5. <frontier^ >Y^<)>&<over^><past^ > 
TABLE 16. Over Derivation for T e ^ 
Line Width 
1. B<over^>y 
2|?|+3 
2. y P <over^><past^> 
|f|+3 
k 0 3. yg<over ><past_> 
n n 
This follow directly from lemma 85. 
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Definition 64: 
If n+1 k k k 0 then is a function, 
3%: > 0 ^n,m 
such that if sj^(ï) = V», then 
<frontier^>Y<)> *=> ^ 
and <frontier^> is the only frontier nonterminal to 
n 
occur in ip and no <frontier^> nonterminal is 
expanded. 
Lemma 87: 
If y e ^ and S^(ï) = i>, then 
<frontier^>?<)> *=> tp 
has a derivation with a width of less than 2|Y|+5. 
Also, the length of may be less than or equal to 
2 If 1+1. 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, the derivation is given in table 17. In 
this case, 2|Y|+5 = 7. 
Induction step: Assume that the lemma is true for m' < m. 
If r G then 
n, m 
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TABLE 17. Derivation for Y e _ 
n n+1,0 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>y<)> 
n 
2 .  y  
TABLE 18. 5**1 Derivation for ï e Z 
n 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^*^>Y<)> 
n 
2. ï 
1. If k = n+1, then the derivation given in either 
table 18 or 19. In table 18, 2|Y|+5 = 7 and, in table 
19, 2|f|+5 = 2 1*21+7. 
2. If k = n, then the string is already in the 
required form. 
3. If n > k > 0, then either the derivation given in 
table 20 holds, or the derivation given in table 21 is 
k true or y E H , in which case the lemma is true by 
n,m-l 
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TABLE 19. for I : HSIi.m-l'n+l n+l' 
Line Width 
1. <frontiern+l,r^[^^^ „^.il<)> 
1*21+5 
2. <frontier^><Fl^><over^^^>Y2 
3. <frontier^>y,<Fl > .T ]<)> 
4. <frontier^>y,<)> 
21^21+6 
1*21+4 
nr°2''^ 
induction hypothesis. In table 21, notice that 
2|f|+5 = 21ï^|+2|y2l+9. 
4, If k = 0, then the derivation is given in table 
2 2 .  
Since in each of these cases the width is less than 2|y|+5, 
that part of the lemma is proved by induction. Inspection 
will also show that the output rp has a length less than 
21 y 1+1 in all cases, so this part of the lemma is proved by 
induction. 
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V Tr+1 
TABLE 20. S Derivation for ? s HT _ . 
n n,m-l 
Line Width 
1. <frontierJ^>y<)> 
n 
1*1+4 
2. <f rontier!^"^^><F2^><over^tn>^< ) > 
n n n+l 
3. <frontierk+l>%<F2k><)> 
21*1+5 
1*1+3 
k+i 
4. <frentier^ >*<)> 
21*1+5 
5. rp 
Lemma 88: 
If s (VU {<frontier^>,<)>,<,>})* and 
s F^' n (VU {<frontier^>,<)>})*, then 
A IX/ in 11 
<mark>*]^<Sl|^]>*2<)> *=> '/'*i*2 
where e ^ n (V U {<frontier^>,<)>})* has a 
derivation with a width of less than |*^1+2|*2 I+6. 
Proof by induction on m: 
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TABLE 21. for Ï . k' 
Line Width 
1. <frontierk>Y^[^ %]<)> 
1*11+1*21+6 
2. <£rontlerfl><F2^><over^*l>ï^(^ %!<)> 
2|?il+|f2l+7 
V+1 It 
3. <frontier* ^2 
1*11+1*21+8 
4. <frontier^*^>Y^<)>[j^<frontier|^"^><switchj^><over^^^>y2]ç] <)> 
|y^l+2|y2l+9 
Ir+I If-I 
5. <frontier^ >*!<)>[% <frontier^ >Y2<switch> ^]<)> 
l*ll+1*21+7 
6. <frontier^+^>%^<)>[j^<frentier^"^>^2^) 
7. *i[k<frontierk-l>y2<)>%] 
*lfk "^2 
2|?i|+|f2l+9 
2 1^^1+21^21+8 
Basis: If m = 0, then y2 ® ^n 0 ~ ^ k' there are no 
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TABLE 22. S® Derivation for f G _ 
n n,m 
Line Width 
1. <frontier2>y<)> 
n 
2. <frontier^>ï<)> 
n 
1*1+2 
2|y1+5 
3, i) 
derivations for this case, so the hypothesis must be false 
and the lemma is true by default in this case. 
Induction step: Assume that the lemma is true for m' < m. 
If % G then 
n,m 
1. If k = n, then the derivation is given in table 
23. Note that between steps 3 and 4 the nonterminal 
<return> occurs. It is assumed that this derivation 
only allows one <return> at a time, 
2. If n > k > 0 and j = ki, then the derivation is 
Tr+T 
given in table 24. Note that if G F , then the 2 n,m-i 
<S2^i> in step 3 will be stranded so that case is not 
possible. Also 1+21*2 I+6 = 1 I+2 | y 1+2 1 & |+10. 
3. If n > k > 0, y_ G F^^l _ and j G then the 
z n,m-i n 
derivation is given in table 25. 
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TABLE 23. <S1*> Derivation for E F* _ 
n 2 n,m 
Line Width 
1. <mark>y^<Sl^j>y2<)> 
2. <mark>y^<move><S5><over^>Y2<)> 
Ifil+lfgl+s 
>
1*11+21*21+6 
3. <mark>Yi<move>f2<S5><)> 
1*11+21*21+5 
4. *2<mark>*i*2<move><S5><)> 
1*11+21*21+4 
5. *2*iy2<niove><S5><)> 
1*11+21*21+3 
4. If n > k > 0, ,2 ; k' 
k+1 j E , then the derivation is given in table 26. 
In this case, |*i|+2|*2l+6 = |*i|+2|a|+2|3|+10. 
5. If n > k > 0 and *<, E ^ ^  , then the lemma is 2 n,m-l 
true by induction hypothesis. 
5. If k = 0, then the derivation is given in table 
27. Note that as before the previous cases are used 
here. 
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TABLE 24. <S1^> for s and j = ki 
Line Width 
1. <mark>y^<SlJ^j>o[^ g %]<)> 
2. <mark>y^<S2^i><over^"^^>o[jç g %]<)> 
3. <mark>y^a<S2j^i>[j^ p %]<)> 
4. <mark>y^o[<Sl^~^i><switchj^><overJ^~^>g ^]<)> 
5. <mark>%^a[^ <Sl^~^i>p<switchj^> ^]<)> 
6. <mark>r^o[%<Slk-li>B<)>^] 
7. *?!«[% B %] 
l%ll+|a|+|GI+6 
| y ^ | + 2 | o | + l P l + 7  
| y ^ l + i o i + | p | + 7  
< o v e r k " l > 6  ] -
l * l l + | a | + 2 | & | + 8  
>  % ] < ) >  
| y ^ l + | o | + | p i + 5  
|y^|+|a|+2|&|+8 
Note that since <frontier > is the only frontier nonterminal 
n 
t o  b e  i n  X ^ 2  e q u a l  < f r o n t i e r ^ > y < ) >  i f  n  >  k  >  0 .  
The case where k = n is handled in step 1. Therefore, the 
lemma is proved. 
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TABLE 25. <S1*> Derivation for ï, e and j s 
n z n n 
Line Width 
1. <mark>y^<Slj^j>y2<)> 
1*11+1*2'+5 
2. <mark>fi <Sl^^lj ><S3?><over^'^^>y,<) > i n n n a 
|f]J+2|*2l+6 
l*}!+1*21+4 
1*^1+21*21+6 
V+1 Ir 
3. <mark>y^<SlJJ j>Ï2^S3jJ><)> 
k+1 
4. <mark>%i<Sl* j>?2<)> 
5. Wj»2 
Lemma 89: 
If e hJJ „ n V*, y, E (V U {<frontierJ^>,<)>})* X xx ^  ni 6 il 
and y g e U^>o ®'n~m " (? U {<frontier^>,<)>})*, then 
<Ai|^>y^<)>y2<,>y3<)> *=> 4#2<'>*3<)> 
n * 
where rp e (7+{<frontier^} , <)>} ) has a derivation 
of width 
2|y^l + |y2l+2|y3i + |V'l+6 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0 and k < n, then the derivation is given in 
table 28. If k = n, then the derivation is given in table 
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TABLE 26. <S1^> for ® and j e 
Line Width 
1. <mark>Y^<Sl^j>a[^ B %]<)> 
2. <mark>rT<Slï^lj><S3k><overk*l>a[. B .]<)> 
Ir+I V 
3. <mark>yT<Sl„ ^j>o<S3*>[, B ,]<)> 
Tf+l If V-1 
4. <mark>fi<Sl* j>a<)>[% <S4jj><overJJ -">$ %]<) 
t+l t 
5. <mark>fi<Sl* j>o<)>[% g<S4^> %]<)> 
t+l 
6. <mark>fi<S* ^j>o<)>[% B j^] 
7. *:!.[% 6 %] 
l»ll+l»l+l61+7 
»'lk » k'<l> 
I I+2Io1 + 1p1+8 
<)
Ifll+lal+l&l+S 
3 r|j"^>B )> 
|y^|+Io|+2|B|+9 
k
1*11 +1*1 + 1 G 1+7 
iy^l+2|ol+|&1+8 
29. In either case, 211 + 1I + I*I+6 = Ifg 1+2 1*3 1 + 1*1+8. 
Note that in table 29 between line 7 and 8 the width is 
Ifgl+Zlfgl+S. This is less than 2 1 1 + 1^21+2 I^3 I + 1V1+6 
since > 1 and |V| S 1. 
Induction step: Assume that the lemma is true for all 
m' < m. If Ït e H then one of the following 5 cases is 1 n,m 
true: 
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TABLE 27. <S1^> Derivation 
n 
<mark>îf T <Sl^j >%_< ) > 
1 n z 
<mark>y^<Sl^j >^2^^> 
1*11+1*21+3 
1%!1+21*21+6 
TABLE 28. <A1^> Derivation for e and k < n 
Line Width 
1. <AiJ^>y^<)>y2</>*3<)> 
2 .  
1*21+1*31+5 
1. If k = n+1, then the derivation is given in table 
30. Here, 2|ï^| + |^2 I+21 * 3  I + 1 * I+6 = 1*21+21*31 + 1*1+8. 
Tf+l 
2. If n > k > 0 and Y, e H „ , then the derivation 1 n,m-i 
is given in table 31, 
3. If n > k > 0 and e then the lemma is 
1 n,m-i 
true by induction hypothesis. 
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TABLE 29. <A1*> Derivation for 
n in 
Line Width 
1. <AiJJ>y^<)>y2</>y3<)> 
2. <search*"lj>?2<,>f3<)> 
3. <mark><setup^"^j>y2</>*3<)> 
4. <mark>y2<setup^^^j><,>Y2<)> 
5. <mark>f2<,><Sl^"^j><Dup><over^'^>y2<)> 
6. <mark>f2<,><Sl^^^j>f3<Dup><)> 
7. <mark>f2<,><Sln"^j>*3<)><)> 
IÏ2I+IÏ3I+5 
1*21+1*31+4 
1*21+1*31+4 
1*21+1*31+6 
1*2 I+21*31+7 
1*21+1*31+5 
|f2l+2|*3l+8 
8. **2</>*3<)> 
4. If n 2 k > 0 and ; ; then 
the derivation is given in table 32. Here, 
2 If 11 + 1*2 I+ 1*1+6 = 2 lo 1+2 I M +1*2 1+2 1*31 + 1*1!+ 1^-2 1+12. 
5. If k = 0, then the derivation is given in table 
33. 
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TABLE 30. Derivation 
Line Width 
1*2 1+1*3 1+5 
2 .  
TABLE 31. <A1^> Derivation for e H^+^ , 
n 1 n,m-l 
Line Width 
1. <Alj^>2f^<)>îf2</>Ï3<)> 
1*11+1*21+1*3l+G 
2. <AlJ^^^><A3^><overJ^+^>y^<) >*2<, >*3<)> 
2|fi|+|r2l+l*3l+7 
Ir+I Tr 
3. <AlJJ ^>fi<A3^^<)>?2<,>?3<)> 
"k+l 
4. <A1^ •^>r^<)>H^<,>Z^<)> 
5. 4^2<'>*3<)> 
1*11+1*21+1*31+5 
21*^1+1*21+21*31+1*1+6 
In each case, the required bound is correct. Therefore, the 
lemma is proved. 
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TABLE 32. <A1%> for 
Line Width 
1. <Al|^>a[^ P %]<)>r2<'>*3<)> 
|a|+l&l+l?21+1*31+8 
2. <Alk*l><A3^^<overk+l>a[% g %]<)>*2<'>*3<)> 
2|a|+|p|+|f2l+|f3l+9 
3. <Al%^l>«<A3k>[% P %]<)>f2<,>f3<)> 
|a|+|BI+1*21+1*31+10 
4. <Al^^l>o<)>[% <Al|^"^><switch><overJ^"^> %.]<)>*2<,>f3<)> 
|o1+2 I 31 + 1*2 I + l%3l+ll 
5. <Al^^l>o<)>[% <AlJ^'l>3<switch> %]<)>*2<,>f3<)> 
|o|+iei+l%21+1*31+9 
6. <Alï^l>o<)>[. <Alk-l>G<)> >;_<)> 
2|aI+131+1*21+2|?31+1*1+10 
7. *i[k <Aln"^>e<)> k]f2<'>*3<)> 
2|B|+|%2l+2|%3l+t*il+|*2l+8 
8' *l[k *2 k]*2<'>*3<)> 
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TABLE 33. <A1^> Derivation 
n 
Line 
1. <Aln>*i<)>f2<'>*3<)> 
2. <Al^>*i<)>f2<,>f3<)> 
3. 
Width 
If^l+IYg1+1*31+4 
2If^lf1*21+21*31+1*1+6 
Lemma 90: 
" ' = then 
<frontier^>ï<)> *=> * 
* 
where * e V then there is a derivation of width 
less than 
4|y 1+51*1+3 
Proof by induction on m: 
Basis: If m = 0, then the derivation is given in table 34. 
TABLE 34. Frontier Derivation for Basis 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>y<)> 
n 
2. ï 
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Induction step: Assume that the lemma is true for all 
m' < m. If y e , then 
n+i,m 
1. If k = n+1 and Ï e I, then the derivation is 
given in table 34. 
2. If k = n+1 and ï = g n+1^' the 
derivation is given in table 35. Here, 
4|r|+5|*|+3 = 4|B|+5|*|+15. 
TABLE 35. Frontier Derivation for ï = p 
Line Width 
1. <frontier2+l>.[n+i S 
1 6 1 + 5  
2. <frontierJJ><Fl^><overJJ^^>3 
21P1+6 
3. <frontier^>P<Fl^>^^^]<)> 
I G 1+4 
4. <frontier^>&<)> 
4|G1+51*1+3 
5. * 
3. If k = n and Z e ^ , then the derivation is 
n+l,m-l 
given in table 36. 
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TABLE 36. Frontier Derivation for k = n, ï e ^n+1 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>y<)> 
n 
If  1+4 
2. <frontier^^^><die><over^+^>y<)> 
3. <frontier^^^>y<die><)> 
n ' 
2|2f 1+5 
I? 1+3 
4. <frontier^^^>y<)> 
n 
4 | y  I + 5 U 1 + 3  
5 .  *  
4. If k = n and C e ^, then the lemma is true 
n+l,m-l 
by induction hypothesis. 
5. If k = n, y ~ °tn ^  n^ and o e E, then the 
derivation is given in table 37. Here, 
4|r|+5|*|+3 = 4|PI+5 I*I+30. 
5. If k = n, y = o[^ p and o 4 Z, then the 
derivation is given in table 38. Here, 
4 |y 1+51^1+3 = 4|a|+4|B|+5|*|+ll. Notice that is 
the frontier of o and must be shorter than or equal to 
IV» I since each "X" that is replaced in is replaced 
with at least one character. = S^~^(g) and by 
lemma 87 
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TABLE 37. Frontier for k = n, * = and o e Z 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>a[^ P ^]<)> 
&I+7 
2. o[^ <frontierîJ"^><switch^><overî?"^>3 „]<)> 
n n n n n 
3. o[^ <frontier^"^>&<switch^> ^)<)> 
2IBI+7 
G 1+6 
4. a[^<frontier^~^>P<)>j^] 
°tn *2 n] 
4|B|+5|*2l+6 
1*11 5 2 IP 1+1 
Between step 11 and step 12 the same as 
except that the frontier has been taken of everything 
that is to be copied into The width is calculated 
as follows. Let 
t*ll = *11+2*12+*13 
where is the length of the portion of which is 
not copied, *^2 is the number of frontier operations 
in that portion of that is copied, and is the 
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total of the length of the arguments to the frontier 
operations in that portion of that is not copied. 
Let 
1*2' = *ll+*22 
where is the sum of the lengths of all of the 
frontiers in ^2 that are copied. Let X be the number 
of "X"'s in *j)Q. Then, if the frontiers are taken one 
at a time the width must be less than 
l*ol+*11+4*13+5*22+8 
It would be easy to show that S 2(|g|-#^2)+l using 
lemma 87 as a guide. Therefore, a bound is 
l*ol+2|B|+24^3+5*22+9 
Since *23 - IM another bound is 
l*ol+4|B|+5*22+9 
Now, consider the two possible cases: 
1. If = X^, then a bound is 4|B 1+5*22+10 
since |*q| = 1. Also, *22 ^ I * I so another 
bound is 41B1+5|*j+10. 
2. If # X^, then it can be shown by 
induction that |*q| > 2X. It is also true that 
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|if»| > I Vq 1+'I'22"^ since all of except the X's 
appears in and by definition all of *22 
appears in *. Therefore, 
21*1 S 2|*ol+2*22-2% 
^ l*ol+2*22+(l*ol-2X) 
^ l*0l+2*22 
Therefore, 
51*1 ^ 
and a possible bound is 4|G|+5|*|+9. 
In either case, a bound is 4131+51 *|+10. 
Between 12 and 13 the bound is 21*^1+21*21+ 1*1+7 
by lemma 89. But |*| k 1*q| and 
1*2' = *ll+*22 
^ *11+1*1 
< I*I+2 IB 1+1 
by lemma 87 so a bound is 4|6|+5|*|+9. Similarly for 
the rest of the table. 
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TABLE 38. Frontier for k = n, ^ ~ "In ^ n^ and o f Z. 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>a[^ P ^]<)> 
| o I + I B I + 7  
2. <apply^><frontier^*^><F3^><over**^>a[^ B ^]<)> 
2I0I + IM+8 
3. <apply^><frontier|J^^>a<F3^>[^ B ^]<)> 
IoI + j P1+9 
4. <apply^><frontier^^^>o<)><,> 
<frentier^"^><F4^><over^^^>3 ^]<)> 
|o1+2 IB 1+10 
5. <apply^><frontier^^^>o<)x,><frontier^~^>B<F4^>^]<)> 
l o l + I B l + 7  
5. <apply^><frontier^^^>a<)><, xfrontier^"^>B<)><)> 
41 a  I +  1 B 1+5 1 j/ Iq 1+8 
7. <apply^>^Q<,><frontier^~^>B<)><)> 
|B|+l*ol+8 
8. <A2^><Al^><A4><over^>^;»Q<, ><frontier^~^>B<) X) > 
|6|+2|*Ql+9 
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TABLE 38. Continued 
9. <A2^><A1JJ>*q<A4>< , ><f rontierJJ" ^>p <)><)> 
10. <A2^><A1JJ>^q< ) X, ><f rontierjJ"^>3< ) >< ) > 
11. <A2^><A1^>^Q<)><,>*^<)> 
12. <A2^><A1^>*Q<)X,>*2<)> 
13. <A2^>*<,>*2<)> 
14. <l><A2^><,>if>^<)> 
15. ^<blitz><end><over|^~^>^2*') ^ 
M + l*ol+7 
2|g|+|*Q|+10 
4| G 1+51*1+10 
4|g 1+51*1+9 
21&1+21*1+4 
2le1+1*1+5 
41B1+31*1+7 
16. *<blitz>*2<end><)> 
2IB1+21*1+4 
17. * 
>+l 
7. If n > k > 0 and ï e H_.. _ ., then the 
n+l,m-l 
derivation is given in the table 39. 
V 
8. If n > k > 0 and Z s H „ n/ then the lemma is 
n+1,m-1 
true by induction hypothesis. 
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k+1 
TABLE 39. Frontier Derivation for Z e 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>y<)> 
n 
I  y  1 + 4  
2. <f rontierJ^^^><F2^><over^^T >y < ) > 
n n n+i 
3. <frontier^^l>y<F2k><)> 
4. <frontier^^^>y<)> 
n 
2 If I+5 
1*1+3 
4 1  y  I + 5  1  < / >  I + 3  
5. ip 
9. If n > k > 0 and y = ag , then the 
derivation is given in table 40. Note that 
4| y I+5 I# I+3 = 4| a I+4| & 1+5 I 1+5 1 ^2 I •'•21 • 
10. If k = 0, then the derivation is given in table 
41. In this case, note that the derivations given in 
the previous steps must be used to complete the proof. 
Now, since each of these are bound by 4|y|+5|#|+3, the lemma 
is proved by induction. 
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TABLE 40. Frontier Derivation for 2f = a[^ G j^] 
Line Width 
» kl 1. <frontier^>o[. 3 .]<)> 
lol+lP1+5 
2. <frontier^^^><F2^><over^*^>a[^ 3 ^]<)> 
2|a1+131+7 
>+1 Ir 
3. <frontier^ ^>a<F2^^[% 3 %]<)> 
IoI+131+8 
Ic+T 
4. <frontier >a<)>[, <frontier„ xswitch, ><over„ 
n ic n K n K 
I o 1 +2 I 3 I +9 
k+1 k-l 
5. <frontier^ >o<)>[j^ <frontier^ >3<5witch^> ^]<)> 
1*1+131+7 
V+1 V-1 
6. <frontier^ >«<)>[% <frontier^ >3<)> j^] 
lr+1 
7. <frontier^ >G<)>[% Vg 
®- *i:k *2 k' 
|aI+4131+51*2 I+7 
4|a|+5|*^|+|*2l+5 
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TABLE 41. Frontier Derivation for k = 0 
Line Width 
1. <frontier^>y<)> 
n 
2. <frontier^>y<)> 
3. jI> 
I? I+2 
4|f|+5|*|+3 
Lemma 91; 
" " = then 
<frontier^>y<)> *=> * 
* 
where e V then 
ip = frontier^(o) 
Proof : 
This can be established by a simple but lengthy induction on 
m. It would be necessary to prove a similar result as a 
lemma for search and apply, but these will not be written 
down here. 
V # a* 
Lemma 92 : 
If Y E then 
<string^>2r<)> *=> * 
•k 
where jIj e V then ^  = string(y). 
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Proof: 
This is a simple induction on n using lemma 91. 
mi 9 mm 
Lemma 93 : 
Given the grammar presented, the language is the 
same as the string language of the original 
grammar. Also, if a linearly bounded sequence of 
frontiers can be found for each element of the 
string language, then the string language has a 
context sensitive grammar. 
Proof: 
The first part of this lemma follows directly from lemma 92. 
The second part requires inductive type proof using lemma 
90. 
m. m m. 
This last lemma reduces the problem to one of showing 
that for every hypertree grammar there is a (possible the 
same) hypertree grammar which has the same string language 
and each element of the string language has a linearly 
bounded set of frontiers. The approach that will be used 
here is to generate a normalized grammar for the language, 
then some alternations are made on the language which do not 
effect the resulting string language. Finally, this grammar 
is presented as a linearly bounded grammar, proving the 
language to be context sensitive. 
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Lemma 94: 
k k 
If = (Z,V,P,S)^ is a normal hypertree grammar, 
then there is a grammar = (Z',V',P',S'y^ and a 
K such that 
string(gJ^) = string (g|^' ) 
and is a E string(gJ^' ) then there is a * such that 
extract^(^) = a 
and 
extractj(*) < K|o| 
for all n > j 3: 1. 
Proof: 
Construct a completed linear grammar for string(G^) by 
constructing a linear grammar as was done in corollary 70 in 
chapter 7. Then, construct a completed grammar as was done 
in theorem 63 in chapter 7. Call this new grammar . Let 
V = {X^, 1 X^, appears in }. 
Let be the number of characters in the righthand 
k 
side of the longest production in G^'. 
If A *=> * and a = extract^(^1») where a e 2 U 
then define G(A,ij),a) as the number of characters in the 
longest such that 
= extractj(*) 
for some j. Let 
Kg = max^^^(min^(G(A,i/»,a))) 
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If A => o = string(^) and is the smallest hypertree for 
which this is true, then a limit on the length of 
extract^. (V) is 
((|V1K2+K^+4)1V||V||9|)]-l|a| 
Proof by induction on j; 
Let Kg = (1V|K2+K^+4)1V||V|. 
Basis; If j = 1, then 
extract J ( i/i ) = o 
so that 
|extractj(*)| = |a| 
< K3°|a| 
< Kgi-llol 
Induction step: Assume that if j' < j then 
[extract^,(^)I < "^|ol 
Notice that in the definition of frontier only two lines 
result in a frontier that is shorter than the frontiered 
hypertree. These are 
1. frontier^*^(a[^ ^  ^ ~ frontier^(P). 
2. frontier*(o[^ G = 
apply^(frontier^*^(a),frontier^"^B)). 
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Define a function F which maps a hypertree to a set of 
nonterminals. In particular, F(a) = {A | 
extract^,(a) = extract^,(*') where is that portion of o 
generated by nonterminal A}. It should be obvious that 
| F ( o ) |  <  1 V |  
for all a. It should also be obvious that if the 
nonterminal that generates o is in F(a) then there is a 
shorter hypertree which could have been used to generate the 
same frontier as a. This limits the maximum length of any 
recursion which does not change the frontier to |V| in 
It is possible that the hypertree may be changed by just 
changing the X's and not changing the length, but there are 
less than |7|possible ways that the X*s can be arranged. 
Note that once two X's become the same during the 
frontiering process they must remain the same throughout any 
further recursions. The total number of recursions that 
need to be allowed, therefore, are fewer than |V||V|'^'. 
Note that the number of characters dropped by one recursion 
is at most IVjKg+K^+S since 
1. If the recursion is of type one, then only 3 
characters are dropped. 
2. If the recursion is of type two, then less than 
characters can be deleted from the g in the 
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equation since g has a maximum length of K^. Also, a 
maximum of IVjKg+K^+S characters can be deleted from 
the a since 
1. If a = a[^^^ n+1^' frontier(&^) 3^ and 
all of 3 is dropped, then frontier(B^) is the 
hypertree that is copied. Therefore, 5 
characters (a, [^, * and^]) are 
dropped in this case. 
2. If a = a[^^^ n+1^' frontierfg^) # xj and 
not all of P is deleted, and since by design 
frontier(P^) = frentier(ap ^ ]), therefore, it 
must be true that the only copying that is 
allowed is for one X to replace itself with 
another X. Each of these X's must have been 
generated by the shortest derivation possible 
since is the shortest hypertree. Therefore, 
each of these hypertrees must have a length of 
less than Kg characters. In addition, there are 
at most |7j of these, plus at most characters 
which are dropped from the P directly plus 3 
characters (a, ^+1^^ that are dropped from 
the o. That is 
IVIKg+K^+S 
characters are dropped. 
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3. If a = a[n+i Pi n+i] where 
frentier(P^) = X^, then at most Kg characters 
are dropped from by definition of Kg and less 
than characters are dropped from P. 
Therefore, at most K^+Kg+S characters are 
dropped in this case. 
In each of these cases, fewer than 
IVIKg+K^+S 
characters are dropped so 
|extractj + ^(a)| < K^1 extract^(o)| 
< (Kgji-llal 
and the conjecture is proven by induction. Also, if 
lH-I K = (Kg)' 
the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 95: 
V 
If is a regular hypertree grammar, then the string 
]r 
language for is context sensitive. 
Proof: 
This follows directly from lemma 94 and lemma 93. 
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Note that the linear bound on this language potentially 
quite large, so that it may not always be readily apparent 
what the context sensitive grammar is, however, given 
patience, this paper will eventually allow its construction. 
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CONCLUSION 
The results shown, therefore, illustrate that there is 
an infinite hierarchy of languages called the algebraic 
language hierarchy. This hierarchy can be expressed via 
hypertrees — using either grammars, automata or regular 
expressions. It has also been shown that this entire 
hierarchy is not as powerful as the set of context sensitive 
languages. It is hoped that further research will be done 
to determine exactly what can and cannot be expressed using 
this hierarchy. Also, research is currently being done to 
determine a feasible algorithm for parsing languages in this 
hierarchy. 
Some of the potential usefulness of this hierarchy can 
be seen by comparing the set of three languages given by Aho 
and Ullman (Aho and Ullman 1977) modeling various real 
programming language constructs which are not context free. 
In each case, a macro grammar can be easily given which 
generates the language. Although this is greatly 
oversimplified, perhaps the additional power of the higher 
levels of the hierarchy can model the more complex real life 
situation. 
Quite probably the concept of hypertrees may find uses 
which do not directly relate to the specification of 
programming language. Already, Dr. George Strawn of Iowa 
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State has found a very practical use for hypertree modeling 
in the area of idiom matching (Strawn 1982). Trees may be 
used to effectively encode the parse of a string language in 
most programming languages. However, recently some 
languages have been developed which are written in a tree 
format. It may be possible to parse these languages using a 
hypertree of level three in place of the parse tree. This 
last suggestion might be extended to the parse tree itself 
so that in addition to the parse tree there would be the 
parse of the parse tree. Lastly, it might be possible to 
use the concept of hypertrees as a starting point to find 
other types of grammars, etc. for specifying languages. 
Research is already being done to answer the question, "What 
happens if the paths are redefined to eliminate the 
restriction that an n^^ level path cannot have any n's in 
it?". 
Throughout this entire paper it has been assumed that 
the set of hypertrees did not include the null hypertree. 
This was just a matter of taste as was indicated in the 
introduction — it would have been equally as easy to have a 
characterization which included a null hypertree. 
Therefore, an alternative definition of hypertree might be 
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Definition 65: 
The set of hypertrees over Z of level n, denoted 
H^(Z), is the smallest set such that 
(a) H_i(Z) = {X} 
(b) H^(Z) = Z U U Z[kHn_i(Hn(Z))k] 
In this definition, X is the null hypertree. Note that 
definition of a path would have to be altered to allow a 
= <j). Although this addition could possibly make some 
major changes in the proofs, it is felt that this will not 
significantly effect the final results. 
And finally, in this paper an exploration has been made 
of the 10 hierarchy because the author felt it was the most 
natural. What happens with the 01 hierarchy? It can easily 
be seen that it is a true hierarchy since the language 
hierarchy given for the 10 case will, with minor 
modifications, show the hierarchy for the 01 case. The 
proof of containment in context sensitive language, although 
potentially simplified by the proofs in this paper, is by no 
means a trivial proof. It has been shown that 01 macro 
grammars can model a language which requires variables to be 
declared. It might, therefore, be possible that the 01 
hierarchy may model some aspects of real languages ever 
better than the 10 algebraic language hierarchy that has 
been presented here. 
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APPENDIX: LINEARLY BOUNDED GRAMMARS 
This appendix is presented to establish a convenient 
method of proving that a given grammar describes a context 
sensitive language. This method, called linearly bounded 
grammar, is used extensively in this paper. Note that this 
is somewhat similar to the approach taken by Kuroda (Kuroda 
1954) and Landweber (Landweber 1963) except that the major 
thrust in both papers was the development of linearly 
bounded automata whereas this proof emphasizes the grammars. 
Also, the idea of "linearly bounded" is much more 
restrictive in these papers. 
In order to simplify the proofs, a normal form is 
established which is an extension of Chomski Normal form to 
unrestricted grammars. In this normal form, productions are 
allowed to be in the form 
A -» a 
A BC 
AB -»• C 
A \ 
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where capital letters represent nonterminals and small 
letters represent terminals. It will be seen later that an 
important concept involved in linearly bounded grammars is 
that of the width of a derivations. To define this, 
derivation will be formally defined. 
Definition 56: 
A derivation for Y over grammar G=(Z,V,P,S) where 
y e language(G) is a sequence of sentential forms 
Ïq, ... , 
such that S = y^, y^ => y^+^ for all n > i > 0 and 
y ^  =  y .  
• 
Definition 67: 
The width w of derivation yQ,y^ ... y^ is defined 
as 
It will be shown that the normal form grammar described 
preserves the width of derivation. This fact simplifies 
proofs involving linearly bounded grammars. 
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Lemma 96: 
For every grammar G=(Z,V,P,S), there is a 
corresponding grammar G'=(Z',V',P',S') such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
and 
p' c (V'*^V'*) U (V'^Z') 
and if there is a derivation for ï over G of width 
W/ then there is also a derivation for Y over G* of 
width w. 
Proof : 
Construct G' as follows: 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V' = V U Z" where Z" has elements of the form (a) 
where a e Z. 
3. P' is described below. 
4. S* is the same as S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
1. If a ^ & is in P, then o' -+ g ' is in P' where a' 
is a with all terminals replaced by the corresponding 
element from Z", and g' is & with its terminals 
replaced by the corresponding nonterminal. 
2. If a e Z and appears in P, then add (a) -* a, 
3. These are all the elements of P'. 
Claim: G' is the required grammar. 
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Proof: 
If y e language(G') and ... is a derivation for 
%, then construct a new sequence Yg", ... " such that 
for all n' > i > 0 is the same as except that each 
element of Z" in is replaced by the corresponding 
element from Z. Therefore, it must be true that if 
n' > i > 0 then 
S *=> 
since, by induction 
Basis: If i = 0, then = S but 
S *=> S 
by definition. 
Induction step: Assume that if i' < i then 
S *=> Y^," 
Since Y^' => it must be true that the production used 
in the construction of Y^^^'either come from the first half 
of the construction for P' or the second half. If it is 
from the second half, that is, of the form 
(a) a 
then Y." = Y..^" since Y." and Y.,^" differ only in that the 
1 1+1 1 1+1 
chosen element in I" is replaced by its corresponding 
element in Z. If it is from the first half, then 
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*i" => *i+l" 
since by definition and 
'i+l = "il ^3 
where Y'-»B' e P'. But, by construction this implies that 
o-»-P e P 
where a is the same as a' except elements of Z" are replaced 
by the corresponding elements of I etc. Also, 
'i" = *il" = *13" 
and 
*i+l" = *il" P *i3" 
where and are the same as and Y^g respectively 
except the elements of Z" have been replaced by the 
corresponding elements of Z. But this implies that 
*i" => fi+l" 
But since S *=> Y^" it must be true that 
S *=> Y.+i" 
and by induction the statement that 
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is established. Notice that ' does not contain any 
elements of I" since it consists only of terminal symbols, 
Therefore, " and since îf^, ' = ts, 
y e language(G) 
Therefore, 
language(G') c language(G) 
If Y E language(G) and ... is a derivation for Jf, 
then constract a new sequence 
'n'-'n+l' 'n'" 
such that if n > i > 0 then is the same as except 
that each element of E in is replaced by the 
corresponding element of Z". If n' & i & n, then is 
the same as except one element of Z" is replaced by the 
corresponding element of Z. Also, 
ï„,' . z* 
Notice that the construction of , to ' is not 
unique. This new sequence is a derivation over G' for Z 
and, further, the width of this derivation is the same as 
the original derivation, since by induction 
Basis: if i = 0 then Yq = S. and since S e V, Ïq' = S. 
Therefore, 
S *=> Yq' 
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Induction step: Assume that if i' < i then 
By definition. 
and 
S *=> • 
^i = "il = fi2 
'i+l = "il ^ "i2 
where a^3 e P. Therefore, 
and 
"i* = "il' «' "is' 
"i+l' ="il' "is' 
where with all the elements of E replaced by the 
corresponding element of Z" etc. But if that is the case, 
then E P' by construction, so that 
"i' => "i+l' 
Since S *=> by induction hypothesis, 
S *=> fi+i' 
If n' > i > n, then 
"i' => 'i+l' 
since the production (a)-*a e P' by construction. Therefore, 
S *=> 
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in this case also. Therefore, by induction, S *=> for 
* 
all n' > i > 0. Since ' e Z , this new sequence is a 
derivation. Notice that Z '  is the same as Z ^  except that 
n n 
all elements of Z are replaced by elements of Z". Also, due 
to construction, ' is the same as except all the 
elements of Z" are replaced by the elements of Z. 
Therefore, 7^ = and 
so that 
and 
*n'' = ' 
Z  t  language(G') 
language(G) c language(G') 
Notice that in the above derivation, 
lïil = 1*1'I 
for all n > i > 0 so that 
also when n' > i > n 
l*il = l*i+ll 
it must be true that 
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Therefore, the width of the two derivations is the same, and 
the final statement in the lemma is proved. 
# ## 
Lemma 97 : 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) where 
^ = (^n^i>0 V" - V") U (V - I) 
with n > 2 then there is a grammar 
G' = (Z',V',P',S') such that 
^ = (^n>i>0 V" - Un>ikO V'S U (V . Z) 
such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
an if y e language(G) has a derivation of width w 
then there is a derivation for ï in G' with a width 
of w. 
Proof: 
Construct G' as follows: 
1. Z' = I. 
2. V = V U V X V. 
3. The construction for P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
1. If i < n, j < n and 
. . .  ^  j  ^  p  
then this production is also in P'. 
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2. If i = n, j < n and 
OC^O^ • • • • * * & j G P 
then the productions -*• (a^Gg) a%d 
^1^2 ' ' ' 
are in P'. 
3. If i < n, j = n and the production given above is 
in P, then the productions "* ^1^2 
O'2_®2 ' ' ' '*i ^^1^2^^3 ' ' ' 
are in P'. 
4. If both i = n, j = n and the given production is 
in P, then the productions -» (o^og), 
(«102)03 ... ->• (GiB2)G3 ••• 
are in P'. 
5. These are all the elements of P'. 
The proof that this is the required grammar follows the 
proof of lemma 96 quite closely so only an outline will be 
given here. If Y s language(G') and 
* 0 ' * 1 ' ' j  
is a derivation for Z, then construct a new sequence 
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••• *j' 
such that each nonterminal of the form (a^ag) is replaced by 
the corresponding a^Og. A simple inductive proof will then 
establish that 
S *=> ' 
using grammar G for all i. Since ï = = %j', 
S *=> y 
and 
language(G') c language(G) 
If y s language(G) and 
ïq/Ï^/ ... /yj 
is a derivation for y ,  then construct a derivation for y  
over G' by inserting the following sentential forms into the 
sequence : 
1. If y .  = >  y . , _  and 
1 1+1 
'i = 'il 'l'2 ••• °k 'i3 
'i+1 " "il ®1®2 ••• '13 
where 
"l®2'• *°k'^^1^2'' * ® ^ 
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k < n and j < n then do not insert anything between a 
and 
2. If k = n and j < n in the above equations, then 
insert 
^il • °k *i3 
between and 
3. If k < n and j = n in the equations given above, 
then insert 
^il ••• Pj *i3 
between and 
4. If k = n and j = n in the above equations, then 
insert 
*il ^°1°2^"3 •*• "k ^i3 
and 
^il (91^2)^3 "" 9j *13 
between and in order. 
If this new sequence is relabeled as 
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then a simple induction would establish that *=> 
so that this is a derivation. Since all of the newly added 
sentential forms are shorter than one or the other of the 
adjacent sentential forms, the width of this production must 
be the same as the width of the original production. 
M # M 
Lemma 98: 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) such that 
P c (V* ^  V*) U (V ^  E) 
then there is a grammar G' = such 
that 
P' = (V2ai>oV'' " "2ki%oV^') u (V" :) 
such that 
language(G) = language(C') 
and if y e language(G) has a derivation D of width 
w, then there is a derivation for Z in G' such that 
the second derivation has a width of w also. 
Proof : 
This is easily established by a simple induction using lemma 
97. 
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Lemma 99: 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) such that 
^  U  ( V .  Z )  
then there is a grammar G' = (%',V',P',S') where 
P' c (W -»• V) U (V W) U (V X) U (V Z) U (V -»• V) 
such that 
language(G) =language(G') 
and width is preserved. 
Proof: 
Note that 
Pc (V -> W )  U (V -• V )  U  (V -»• X )  U  ( W  -»• W )  
U (W -> V) U (W X) U (V -»• E) 
therefore, only productions of the form AB -> CD and AB -> X 
need to be eliminated. Construct G' as follows: 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V = V U (W -> W) U (W -> X). 
3. The construction of P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
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1. If s P and |a| = 1 or |& | = 1, then o p is 
an element of P'. 
2. If a->g e P, |a| # 1 and | g | # 1, then o -»• (o->3) 
and (o-»-3) -+ p are elements of P'. 
Note that the offending productions are eliminated since 
these are the only productions where |aj # 1 and |g| # 1. 
To prove that this is the required grammar, use the same 
approach as was used in lemma 97. If Y e language(G') with 
derivation 
*0'*1' '*n 
then replace any nonterminal (o -»• g) added in step two of 
the construction with o (note 3 could have been used) to 
form a new sequence 
fo''*i' ••• V 
An inductive proof establishes that S *=> using grammar 
G so 
language(G') c language(G) 
If Y e language(G) and 
*0'*1 fn 
is a derivation for Z, then construct a new sequence 
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*o' '* i '  ••• V 
by inserting a new sentential form between any two 
sentential forms which use one of the offending production. 
The new sentential form is 
"il (« " M «13 
where a ->• B is the offending production, o and 
are the sentential forms. A simple proof 
would show that this is the required derivation. Proving 
the lemma. 
•B # a 
Lemma 100: 
Given a grammar G = (E,V/P,S) such that 
P c (W->V) U (V-fW) U (V'->E) U (V-»V) U (V->X) 
there is a grammar G' = (E',V',P',S') where 
P' c (V'V'->V') U (V'-^V'V) U (V'-».l) U (V-+X) 
such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
and width is preserved. 
Proof: 
Let Right(G) = {X|X e V and X is on the right hand side of a 
production of the form A -> B in G} . Proof by induction on 
the number of elements in Right(G). 
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Basis: If right(G) is null, then G has no production of the 
form A -* B where A and B are nonterminals, so G itself is 
the required grammar. 
Induction step: Assume that if Right(G) has fewer than n 
elements there is a grammar with the desired properties. If 
Right(G) has n elements, then choose one element from 
Right(G), call it X. Form the set 
= {o|o E V and o-»-X e P} - {X} 
Construct a new grammar G' = (Z',V',P',S') as follows: 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V' = V. 
3. The construction of P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
1. If o-»-P e P and o -> P is not of the form Y X 
where Y is an element of V, then o ->• g is in P' . 
2. If X-+3 E P and a e L^, then the production a P 
is in P'. 
3. If X3->ï E P and a E L^, then the production 
op ^ y is in P' . 
4. If &X->y E P and a s L^, then the production 
Pa -> y is in P' . 
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5. If XX->-y £ P and also o and & E L^, then the 
production ag -*• Ï is in P'. 
Observe that there are no production of the form a -» X where 
G E V in G', and, therefore, Right(G') = Right(G') - {X}. 
If Y E language(G) with derivation 
*0'fl *n 
then form a new sequence 
'o''*l' ••• fn'' 
by deleting all members of the sequence where 
*i " *il**i3 
'i+1 = 
a £ V and o-»-X E P. It can be shown through a simple 
inductive proof that the second sequence is a derivation 
over G' for Ï. Therefore, 
language(G) c language(G') 
Also, notice that each of the deleted sentential forms is 
the same length as the preceding sentential form in the 
first sequence. The result is that the width of the new 
derivation is the same as the width of the original 
derivation. 
If y £ language(G') with derivation 
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*0'*1 ••• '*n 
construct a derivation over G for Y by inserting 
*11 X *13 
into the sequence between and where 
^i = *il ° *i3 
*i+l = "il ^ "i3 
and a -> P is one of the production in P' that is not in P. 
A simple inductive proof would then establish that this is a 
legal derivation for Z over G so that 
language(G') c language(G) 
and the lemma is proved by induction. 
m, # — 
Theorem 101: 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) then there is a grammar 
G' = (Z',V',P',S') such that 
P' c (V'V -»• V ) U (V' -> V'V) U (V -> Z') U (V' X) 
where 
language(G) = language(G') 
and if y e language(G) has a derivation of width w 
then there is a derivation over G' for Z of width w. 
Proof: 
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By lemma 96 there is a grammar S^) such that 
Pi c (V^ ^  V*) U (Vi' H. Z^') 
width is preserved and language(G) = language(G). By lemma 
98 there is a grammar such that 
Pg = (V2ai>oV2' " *2aiaoV2^) " (*2 " =2) 
width is preserved and languagefGg) = language(G). By lemma 
99 there is a grammar G^ = (Eg/V^fPg/Sg) such that 
P3 c (V3V3.V3) u  u  (V3H4) u  U (V3.V3) 
width is preserved and language(G2) = language(G). Finally, 
by lemma 100 there is a grammar G^ = (2^/V^,P^,S^) such that 
P4 = (V4V4 -  V4) U (V^ V4V4) U  (V4 -> 1 ^ ) U  (V4 X) 
width is preserved and language(G^) = languagefG^). This 
last grammar, G^, is the desired grammar. 
M # W 
Note that this last theorem has the required normal form. 
As an example of the normal form, consider the grammar 
S -+ aTbc 
T - aTbU 
T -» X 
Ub -> bU 
Uc -+ cc 
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This grammar defines the language If the first 
transformation given in lemma 96 is applied to this grammar, 
then the grammar becomes 
S -f ATBC 
T -+ ATBU 
T -»• X 
UB ->• BU 
UC -»• CC 
A a 
B -» b 
C -» c 
If n is set to 4 and the transformation given in lemma 97 is 
applied, then the grammar becomes 
S VBC 
V -»• AT 
T -> WBU 
W -> AT 
T -» X 
UB ^  BU 
UC -»• CC 
A -+ a 
B -> b 
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If n is set to 3 and the transformation is applied again, 
the grammar becomes 
S XC 
X VB 
V -> AT 
T -» YU 
Y WB 
W -* AT 
T -»• X 
UB -> BU 
UC -> CC 
A -»• a 
B -» b 
C -» c 
Again, the transformation given in lemma 99 produces the 
grammar 
S -» XC 
X -> VB 
V -»• AT 
T -> YU 
Y ->• WB 
W ^  AT 
T ^  X 
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UB -» Z 
Z BU 
UC -f D 
D -> CC 
A -> a 
B ^  b 
C -> c 
Since there are no productions of the form A -> B where A and 
B are in V, this is the required grammar. If the element 
aabbcc of the language is selected and the derivation 
S, aTbc, aaTbUbc, aabUbc, aabbUc, aabbcc 
is selected, note that width of the derivation is 7. A 
derivation in the transformed grammar for the same element 
of width 7 is 
S, XC, VBC, ATBC, AYUBC, AWBUBC, AATBUBC, AABUBC, 
AABZC, AABBUC, AABBD, AABBCC, aABBCC, aaBBCC, 
aabBCC, aabbCC, aabbcC, aabbcc 
Notice that the first, fourth, seventh, eighth, tenth and 
twelth sentential form in the sequence are the same as in 
the original sequence except all of the terminals are 
replaced by the respective nonterminals. 
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Now that a normal form for a grammar has been 
developed, this form will be used to simplify the proof of 
the theorem that this appendix is written to provide. This 
theorem states that if the elements of a language all have a 
linearly bounded derivation, then the language is context 
sensitive. It should be noted that only one derivation for 
each element need be linearly bounded. Other derivations 
may exist which may or may not be linearly bounded, but they 
are irrelevent. This fact is used extensively in the 
containment proof given in this paper. 
Lemma 102 : 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) which is in normal 
form such that if ï e language(G) there exists at 
least one derivation for ï of width |Ï| then there 
is a grammar G' = (E',V',P',S') such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
and G'is context sensitive. 
Proof: 
Construct grammar G' = (E',V',P',S') as follows: 
1. Z' = Z. 
2. V' = V U {S',Z>. 
3. The construction for P' follows. 
4. S' does not appear elsewhere. 
P' is constructed such that 
1. S ' S ' Z and S ' -»• S are in P ' . 
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2. If AB-»-C E P, then AB CZ is in P' . 
3. If A-»BC E P, then AZ EC is in P' . 
4. If A->a E P, then A -» a is in P'. 
5. If A-+X e P, then A ^  Z is in P'. 
6 .  I f A e V ' U Z ' ,  t h e n  A Z  - »  Z A  a n d  Z A  - * •  A Z  a r e  i n  
P' . 
Claim: G'is the required context sensitive language. Note 
that G' is context sensitive since each production added to 
P' has the same number of tokens on each side of the arrow 
with the exception of the very first production. 
If y £ language(G*) with derivation 
*0''l 
then construct a new sequence 
*o''*i' ••• V 
by deleting all occurrences of the nonterminal Z and 
replacing the nonterminal S' by S. A simple induction proof 
will show that S *=> over G for all n > i > 0. 
Therefore, in particular, 
S .=> 
and 
language(G') c language(G) 
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Note that the fact that G is linearly bounded is not used in 
this part of the proof, so that if this construction is 
performed on a grammar which is not bounded by |y| then the 
grammar describes a context sensitive subset of the original 
grammar G. 
If y e language(G) and 
*0'*1 *n 
is a derivation for Z of width |Y|, then construct a new 
sequence as follows: 
1. Before Ïq insert the sequence 
S',S'Z,S'ZZ ... S'Z|y|_^ 
2. Expand each sentential form in the original 
sequence to length | îf | by putting as many occurrences 
of Z on the end of the sentential form as are needed. 
Note that this step is not possible if the original 
derivation has a width of more than (fj. 
3. If a and g Zwhere 
a-»-3 e P and is of the form AB -> C, then insert the 
sequence of sentential forms 
^ii p zr^^z* 
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"il » 
"il « '13*13 ^±3  2*13% 
each of length |Y| between ï^' and where 
w = III - lï^l and ÎJ3 = ... ïjj. 
4. If the production is of the form A -> BC, then 
insert the sequence of sentential forms 
'ilA'i3'l3 
'llAfÏ3'i32'Î3 ••• "13^" 
n'-l„ n' w 
^i3 2*i32 
fl]A*^3Z'i3 'Î32" 
'Î32" 
each of length | Y | between ' and where 
w = lï| - ^i+il and r .3 =  
5. If the production is of the form A 
insert anything between and 
a, do not 
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6, If the production is of the form A ^  X, then 
insert the sequence of sentential forms 
*il'i32'i3 ••• 
y Y1 y2 yn "Im^n «w 
il i3 i3 ••• i3 ^'i3 
between and 
Label this new sequence as 
'o'-'l' 'n' 
This new sequence is a derivation for Z over the grammar G', 
since 
1. The first symbol is S', the start symbol for G'. 
2. If was added in step one, then the first 
production in the construction of P' is used to 
generate 
3. If is the last sentential form in this set, 
then the second production is used to generate 
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4. The sentential forms added in steps 3 to 6 above 
are applications of the productions added in step 5 of 
the construction. In general, they move the Zs to 
where they are needed in order for the productions 
added in steps 2 through 5 of the construction to be 
applied. 
Since E' = Z and the last item in the second sequence is 
* 
equal to = Y, an element of I , ï must be an element of 
language(G) and 
language(G) = language(G') 
so the lemma is proved. 
Note that X cannot be an element of these languages, unless 
an ad hoc statement is made that the production 
S -> X 
is allowed, and is simply carried along as an exception in 
each case. This is also true of context sensitive (and even 
context free) languages since the general characterization 
(production of the form a B where |a| < | g | ) does not 
allow the null string. 
An example of a grammar which is not context sensitive 
but is bounded as defined in lemma 102 is as follows: 
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S -> abc 
S -* aBbc 
B -+ aBbU 
B -+ abU 
Ub -» X 
X -> bU 
Uc -*• cc 
Note that this grammar defined the language 
Since Ub -> X is a production, this is not a context 
sensitive grammar. However, the X must eventually be 
expanded by X -+ bU so that the intermediate sentential forms 
must all be shorter than the final generated string. 
Lemma 103 : 
Given a Grammar G = (E,V,P,S) in normal form then 
there is a grammar G' = (Z',V',P',S') such that if 
y E language(G) with a derivation of width w then 
there is a derivation over G' for Z of width w' 
such that 
w' < max((w+l)/2, |%|, |r|) 
and language(G) = language(G'). 
Proof: 
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Construct G' = (Z*,V',P',S') as follows: 
1. E' = I. 
2. V' = V U (VUE)X(VUZ) U (VUE)X(VUZ)X(VUZ). 
3. The construction of P' is given below. 
4. S' = S. 
P' is constructed as follows: 
1. If AB->C e P and D and E are element of V U E, 
then (AB) -> C, (DA) (BE) -+ D{CE) and A(BE) -»• (CE) are 
in P' . 
2. If A->BC e P and D e V U E, then (AD) (BCD), 
(DA) ->• (DCB) and A -> (BC) are in P'. 
3. If A-»-X E P and D e V U E, then (AD) -> D, (DA) -+ D 
and A ^ X are in P'. 
4. If A->a E P and D s V U E, then (AD) -*• (aD), 
(DA) (Da) and A -> a are in P* . 
5. If A, B, C, D and E are elements of V U E, then 
(AB)C -»• A(BC) 
(AB)(CDE) -> (ABC) (DE) 
A(BCD) -»• (AB)(CD) 
(ABC) -»• A(BC) 
A(BC)D (AB)(CD) 
are in P'. 
5. If A and B E E, then (AB) AB are in P' . 
These are arranged in table 42 for easy understanding. 
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TABLE 42. Construction for Lemma 103 
Start of Production 
AB->C (AB)^C (DA) (BE)->D(CE) A(BD)->(CE) 
A-)-BC (AD)->(BCD) (DA)->(DBC) A-^(BC) 
A-»X (AD)^D (DA)-»D A-^'X 
A-»a (AD)-f(aD) (DA)^(Da) A-»-a 
If y s language(G') with derivation 
*0'fl 'n 
then construct the sequence 
fo''*i' ••• V 
where is the same as except every occurrence of (AB) 
has been replaced by A B and every occurrence of (ABC) has 
been replaced by A B C. A simple inductive proof shows that 
S *=> so 
language(G') c language(G) 
If y e language(G) with derivation 
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then construct a new derivation by 
1. Grouping the characters from each element into 
groups of two and putting parentheses around them. If 
there are an odd number of characters, leave the first 
by itself. 
2. If o and B where 
y->g E P, construct a new element ï. which results la 
from using the appropriate production from table 42 
depending on the form of a ^ g and the starting 
position of the production in If is the same 
as the element corresponding to then do not 
insert anything into the new derivation. 
3. If y. is not the same as the element la 
corresponding to then insert and as many 
other sentential forms as are needed to bring the 
extra nonterminal or ordered triple to the front of 
the production by using the productions of the form 
(AB)C -4. A(BC) and (AB) (CDE) ->• (ABC) (DE). Then use 
productions of the form 
(ABC) -> A(BC) 
A(BC)D (AB)(CD) 
or 
A(BCD) (AB)(CD) 
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to combine the elements which are not ordered pairs at 
the end. These will generate the element 
corresponding to 
4. Lastly, use productions of the form (AB) -> AB to 
expand the element corresponding to back to Z. 
This can be proved to be the required derivation by a simple 
inductive proof. Note that the width of this derivation is 
(w+l)/2 if the maximum width is reached at or before the 
element corresponding to | | if the maximum is reached 
at the end or 1 if w = 1. Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
mm • mm 
Lemma 104: 
If G = (Z,V,P,S) is a grammar and f is a function 
such that if y E language(G) there exists at least 
one derivation for Z of width w such that 
w < f(y) 
* 
then if o is an arbitrary element of Z it is 
possible to determine whether or not 
a s language(G) 
Proof : 
Given a string a, construct a sequence as follows 
1. y — o. 
2. Given Z^ then the construction for is given 
below. 
is constructed as follows: 
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1. Identify all substrings of which are the right 
hand sides of productions in P. 
2. Try to replace the substrings one at a time with 
the corresponding left hand side of the production to 
generate until either does not fail or all 
the substrings have been tried. 
^i+1 fail for any of the following reasons 
1. > f(a). 
2. for any 1 < k < i. 
3. All of the possible constructions for fail 
and ^ S. 
Note that if G is a context free grammar, the substrings are 
tried in left to right order and strings are allowed to fail 
for reason 3 above only then this algorithm is a bottom-up 
backtracking parsing algorithm. If succeeds, then o is 
in language(G). It is easy to prove in this case that 
*n'*n-l' '^1 
where = S is a parse for a. Note that this algorithm 
terminates since points 1 and 2 above limit the length of 
the derivation to f(a)!. Therefore, it can be determined 
* 
that an arbitrary element of 1 is in the bounded grammar so 
the lemma is proved. 
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Corollary 105: 
Given a grammar G = (X,V,P,S) such that if 
y s language(G) then there is a derivation for Z of 
width w such that 
w £ I y I+K2 
then it can be determined if X is an element of the 
language. 
Proof: 
This follows directly from lemma 104. 
- $ — 
Lemma 106: 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) such that if 
y e language(G) then there is a derivation for Ï of 
width w such that 
w S Klïl 
where K > 1 then there exists a context sensitive 
grammar G' = (Z',V',P*,S') such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
Proof by induction on K: 
Basis: If K = 1, then by Theorem 101 there is a normal form 
grammar that is equivalent to G and by lemma 102 there is a 
corresponding context sensitive language. 
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Induction step: Assume that if K' < K then the lemma is true 
for a grammar bounded by K'. If G = (Z,V,P,S) is a grammar 
that is bounded by K, then by Theorem 101 there is a normal 
form grammar for language(G) with the same bound. By lemma 
103 there is a corresponding grammar where the derivations 
for y are bounded by 
w = max((K|f|+l)/2, |?|, 1). 
Since K > 2, it must be true that 
(K If I + i)/2 > |ïl 
I y I k 1 because X is not an element of G (otherwise the 
width of a derivation for X must be zero, but that is not 
possible). Therefore, 
w = (K|y|+l)/2 
Since the bound must be an integer, w = K|y|/2 if K|f| is 
even. In particular, if K = 2, then the new bound is 
KI y I/2. But K > K/2 so by induction hypothesis there is a 
corresponding context sensitive grammar. If K > 2, then if 
a production is bounded by (K|Y|+l)/2, it is also bounded by 
(K+l)|Y|/2. Since K is an integer, if (K+l)/2 is not an 
integer then (K+2)/2 is an integer and (K+2)|y|/2 is a bound 
for production. Now 
K = K/2 + K/2 > K/2 + 1 
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since K > 2 and 
K > (K + 2)/2 > (K + l)/2 
In any event, there is an integer bound for the grammar 
given by lemma 103 which is less than K, so by induction 
hypothesis there is a context sensitive grammar for the 
original language and lemma is proved by induction. 
Theorem 107: 
Given a grammar G = (Z,V,P,S) such that if 
C £ language(G) then there is a derivation for I of 
width w such that 
w < |yI + Kg 
then there exists a context sensitive grammar 
G' = (Z',V',P',S') such that 
language(G) = language(G') 
Proof: 
> 1 since if that were not the case, when |Y| becomes 
greater than Kg/fl-K^) then the length of a derivation must 
be less than |Y| which is impossible. If < 0, then |ï| 
is also a bound. If X is not an element of G (this can be 
determined by corollary 105), then in all cases, 
K^lïl+Kg S (Ki+Kg)!?! 
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and by lemma 105 the required context sensitive grammar 
exists. If X s G, then the constructions used in the proof 
of lemma 106 will result in equivalent grammar describing 
the set language(G) - {X}. Therefore, add a new start 
symbol S' and two productions 
S' -»• S 
S' -> X 
and this is the required grammar. 
For examples of linearly bounded grammars, see chapter 8 of 
this paper. 
